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ABSTRACT 

The topic of national myths has gained current importance in the face of nationalism 

increasing world Avide. This dissertation approaches national myths as cultural constructs, 

which have been shaped throughout centuries by socio-economic circumstances. It briefly 

traces the development of specific myths, including their historical context, and then 

analyzes the extent to which these myths have been accepted or subverted by one US-

American and one German Avriter: Willa Gather and Thomas Mann. Gather and Mann are 

usually considered representative for their countries in the sense that they are oriented 

towards a partly glorified national past. However, it is their ongoing occupation Avith 

various national cultures, including each other's, and the constant juxtaposition of 

absorbing certain myths into their Avriting and of consciously or unconsciously rejecting, 

modifying, or undermining others, which make their texts particularly suitable examples 

for an analysis of national myths. 

A brief presentation of national identity as a cultural construct and the connection of 

literature and nationalism (Chapter U) is followed by a definition of specific US-American 

and German myths, structured according to "Community," "Individual," and "Space and 

Time" (Chapter III). Chapter IV, "Respectability," demonstrates the intertAvinement of 

society's views on manners and morals Avith nationalism. These three chapters build the 

theoretical support for an analysis of Gather's and Mann's texts. 

The analysis focuses on the development of national images and plots used, such as 

the treatment of the lonely hunter in Gather's work, or rootedness in Mann's. Since 

respectability has such an important place in national myths, "gender," as an aspect of 
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respectability, plays a major role. Skepticism, conservatism, but also the desire to break 

doAvn both, gender barriers and other demarcations, as well as attempts to construct 

androgynous new worlds marks the work of both Avriters—a conclusion which confirms 

that dealing Avith national myths encourages awareness that there may be more than even 

two sides to a boundary. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"Gerade die Komparatistik hat durch ihr grenziiberschreitendes Studium 
gelemt, dem Irrglauben an die Existenz 'nationaler Wesensentitaten' 
abzuschworen."* (Manfi-ed Fischer) 

"We know what it is if you do not ask us."^ (Walter Bagehot on 'nation') 

1.1 Introduction 

Thomas Mann said in his "Schiller Essay" (1955) that the "national idea" was 

"sinking deep into the past" and that it was incapable of offering solutions to political, 

economic, or philosophical problems; instead, he praised the "universal aspect" as the 

demand of the hour. This 1955 statement does not sound at all like the patriotic polemic 

of his early texts. But while the events during the first half of the century taught Mann the 

pitfalls of nationalism, they either never exercised an influence or lost it over the many 

who still applaud nationalism uncritically. The eighties and nineties of this century have 

even seen an increase in nationalism: mostly in the so-called Third-World countries, but 

also in Europe it is on the rise again (be it the civil war in Bosnia-Herzegovina or the 

groAving xenophobia in Germany). Nationalism, sometimes declared dead or on the recess 

since it seems to have lost importance in Western Europe and America"̂  after its heydays 

in the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, is actually very much alive. 

Rooted in culture at large and affecting ahnost all areas of life, it cannot be academically 

marginalized and left to political or social sciences alone, but makes a worthwhile topic 

for the scholar of literature and linguistics, too. 



1.2 Definition 

Part of the problem dealing Avith nationalism and such related topics as national 

identity is the combination of the terms' evasiveness and pervasiveness. While most 

people are unaware that patriotism breeds prejudices, they use labels referring to 

particular nations, unaware of the stereotypical images these words carry. From dabbing 

on a bit of French perfume on the way to the office to finishing the day Avith a sensible 

American dinner, we live in a network of references to national images. Why not 

American perfume and a French dinner? Because the French are so refined, aren't they, 

that a scent Avith this label simply has to be more elegant, more 'ooh la la— ŷou know.' 

And the dinner cannot be French because then it would 'somehow' be an extravagance, a 

luxury, while on a weekday a hard working, honest person needs something sensible, 

hearty, and substantial to eat—something American, in other words. Comparably, 

consider the foUoAving German ad: "XYZ—the dessert Avith sophisticated French 

chocolate and good German milk." Picture full, red lips, slightly parted, about to take in a 

moist, dark chocolate bar, above the word "French," and a plain glass of white milk 

above the word "German," and you have a perfect illustration for the conscious 

connotative use of the terms. Swallowed unconsciously by the viewer is the whole set of 

binary opposites, including sexual connotations, of good and desirably bad; of Hght and 

dark, of innocence and sin. The reason why such a big chunk of information is digested so 

easily is twofold. The consumers have an appetite for the appealing simplicity of apparent 

opposites, and unaware, ingrained in their systems, they carry the images of the self and 

the other, "always akeady." National cliches are present in almost everybody who has 



been exposed to the media of the western world. All a commercial, a co-worker, a 

politician needs to do is provide the catchword, e.g., "French," and the whole set of 

national images (both auto and hetero images) is pulled up. 

The concept of nationalism seems to be as hard to define as it is important. 

Historian HobsbaAvm comments on the paradox by suggesting that an extraterrestrial 

observer would find the last two centuries of human history incomprehensible Avithout an 

understanding of nationalism, but that this understanding might not come Avithout the 

human experience.̂  Actually, multiple dimensions exist because the concrete appearance 

of nationalism is fluctuating: what is considered quintessential English now is not 

necessarily typical tomorrow. The practical circumstances must therefore be taken into 

consideration. For example, nationalism as one can observe it in some of the former 

colonies, may work as a positive force by helping to establish a sense of identity—or what 

Timothy Brennan calls a "national longing for form."^ Homi Bhabha stresses the "cultural 

temporality," the "transitional social reality," the ambivalence haunting the idea of the 

nation. So how can one make sense of anything related to such a vague, transient, 

ambiguous concept? 

To talk about 'national myths' does not appear making the task of definition any 

simpler because of the multitude of meanings attached to 'myth,' from a tale trying to 

explain human origin to ideology. However, it helps to define and analyze nationalism in 

the context of this study. The most comprehensive and the most applicable definition of 

myth in this context seems to be Rene Wellek's: "any story telling of origins and 

destinies," where the author, as Wellek points out, is either anonymous or unimportant. 



as long as the community for which it is intended accepts its explanation. This definition 

implies, too, that the community plays a major role in keeping the myth alive and that 

there is a co-relation between the creation and the acceptance of myths. Thus, defined as 

a collective fantasy on a grand scale and expressing itslf through the national myth,, 

national identity becomes fiction. 

The view of national myth as cultural artifact is reflected in Homi Bhabha's edition 

of essays. Nation and Narration. Bhabha speaks of the "conceptual indeterminacy" of the 

nation, of its "wavering between vocabularies," and he wonders what effect this 

ambivalence might have on "narratives and discourses that signify a sense of 'nationness': 

the heimlich pleasures of the hearth, the unheimlich terror of the space or race of the 

Other."^ A different view of nation distinguishes Kultumation and Politische Nation, as 

exemplified by Wulf Kopke's essay on the politicization of culture. Even though Kopke 

recognizes that culture and politics are irrevocably intertwined, in the sense that political 

events mfluence literary production, the concept of the nation itself appears to be 

considered a separate entity, influenced by Culture, but basically belonging to the realm of 

politics: the exiles "must assume that the purgatory influence of culture is essential in 

making a new political nation possible."^^ Still, in regard to Thomas Mann's attempt to 

separate the German state from the cuhural nation after he was exiled, Kopke 

acknowledges the difficulty to distinguish between the two.̂ ^ But if one goes one step 

further, recognizing not only the influence of official literary production, but considering 

national identity as a cultural product, one must question who and what shaped the 

national identity in the first place. After all, it is practically unavoidable to have a 



nationality, and people are classified by nationality almost as readily as they are classified 

by gender. National identity appears to respond to some human need, the way religion or 

art may do. This is the perspective of Benedict Anderson's Imagined Communities, which 

strongly influenced recent research on national identity. He proposes that "nationalism 

has to be understood, by aligning it not Avith self-consciously held political ideologies, but 

Avith large cultural systems."^^ HobsbaAvm, who also looks at many, if not most traditions 

as inventions, supposed to fulfill a purpose, suggests that the form is often even more 

important than the content when it comes to such vague concepts as patriotism, loyalty, 

and other values or rights: "The crucial element seems to have been the invention of 

emotionally and symbolically charged signs of club membership rather than the statutes 

and objects of the club."̂ ^ One of his examples refers to nationalism, specifically 

Americanism, Avith its compulsory symbols and practices, such as the flag ritual in 

American schools or the singing of national anthems in general. He stresses that "invented 

traditions," cultural products, in other words, "are highly relevant to that comparatively 

recent historical innovation, the 'nation,' Avith its associated phenomena: nationalism, the 

nation-state, national symbols, histories and the rest." '̂' The creation of such traditions 

meets the needs of the modem state, whose anonymity requires an identification of 

citizens Avith the nation; an identification that is more easily attained when the people can 

assume that a higher force determines their national fate and that the national history 

extends into a mythical past. The profane becomes elevated, banal realities are shrouded 

in the clouds of higher aspirations. The myths' intended loftiness, though, still depends on 

human language in order to be communicated. It is this language and the texts composed 



of it which can be analyzed and which open a door to approach the complex topic of 

nationalism. 

National images as fiction and in fiction are the focus of the Aachen School of 

Comparative Literature. The research of such scholars as Hugo Dyserinck and Manfred 

Fischer, termed Imagologie, centers around the images (defined as ideas or 

"Stereotypen" ) nations have of themselves and of each other, their appearance in 

literature, and their reception. Their basic principle to treat any national image as an 

artifact distinguishes them from earlier approaches in comparative literature, which saw 

cliches in the text as a proof of really existing national characteristics. '̂  Wilbur Zelinsky, 

in his 1973 study The Cultural Geography of the United States, does see, however, a 

connection between the actual, practical life of real people and the image. While 

cautioning that "statements about the character of the larger community cannot be, 

indeed should not be, transferred to individuals because of sharp discontinuities of scale," 

he does maintain the existence of "national character."'̂  The two positions may seem to 

oppose each other; however, they have in common the stress on culture. Fischer is aware 

that images in turn influence people, thus creating their oAvn reality, and Zelinsky focuses 

on "central assumptions, the basic values and axioms that define aspiration and direction," 

rather than on "actual performance." The media, also exposed to political and economic 

influences, help to foster certain myths; the audience, in turn influenced by these myths, 

includes them into the existing value system and thus increases the receptiveness for 

particular m3̂ hs. Because the focus is on the first half of the twentieth century, in the case 

of Germany, this means an emphasis of Volkisch ideology; however, the time frame 



specified does not necessarily exclude older myths from either country's national identity: 

the Romantic yearning, for exemple, can also be traced in National Socialist oriented 

Volkisch theory, and some myths originating in the Puritan world view still feed into 

current American myths. The use of the term "natinal myth" in this dissertation, then, is 

best described as a cultural expression, making its appearances in literature in an almost 

intertextual way. 

1.3 Methodology 

Methodologically, the analysis of national identity in a given text requires an 

understanding of the myths' development, of the historical context. Therefore it Avill be 

necessary to include an excursion into the American and German past in order to explore 

each country's "symbol pool." HobsbaAvm even calls the forty years before World War 

One a time of "mass-producing traditions."'̂  What is valid about theories of German 

fascism applies also to research on any other type of nationalism, including the American: 

the importance of the myths and cults feeding into the politics. To facilitate a 

comparative approach, I Avill present the various myths, American and German, under the 

foUoAving subheadings: "Community," "Individual," and "Time and Space." After defining 

the myths, I Avill present evidence for their existence in selected works of Gather and 

Mann, assuming that both authors, knoAvingly and unknoAvingly, used auto- and hetero-

national cliches. I will also expose the subversive elements in the authors' draAving on 

national myths. Authorial intent is not my main concern, even though I expect to find 

support for purposely critical use of stereotypes in the Avriters' biographies and 



nonfictional texts. My interest is rather the critical potential of their publications—very 

popular, Avidely read fiction, one may add! Examples of myths which appear relatively 

unaltered are the myth of the frontier in Gather's work, or the myth of the rational 

northern, versus the sensual southern type in Mann's. Examples of the second type are 

Gather's feminization of the frontier myth or Mann's critique of social respectability. As 

evident in the latter cases, gender, social norms, and sexuality Avill play a major role in the 

analysis. 

The analysis of the variations, mutations, and subversions of national myths Avill 

focus mainly on the changes in content, but it Avill also include attention to techniques of 

subversion, such as the camivalesque, including the pairing of opposites and instability of 

identity; abjection, including the discovery of the dark side and the rejection of causality 

and definition; or transgression, including heteroglossia and the escaping of classifying 

systems in general. Elements of the fantastic, listed by Rosemary Jackson as indicators for 

alienation, for example the suspension of time, the combination of the marvellous and the 

mimetic, or lack of visual clarity (mirrors, glasses, reflections, distortions, etc.)^' play a 

role in the rcAvriting of national identity. In my analysis, I do not limit myself to a 

particular critical approach; critical theories related to deconstruction, particularly 

feminist theory, Avill predominate, but not to the total exclusion of other theoretical 

strands. Techniques of subversion, as described in M. Keith Booker's Techniques of 

Subversion in Modem Literature.^ Peter Stallybrass' and Alton White's The Politics and 

Poetics of Transgression. and Rosemary Jackson's Fantasy: The Literature of 

Subversion in combination cannot be rigidly organized, since the "subversive elements" 
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appropriately transgress such categories. Transgression and the camivalesque, for 

example, overlap each other. In order to structure the analysis of the fictional texts, I Avill 

follow the arrangement of the chapter on specific myths in America and Germany, Avith 

the three major divisions of community, individual, and space and time. While examining 

the degree to which myths have been accepted, rejected, and/or undermined in Willa 

Gather's and Thomas Mann's fiction, I Avill focus on various elements of respectability, 

such as aesthetics, manners, gender, and the position of the outsider. 

1.4 Research and Reception 

While the main focus of this research is on the theme, rather than on particular 

works or writers, it still contributes to Gather and Mann research by comparing the 

treatment of German and American national myths. Often Avriters are pigeonholed as 

either very patriotic or very critical of their country. Such a view narrows the 

understanding of the work. Willa Gather and Thomas Mann usually classify as Avriters 

representative of their countries in that, respectively, they praise the quintessential 

American or German traits, are always a bit nostalgic, and focus on the glories of the 

past. What might seem ambiguous in Mann's case, his rejection by his OAvn country 

during the Nazi regime, is usually tumed into an argument supporting his "Germanness" 

by calling it loyalty to the "real" Germany—a Adew Mann's OAvn statements confirm. Both 

authors do indeed Avrite about national topics: Gather does evoke the golden days of 

pioneering, spirited moves forward, and an unquenchable Avill not only to survive, but to 

get ahead. Her Southwestem landscapes are almost as famous as her descriptions of the 



endless, wavy wheat fields of the Midwest. Mann really is interested in Goethe, Faust, 

and Nietzsche; his settings are mainly the parlors of high society in Liibeck and Munich, 

or some other place in Europe where the rich and famous meet. His domain is the 

zivilisierte Gesellschaft and the cultural heritage, paintings, architecture, and music. But a 

focus exclusively on these aspects of Mann's and Gather's work leaves out both their 

critical attitude towards certain national topics, especially those ambiguous feelings one 

has about things familiar and beloved, but still rejected intellectually, and the Avriters' 

cosmopolitan interests. Gather was attracted not only to the Avide plains, but also to 

European parlors, and Mann was interested in a democratic, rational, political order, 

similar to the American one, as a solution to the German problem—a view that at times 

was definitely not shared by all of his compatriots and which even the young Mann had 

considered un-German. Gather and Mann also felt alienated in their countries, be it 

Gather's bittemess about the lack of understanding, even disregard towards art in her 

compatriots, be it Mann's mockery of narrow-minded materialism and equally narrow-

minded social norms. 

Mann criticism cannot be neatly diAdded along political lines of left and right, and 

Mann scholars agree that research has only contributed to reveal the complexity of the 

Avriter's life and work. Mann is now generally seen by critics and scholars as a highly 

ambiguous case—as a Avriter for skeptics. He numbered among his friends national 

socialists and communists. Fellow Avriters, too, have labeled Mann a conservative and a 

democrat, placing him at opposite ends of the spectmm.̂ ^ Unfortunately, the Mann 

reception by the broad public cannot be documented so clearly. For ob\dous reasons, little 
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material is available on the subject. Still, it is possible to define the ideal Thomas Mann 

reader̂ ^ as a Btirger auf Abwegen, as a person raised and educated according to 

bourgeois-conservative conventions, who does not really identify Avith his or her class any 

more. The late eighties and early nineties, marked by a general revival of Biirgerlichkeit, 

of interest in the self, in art, and psychology, show an increased interest in Mann's work. 

In contrast, the seventies in Germany, Avith their focus on progress, emancipation, 

socialism and "proletarian culture,"^^ did not favor the reception of Thomas Mann. This 

development supports the argument that Mann is still generally considered a 

representative of a Germany gone by. 

Similarly, the Gather reception promotes a picture of the author as an ardent 

admirer of the American past, favoring her works set at the frontier or in New Mexico. 

Especially her later works are underrepresented in teaching canons: Sapphira and the 

Slave Girl or Shadows on the Rock appear less often than earlier works on reading lists 

for American literature classes, which are usually topped by My Antonia and O 

Pioneers! .̂ ^ Garlin explains this fact Avith the more difficult nature of the later novels. 

Nevertheless, they do exist, and confirm that there is more to Gather than many critics, in 

her days and now, pay attention to. Gather's way of experimenting Avith style shows her 

innovating power; and, while in 1935 a critic Avrites of her that she "found the limitations 

of sectionalism much more promptly than Miss Jewett ... did" and that her "subterfuges 

were consequently much more desperate...,"^ one might also argue that thematically, 

even though her novels are set in the past, she demonstrates a refusal of stagnation. To 

describe Death Gomes for The Archbishop as "delicately embroidered little episodes" and 
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"elaborate tapestries''̂ ^ demonstrates misogyny rather than awareness of the fact that 

Gather felt inspired by frescoes and expanded the boundaries of literature by translating 

visual art into narration. 

While the numbers of Mann publications are skyrocketing, there is little focus on 

him in relation to national myths. The editor of the most comprehensive handbook 

existing to date, Helmut Koopmann, states a lack of research on the relation between 

socio-historical context and Mann's life and work. Hermann Kurzke, in his 1991 

handbook Thomas Mann—Epoche. Werk. Wirkung. presents Mann's life and work in the 

context of politics, criticizing the so far prevalent view of Mann's development from 

being apolitical to becoming politically interested. Altematively, he draws a subtler 

picture, including an overview of Mann's theories on fascism. Still, Kurzke himself states 

that a consistent, comprehensive study on that topic does not exist to date. An analysis of 

national myths in Mann's work should add some insights into this particular area. 

No Gather research, either, focuses on national identity—possibly because of the 

Avriter's self-proclaimed disinterest in politics. However, Susie Thomas' book Willa 

Gather, an overview of the artist's life and work from a feminist perspective, pays much 

attention to the artist's perception of America. While Thomas' main concern is to analyze 

Gather's position as a woman Avriter, she acknowledges the interrelatedness of feminism 

and nationalism in an attempt to portray her as a "major Avriter of universal significance" 

who was "interested in European forms and American experience."^* Thomas' study is an 

exception in Gather criticism which, besides its focus on the topics of art and the artist, 

usually either neglects national identity altogether or sees her main significance in 
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glorifying the pioneer days. So, while the main purpose of this dissertation is to analyze 

the literary potential of national images, it can hopefully also contribute to Gather and 

Mann research. 
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'̂ Susie Thomas, Willa Gather. Women Writers (Savage, MD: Barnes and Noble, 1990) 2. 
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CHAPTER n 

WRITING THE NATIONAL IDENTITY—THE 

IMPORTANCE OF NATIONAL MYTHS 

IN AMERICA AND GERMANY 

"The newspaper reader, obserAang exact replicas of his OAvn paper being 
consumed by his subway, barbershop, or residential neighbours, is 
continually reassured that the imagined world is visibly rooted in 
everyday life ... fiction seeps quietly and continuously into reaUty, 
creating that remarkable confidence of community in anonymity which is 
the hallmark of modem nations."^ (Benedict Anderson) 

"In relation to that which is biologically or even physiologically fixed, 
metaphor (and image-making in general) may be our way of exploring, 
again and again, the potent and potential content of our archetypal 
stmctures, putting ourselves in touch Avith their changing content or even 
changing those contents at Avill. Perhaps ... we need to 'wake up' to our 
ability to dream the as-yet-unknoAvn and unconventional."^ (Annette 
Kolodny) 

2.1 Introduction 

When Korea was under Japanese military command, the occupiers tried to enforce a 

curfew on the national population by stopping pedestrians and making them pronounce 

certain words. The pronunciation would invariably give away any Korean, who 

consequently had to face punishment. While this is a rather extreme example of using 

language in the service of national identity, the tight connection is obvious. The mere 

term 'barbarian,' stammerer, indicates the importance language plays in nationalism. 

When during the sixteenth century Bible translations spread throughout Protestant 

Europe, this spread was accompanied by an increasing sense of national identity founded 

on that language.̂  What Richard Helgerson says about the "Elizabethan Writing of 
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England" applies to the relation between language and national identity in general: in 

order to shape that identity, it is essential to "govem the very linguistic system, and 

perhaps more generally the whole cultural system," since it is this system which shaped 

one's OAvn consciousness in the first place.'* Anette Kolodny's earlier mentioned The Lav 

of The Land examines how a particular metaphor influences one's way to think, to Avrite, 

and to act. She traces the image of the land as female through literary history, pointing 

out the psychological implications, as well as the practical consequences of the 

ambiguous relationship between man and land. Altematively, Bercovitch regards the 

Puritans' biblical metaphors as particularly influential. Regardless of which particular 

metaphor shaped American national identity more, the common denominator is the 

importance of metaphors per se. About Germany, one can even say that the desire for 

national identification literally could not be satisfied any other way than via literature 

intensely occupied Avith history and art.̂  How desperately historians sometimes Avrestled 

to define and find proof for a national identity is evident in a comment on architecture: 

"this wonderflil mixture of coarseness, roughness, and the powerful lightnings of the 

laboring genius [my translation]" reflected Volkscharakter in the Avriter's opinion.̂  In this 

chapter, a few examples, mostly from fiction, Avill illustrate the myths identified earlier. 

2.2 Creating America 

America never had to be "discovered"—it existed already in the fantasy of 

Europeans. The term "invention of America" would be more appropriate, because the 

idea of the promised land came before the facts. Various beliefs that played an important 
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role in Europe feature a beautiful, bountiful land in the west. Plato mentions the legendary 

island west of Gibraltar. Cehic mythology calls the island paradise in the westem seas 

Avalon and provides the Unk to Christian belief by describing Avalon as the place where 

King Arthur went after his death. The Judeo-Christian paradise or Garden of Eden can 

also be associated with the land in the west; compared Avith the Orient where the sun 

rises, the Occident symbolizes destination or fulfillment— t̂he place believers go to after 

they die. Little wonder, then, that the geographical discoveries on the other side of the 

Atlantic Ocean stirred so much positive excitement in the sixteenth century. Here was an 

earthly, tangible paradise, appearing out of the waves like a mythical island, yet real and 

ready to be taken into possession by the confident man of the New Age. 

Foundational narratives, promotional tracts, and travel logs confirm that America, 

the "neAvfound land," was seen in mythological terms: Paradise, a place where people live 

in "the manner of the golden age," "Canaan," and "Garden of Eden" are the revered 

expressions for the new world. William Bradford, in his History of Plymouth Plantation 

(Avritten around 1640), compares the joumey on the Mayflower to the Israelites' exodus 

from Egypt. The chaos, disorder, and lawlessness of the crossing contrast Avith the land, 

where the stealing of com from the Indians is ironically not seen as an unlaAvful act, but as 

providence. "And so, like the men from Eschol, [they] carried Avith them of the fruits of 

the land and showed their brethren."^ Together Avith constant other references to the 

Bible, this allusion to Moses' spies' returning Avith grapes after forty days in the 

Avildemess enhances the mythical dimension Bradford attributes to the New Worid. 

William Byrd (1674-1744), in spite of his longing for "the onions and fleshpots of 
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Egypt," Avrites in his diary: "we are very happy in our Canaan,"* and the earthly paradise 

he created on his Virginia plantation, the library and gardens, must indeed have 

compensated for the comfort of old England. His manuscripts, published only about one 

hundred years later, became a source of exciting, if sometimes fantastic, details on 

American Ufe. It was mainly information of this type, sketches Avritten by travelers and 

plantation OAvners, which fed the imagination in Europe as far as America was concemed. 

Often factually incorrect, depictions of the good life, of indolence and riches, lured people 

across the ocean, where they had to face a sometimes rather different reality. Especially 

St. Jean De Grevecoeur exercised a major influence in this respect. His Letters from an 

American Farmer, published in 1782, praise an abundant Arcadia Avith enough resources 

for everybody.̂  His view of America is romanticized (in the sense of Jean Jaques 

Rousseau's concept of nature). Even though he anticipates future problems, such as 

possible cormption by too much freedom or the violation of nature by civilization, and 

even though he criticizes the system of slavery and the coarsening effect of the frontier 

experience, his depictions of the farmland between the cities in the east and the forests in 

the west show an almost paradoxical scene. Only harmony reigns among the people of 

various national origin and religious conviction; idyllic farms are surrounded by rich fields 

and orchards (implicit allusions to the Garden of Eden). This pastoral caused particularly 

many French and British to emigrate to America, on a quest for a new, better life. After 

all, did De Grevecoeur not speak of "resurrection" in his third letter, "What is an 

American"! 
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The very fact that America was already present even before its "discovery" gave the 

continent a special status and, paradoxically made it appear to the Europeans as a clean 

slate on which they could inscribe themselves. Unhampered by history, one could tailor 

one's OAvn story and fit it into one's belief system: Paradise for the average Christian, the 

Promised Land for the Puritans, or Atlantis offering its treasures for the less pious ones. 

In contrast to a crowded Europe, restricted by social conventions, the New World 

appeared not only physically, but also ideologically unclaimed—like a dream where 

everything is possible. Desires in the Old World merged Avith magical tales drifting back 

from the New until it was impossible to distinguish fact from wishful thinking. This 

longing, the desire for an ideal, the Adsion itself is what De Grevecoeur sees as main 

contributor to unity when he calls Americans "westem pilgrims" who were "once 

scattered all over Europe, canying along Avith them their heritage," but giving it a new 

twist to "finish the great circle."^^ The image of finishing the circle, the almost universal 

symbol for completion, emphasizes again the mythological dimension of American 

national identity. 

2 • 3 America's Literature of Its OAvn 

As confident as America felt about its political independence, it found literary 

independence harder to achieve. A demand for it increased throughout the last two 

decades of the eighteenth century and editors advertised their magazines by promising 

originality." Even though Americanness was expected to reflect itself more in theme than 

in style or diction, one stylistic requirement did already stand out as fitting the national 
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identity: simplicity. Substance instead of omament, demanded Webster; strive for a 

"manly piece of Avriting."̂ ^ The identification of the national character Avith manliness 

rendered the sentimental novel problematic. Often Avritten by women, dealing Avith topics 

of domestic life and explorations of the soul, it did not seem to express the post-

revolutionary mood. Still, Avriters like Susanna Rowson managed to promote national 

ideas of democracy or the contrast between alleged American purity and English 

decadence as demonstrated by the female characters in her best-selhng novel Charlotte 

Temple. The same book apphes already the contrast of plain style and "Grand" (or 

Ciceronian) style. Generally, Rowson's 'bad' Continental characters use artful (in the 

sense of deceptive) language, her 'good' and mainly American characters artless (plain 

and honest) language. Through this deA ĉe, Rowson criticizes the traditional power 

stmctures in her native Great Britain, presenting altematives in the New World. Still, 

the sentimental novel was eventually rejected as part of the English tradition; in its place 

stepped more authentically American literature during the "tide of literary nationalism" 

between 1815 and 1860. 

The vogue of discovering national character in a country's Avritings, such as 

Madame de Stael's De L'Allemagne. boosted American literary self esteem and created 

an atmosphere of "imaginative freedom."*"* From then on, one can distinguish two major 

strands: the affirmative one, fostering a belief in the "American idea,"*̂  and the critical 

contributions which are questioning it. R. W. B. LeAvis, using Emerson's terms of the 

party of Hope and the party of Memory, adds a third one. He points out that one must 

distinguish in American intellectual history at least three voices and that "American 
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culture has traditionally consisted of the productive and lively interplay of all three." His 

label for the third voice is "the ironic temperament," which he sees characterized "by a 

sense of the tragic collisions to which innocence was liable (something unthinkable among 

the hopeful), and equally by an awareness of the heightened perception and humanity 

which suffering made possible (something unthinkable among the nostalgic)."*^ Even 

though LeAvis, whose The American Adam was published in 1955, does not mention 

Gather (his focus is on the time between 1820 and 1860), and even though he considers 

the "past few decades" not very hospitable to the party of Hope, Gather does personify 

his third category Avith her ever-present sense of Amlnerable youthful optimism and of 

suffering. 

As different as the positions mentioned above are, they have in common that neither 

of them can avoid dealing Avith the complex of myths. Cooper's "masculine" exploration 

of the deep forests, evokes the myth of the paradise as well as the image of America as 

female—the land explored and taken into possession. The transcendentalists, in spite of 

the elitism apparent in Emerson's "American Scholar," promoted the democratic aspects 

of literature; the idea that everyone's voice should be heard in it, even though only some 

were called to put the voice of the people into Avriting. Emerson confronts the topics of 

"Success" or "Old Age," identifying the preoccupation Avith success and youth as part of 

the American national identity. HaAvthome or Melville's America may not appear very 

attractive, but it is still an America marked by the wellknoAvn myths. Even the questioning 

of national ideas forces the Avriter to evoke the myth. In addition, it is almost impossible 

not to be draAvn into stereotypical thinking; HaAvthome's rejection of America as a setting 
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for The Marble Faun was based on his opinion that the New World lacked a picturesque 

past: America the young! The same division, young America and old Europe, lives on in 

the fiction by Twain, Henry James, the Avriters of the Lost Generation. Other images are 

as persistent: the pastoral tradition feeds into Westem movies, where vices lurk in the city 

while the good guys stay home on the range; violence and supposed manliness in much of 

the popular fiction from Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises to contemporary television 

programs make clear again that the tme American is a man of few words. Thus, the circle 

completes itself; the preferred adjectives for American literary style apply also to the 

characters: plain, strong, and honest— t̂he national image has proven itself in literature. 

2.4 Deduction of German National Identity 

Had De Grevecoeur Avritten about the Germany of the eighteenth century, he would 

not have been able to report about this type of unity. In fact, there was not much of any 

unity at all, not even on the most basic level. Even now, asked to cook a specifically 

German meal, most Germans would be at a loss of what to prepare. Those dishes usually 

considered German abroad originate in the regional cuisine and tend to be equally exotic 

for any German who does not come from that particular area. This lack of unity in the 

culinary field reflects an overall lack of unity among the various German regions, the 

Lander. The population consisted of variety of tribes, only loosely connected through 

similar dialects, but Avith different leaders, different customs, and often different political 

goals. Since the attempt to defeat the Roman armies in a concerted effort during the first 

century, the idea of a united Germany has hovered over the area between North Sea and 
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Alps—^more often a dream than a reality, though. The height of unity, Avith the 

corresponding power and glory longingly referred to ever since, was reached under 

Charles the Great. Unlike their ancestor, who mled a kingdom "where the sun did not 

set," Charles' heirs did not fare so successfully: the empire broke apart, not to be restored 

until 1871 under Wilhelm I—and even then only temporarily. Nietzsche labeled Germans 

as contradictory, incalculable, unknoAvn, and even terrifying to themselves.'^ After the 

post-war generation denounced any notion of patriotism, the question of German national 

identity is still not easy to answer. 

Regarding the lack of geographical fixed borders, located in-between neighboring 

countries Avith the population liAong close to the tumpike, often even sharing the same 

language Avith their neighbors, national feelings needed to find a different way to define 

Germanness—some kind of vessel to pour into. At the end of the eighteenth century, the 

complaints go, there is no Germanien in Germany. Especially when in the wake of the 

French Revolution a wave of nationalism swept through Europe, the German longing for 

form in national matters took the shape of a heightened interest in the past, especially the 

culture, of the country. The Romantics rediscovered the Middle Ages; the Grimm 

Brothers went on field trips to collect tales and Mdrchen, artists and scholars researched 

customs and revived folk songs. Associations to "nurture German culture" shot up like 

mushrooms, and singing-societies were booming. It is in this cultural context, to be 

explained in more detail in the folloAving chapter, that German national identity tried to 

express itself The anti-French sentiments, even though fueling the desire for Germanness, 

were not yet as clearly defined as they would be later, encouraged by the Volkish 
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ideology. Still, France, the occupying force, could nevertheless serve as the foil against 

which Germany could then be projected. The fact that France, in contrast to the countries 

in the North and West, had a Romanic, not a Germanic language and culture, made it 

more suitable than Great Britain, for example, to function as "the other," the negative 

picture in the process of developing the picture of the self But again, the main distinction 

was cultural; it had to be forged artificially, Avrested from the practical circumstances, 

which suggested as much unity as diversity between the two countries. While the 

American people, at least the European immigrants, were united by a common 

government on the federal level, America's unusual history, and its difference from the 

various European motherlands, the German people were historically divided in often 

opposing groups and consequently stmggling hard in their attempt to define their 

Germanness. The fantasies inspired by the unsatisfied desire for German unity Avill be 

described in detail in the chapter "Specific Myths." 

2.5 "So weit die deutsche Zunge klingt ... Das, 
wackrer Deutscher. nenne dein!"'̂  

Literary nationalism was supposed to compensate for a lack of political unity. 

History and literature offered material to constmct a national dream on, and some of the 

most ardent nationalists were members of various literary and/or philosophical 

movements: the Gottinger Hain, Kleist (Die Hermannsschlacht). even Goethe, 

Eichendorflf, above all Amdt. Amdt brought the latent north/south contrast to full bloom, 

by emphasizing certain character traits as German, such as honesty, reliability, loyalty, 

chastity; thus, the search for national identity took a definite tum towards national 
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chauvinism. The north/south distinction in combination Avith the idea of Deutsche 

Innerlichkeit, which translates best into German soulflilness lead to grotesque conclusions 

(the labeling of Rembrandt and Shakespeare as incamations of Germanness) as well as to 

new heights in the popularity of Hermann der Ghemsker. This historical figure's 

successful defeat of Roman armies obviously provided perfect material for fiction 

boosting German national self esteem and inspired Avriters from Klopstock, who 

dedicated three plays to him,̂ ° to Kleist, throughout the Biedermeier, to Hans Heyck's 

novel mentioned eariier. In Heyck's text, nationalism has tumed completely into 

xenophobia; the elevation of the self happens exclusively through the debasing of the 

other. A look at the table of contents of EAviges Deutschland (1932), a reader the Nazi 

government had distributed to German households at Christmas, gives an idea of the 

rhetoric and topics officially approved art was allowed to use: "German Oath," "A Boy 

and Soldier," "My Avife [Weib\] and My Children," "Soldier's Farewell," "Of Hardness, 

Battle, and Loyalty" (my translation). Most contributions are Avritten by relatively 

unknoAvn Avriters, but "Die weiCe Schlange," the fairy tale of "The White Snake" 

recorded by Grimm and Theodor Storm's poem "Abseits" are also present, as well as folk 

songs.̂ ' In the foreword. Hitler states that "from the greatest troubadour of the early 

Middle Ages, Walther von der Vogelweide, to the youngest prize Avinner of the nation, 

the unknoAvn Hitlerjunge ... all true poets and prophets of the German soul ... have 

found room in this book" (my translation). At this tune, most Avriters who are seriously 

contemplating "Germanness," among them Thomas Mann, find themselves in a 

particularly challenging situation: not only has the term "genuinely German" become 
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questionable; they are looking, as Heinrich Heine did before them, at their country from 

the perspective of exiles. The paradox seems to be symptomatic for the topic of national 

identity, German in particular, but American, too: full of contradictions, finstratingly 

evasive, still haunting. While one is trying to create a critical distance, it has already, 

unawares, caught up. A close-up on the works of Gather and Mann should trace some 

results of this two way process—a process which in the case of these Avriters has become 

a little more tangible than in most of us, through its documentation in Avriting. 

2.6 The Shared Heritage: Pietism and Respectability 

In spite of the rather different preconditions for the development of national identity 

in America and Germany, the two countries have in common the alliance Avith 

respectability as a unifying factor. Respectability is the term George Mosse uses in his 

1985 book Nationalism and Sexuality to describe those morals and values the middle 

class had come to adopt during the course of its formation since the late eighteenth 

century. ̂ ^ It encompasses manners as well as esthetics, even though sexuality in the Avider 

sense, as a basic element in human nature, builds the core of what Mosse means by 

respectability. In the preface to the new 1981 edition of the 1964 book The Crisis of 

German Ideologv. Mosse corrects the earUer version: "Surveying the latest research, I 

would have said more about Bund and eros ... in order to place increased emphasis on 

the role of the male stereotype." Since a complete chapter Avill be devoted to this 

complex, it may suffice for the moment shnply to note the importance, respectabiUty 

played in both countries as part of the pietist-evangelical background they share. 
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Germany has been, since the 30 Years War, half Protestant, half Catholic; however, after 

Pmssia acquired a dominant position among the states in the nineteenth century, its 

cultural influence created a pietist atmosphere which extended to some degree even into 

the Catholic provinces. In this regard, the Germany of the late nineteenth century can be 

compared to its American counterpart, Avith Protestantism's "dynamic appeal to the 

middle classes" and its emphasis on behavior as an expression of control over one's 

passions. The fact that the coimection of respectability and nationalism is not limited to 

these two countries, but a trait they have in common especially Avith the country that 

constitutes in more than one way the chain-link between them: Great Britain, specifically 

England, serves to stress the importance of respectability in the context of this 

dissertation, as well as the argument of nationalism as a cultural affair. 
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CHAPTER m 

SPECIFIC MYTHS IN AMERICA AND GERMANY 

3.1 Community 

3.1.1 Religion 

One of the most cherished, because time-honored, myths in America is the one 

about the country's Puritan origin. At Thanksgiving little paper pilgrims populate school 

walls and supermarkets, reminders of the pious and humble, but successful beginnings. 

Factually, the reverence paid to Puritan forefathers seems a little misplaced, considering 

that they did not really found the United States and that by 1690 not even the colony of 

Massachusetts was Puritan. However, since the memory of the "Founding Fathers" is still 

very much alive, it is worth dwelling a little on the Puritan influence on the American 

national identity. According to the Puritan belief system, everything can be interpreted as 

embodying a Biblical type, including the Old World, the joumey, the New World, and its 

inhabitants. Considering themselves God's chosen people, the Puritans were looking for 

parallels to the plight of the Israelites. Thus, Europe was seen as the Biblical Egypt, the 

crossing of the Atlantic ocean as the walk across the Red Sea, and America as Canaan, 

the Promised Land. Any threat that might still exist in the land of plenty was embodied in 

the Wildemess. Harshness of life meant God's punishment for not leading a Christian 

enough life, and deliverance from it proved His approval of the Puritan mission. Such a 

Anew of the world must necessarily feed into a sense of being special while boosting a 

sense of unity Avithin the group at the same time. Even though the Puritan influence did 
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not persist so strong throughout the foUoAving centuries, a uniting national sense of 

haAdng a mission remains, expressed in the sentence "one nation under God." 

In addition to the myth of being God's chosen people, but related to the complex of 

Puritan heritage, exists the myth of reward through hardship. Sacvan Bercovitch, in The 

American Jeremiad, presents as the main Puritan inheritance the interpretation of 

affliction as the way to salvation. He points out that the sacred defines itself through 

antithesis and that "sacred history means the gradual conquest of the profane by the 

sacred." Such a view of history provides for an acceptance of obstacles as foremnners of 

the Adctory: any problem one might encounter in the new land presents a challenge to be 

overcome, a step towards spiritual groAvth. As Bercovitch phrases it: "Continuous 

conflict, then, and gradual fulfillment become mutually sustaining concepts, and as such 

they lend themselves powerfully to the strategies of the American jeremiad. Besides 

supporting a bipolar outlook on the world, the symbol of America as the New Jemsalem 

causes a neurotic attitude towards secular life: it is always incomplete, always the contrast 

to America as it ought to be, never the ideal. BercoAdtch even speaks of a diminution and 

denial of the values of secular society. On the other hand, the concept impUes the profane 

interpretation of hardship eventually paying off in the shape of worldly success. The myth 

of the road to the New Jemsalem, then, conveniently combines the cleansing effect of 

hardship as a milestone of spiritual groAvth Avith the hope for tangible reward on the 

secular level. The actual Puritans may well have been a minority numerically, and the 

countless religious denominations indicate that the religious experience in America has 
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always been diverse, but the symbol of America as the New Jemsalem has had a unifying 

influence hard to escape. 

In Germany's past, religion has not been a unifying factor, but rather the opposite. 

The many small kingdoms, dukedoms, and counties, busy fighting each other, could not 

even provide a base for rehgious unity. After the Council of Trent, subjects had to follow 

the mler's preference for either the Catholic or the Protestant (Lutheran) brand of 

Christianity. The Thirty Years War, including emerging variations of the Protestant faith, 

only added to the confiision during the seventeenth century. Consequently, it is little 

wonder that especially in the nineteenth century, when nationalism gained importance in 

Europe, the German population found unity as hard to define as it found it desirable. 

When the pohtical unification of Bismarck's Realpolitik and its preoccupation Avith the 

practicalities of life produced only disappointment of the passionate, high fl5dng hopes 

attached to national unity, the let doAvn of pent-up emotions made people susceptible to 

ideas which in retrospect may seem farfetched, but which developed over time into a 

complete ideology: the volkisch thought. The apostles of national unity, lacking tangible 

features, looked for more abstract indications. They found these in the relation between 

the human being and nature, including the soil, vegetation, and the cosmos itself What 

could have tumed into a pantheistic Adew of the world embracing mankind at large was 

given a very narrow tAvist by the pecuHar nationalist outlook of certain theorists. 

Two men, Paul de Lagarde and Julius Langbehn, shaped what one might call a 

Germanic Faith. Heavily influenced by Romanticism, Lagarde's concept drew on history, 

an idealized past when supposedly life was harmoniously organized according to feudal 
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principles, and marked by creatiAdty. An antithesis to modem alienation, the past was seen 

as alloAving the human creativity to flow freely through work. Artisan mstead of worker, 

the individual would stay tme to his OAvn self and thus be linked directly to the Creator. 

Lagarde's position was not unique, but tied in smoothly Avith currents that had existed 

throughout the nineteenth century. Especially orthodox religion had come under attack. 

Spiritualism was en vogue, theosophy was flourishing, sun worship met Avith interest, and 

Christianity had become a synonym for a particular ethical behavior.̂  The vacuum this 

development had created and disgust Avith materialism prepared the soil for the 

dissemination of volkisch ideology. Lagarde and his biographer and prophet Langbehn, 

frustrated academics, had the connections and the means to publicize their ideas, just as 

other theorists who spread their views through clubs or their own small circles or 

societies, until, towards the end of the century, their views had reached enough sensitive 

ears to be institutionalized. In contrast to portrayals of modernity's scares: materialism, 

confusion, loneliness, and exhaustion, the prospect of a spirituality which suggested 

belonging, simplicity, and health must have been appealing at least to those who did not 

live on the lowest income level and could afford to sneer at materialism. The working 

class and the socialist movement were considered adversaries and special provisions had 

to be made to fit them into the intellectual system of the Volk, either as converts or (in the 

case of the socialists) as the enemy. For proponents of volkisch ideology, the medieval 

artisan, and especially the peasant came closest to the state of salvation because of their 

closeness to the organic: basic production and nature. God unfolding himself in the 

beauty and riches of nature was not a new idea, and neither was the theory that 
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landscapes shape the character of the people. Lagarde added the cmcial new tAvist which 

made his Germanic religion into an essential part of German volkisch ideology: he 

thought that "the individual could be genuine only in a circumscribed form, that his 

uniqueness was derived from the peculiar character of the larger unit, the Volk.'""^ In 

short, a collective mysticism, the Volk as the vessel for the life force seemed to be a 

solution to the spiritual problems of the time. 

Conveniently, Norse mythology (increasingly used as a source) offered a symbol 

which seemed appropriate for the Ufe force: the tree. It features as particularly important 

in two details: the first human beings were made from trees and the world tree. An ash-

tree called Yggdrasil supports the universe, holy water flows besides its roots and three 

holy women, Noms of the fate, guard it. The image of the tree, rooted in the soil and 

striving towards heaven, towards the sun, described how volkisch theorists saw the 

German people: connected Avith nature but aspiring to higher spheres. An additional 

"benefit" of the symbol was the negative aspect of Norse mythology as far as Yggdrasil 

was concemed. Under its roots lay the realm of the dead, its destiny would inevitably be 

destmction (and Avith the tree, the whole universe would break doAvn), and, most 

important, a snake was said to gnaw at its roots. This last detail not only tied in Avith the 

more familiar biblical snake curled around the tree of temptation, seducing Eve to try the 

forbidden fiiiit and causing mankind untold trouble; it also allowed volkisch theorists to 

depict Jews, the designated "other" and enemy of the Volk as the snake undermining the 

healthy groAvth of the German people—an effective symbol, since regardless of one's 
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spiritual provenance, Norse-vo/^/sc/? or traditional Christian, the image could easily be 

understood. 

3.1.2 Race 

Germanic religion and racism, especially anti-Semitism, are obviously related, as the 

example in the previous paragraph shows. Even though volkisch ideology and racism are 

not always identical as Mosse points out,̂  both supported each other in Germany with 

their assumption that "Germanness" was a unique trait, something that one carried in 

one's blood and that anybody not of ancient German origin could never possess. This 

definition, vague as it was, functioned best in relation to an antithesis. Jews, who had 

continuously, particularly throughout the Middle Ages, but also even later, been treated 

as a separate group anyway, became the perfect target for exclusion and thus traitors to 

the Volk under National Socialist influence. Again, a fashion fad, physiognomy, was 

tumed into a serious ideology by volkisch theorists and particularly under the Nazi regime 

by special staff members. This so-called science could gain hold since it met favorable 

circumstances, first among intellectuals, then the population in general. Tied to aesthetics, 

which became an increasingly important ingredient in national identity, racism was made a 

comerstone of German political ideology.^ The concept of Aryan beauty (ironically a 

scientifically rather inappropriate term) and the importance given to ancestry, stigmatized 

anybody who was not German according to these criteria finally as a sub-human. Most 

important, and most successful in excluding non-Germans, was the concept of ancestry as 

a proof of really being of the people. The practice of forcing citizens to submit papers 
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proving that up to three generations ago no Jew had been among their closest of kin 

represented merely an outgroAvth of the already existing theory that the people living in a 

particular envdronment assume its traits, volkisch thinkers, however, carried the concept 

to the extreme of blood and soil ideology, appalling in its chauvinism, appealing in its 

simplicity and illusion of wholeness. It exploited feelings of fragmentation, offering 

connection, both Avith the group and with history—on two levels, horizontally and 

vertically, so to speak— ûsing the m5̂ h of blood relationship. In ancient syntax, Avriters of 

nazi-pamphlets evoked images of ancestral spirits as a source of inspiration: "Lauschen 

Avir Avieder auf der Ahnen Stimme und hiiten wir vor fremder Hand, was aus der eignen 

Seele wachsen Avill."̂  

Along Avith the Germanic looks came the supposedly Germanic character: upright, 

honest, plain, and simple. To these character traits, best personified by the peasants, 

ferocity was added in the course of time. Traits of Nietzsche's super human are visible in 

the ideal volkisch indiAddual, which Mosse describes as becoming increasingly violent: 

"The peasant type ... not only embodied the virtues of simple justice and goodness but 

was also fascinated by force.... The peasants had discovered their aggressive, warlike 

instincts and broke through the superimposed layer of ciAdlization." The glorification of 

war heroes in Norse mythology added, a symbolic depiction of German national identity 

changed from "Michel" in his night cap, the personification of touching simpUcity and 

innocence, to the fair, heroic youth (male, of course): "Hart wie Kmppstahl, zah wie 

Leder" (As hard as Kmpp-steel, as tough as leather), this militant ideal was termed. 

Emphasizing the manliness of one's OAvn group logically means denoimcing the other of 
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being unmanly, of being effeminate. Since the implications of gender are so complex, this 

topic Avill be explored in more depth in its OAvn separate chapter on respectability and 

sexuaUty. The reUgiously and mythologically charged term "blood" being one of the key 

symbols in the building of national identity, the devastating effects of mixing of German 

"blood" Avith foreign could drastically be depicted as a poisoning of the race: "Gift vom 

Sinai, das ihnen das saubere Blut verdarb."^ As absurd as these well knoAvn ideas sound, 

it is worth remembering how serious the population at large took them. (Some German 

contemporaries' descriptions of small-framed, dark-haired, broAvn-eyed Hitler have 

portrayed him as tall, blonde, and blue-eyed—so deep had the idea sunk in.) It is worth 

remembering how widespread the racial myth of the pure-blood Germanic peasant 

warrior was and how substantial and fatal the effects of this fantasy became when later 

their reflection in literature will be analyzed. 

In American National identity, mixing seems to be actually encouraged by the myth 

of the melting pot. The idea that anybody, regardless of his or her background, should be 

able to start a new life on America's shore, if only the prerequisites of industry and good 

Avill are present, is one of the comerstones of the self image. Such a reading of the image, 

however, collides Avith boundaries, more ancient and consequently more solid than the 

idealism of the founding Fathers. Given the fact that slavery was tied to ethnic origin, 

even they had to maneuver around the stumbling block of race, using the term "slaves" 

only once in the Constitution and referring to that particular class of people otherwise by 

calling them "other people."^^ Before they even met, Europeans and Native Americans 

found themselves afready separated by a chasm deeper than the Atlantic Ocean—at least 
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from the European point of view. This chasm is Westem philosophy's dialectic. The 

binary opposites of dark and light, good and bad do not need further explanation. A 

specifically American component came into play Avith the encounter between early settlers 

and native Americans, which made ethnicity a prevalent question. Since neat, clear 

categories give a sense of order and wholeness, the alienated early settlers found in the 

contrast between 'Indians' and themselves a convenient symbol for all the differences 

between their OAvn background and the new country. Nature, the Avild, danger could all be 

depicted in the image of the Indian. According to their value system, the newcomers 

could claim a twofold human superiority over the native peoples of the New World. First 

of all, they lacked the benefit of Christian faith. As heathens, they might not even possess 

a soul and much less "civilization." Often a concrete threat to the settlements, such a Adew 

of the Indians made them not only lesser human beings, but regular devils. Early 

descriptions of America, especially captivity narratives, abound Avith terms like 

"murderous Avretches," "bloody heathen," "merciless heathen," "infidels," "a company of 

hell-hounds," "ravenous beasts," "barbarous creatures," "black creatures."" 

The basic constellation did not change Avith the "discovery" of the Noble Savage: 

the non-white people (the term in itself Avith its prefix "non" is indicative of racial 

chauvinism) still represented the Other. Both beliefs made non-white races perfect vessels 

for the Europeans' idea of the dark forces, particularly human Adces. The Romantic 

version of racism simply evaluates the supposed ethnic characteristics differently, placing 

some of the "dark" concepts above the "light" ones, but still relying on the system of 

binary opposites. This variation, the Romantic idealization of the dark side, is obviously 
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not limited to America; it is, however, still gloomier (excuse the term) than the European 

version. Given the importance of Protestant religion in America, anything associated with 

the dark side, such as emotion, sexuality, femininity, or the arts, ranges on the Avrong 

side. To keep this in mind Avill help to understand what is so subversive about Willa 

Gather's characterization of pure, pale, pious Enid in One of Ours. One example that 

stresses the national importance of the blonde-angel image is a legend, created by George 

Lippard, which refers to the signing of the Declaration of Independence: a "flaxen-

haired boy, Avith laughing eyes of summer blue" brings the news of the signing to the man 

who then rings the "Liberty Bell." The associations Avith each of the terms: flaxen-haired 

(vs. dark), boy (vs. girl), laughing (vs. sad), summer blue (vs. Avinter dark) are so obAdous 

that they do not need fiirther explanation. 

3.1.3 Philosophy 

In his cultural geography, Zelinsky calls the theme of a mechanistic world view a 

basic postulate in America. Indeed a conviction exists that if man just takes over control, 

almost every thing can be repaired, adjusted, improved. Such a view of the body or even 

nature as machine impUes pragmatism in general and on the individual level a certain 

conformity. 

The phenomenal social, economic, and spatial mobility of the individual thus 
becomes a national way for lubricating and putting into a state of frantic 
productivity all those gears, wheels, levers, springs, and pulleys that comprise 
the physical and social world. The pressures Avithin the cultural milieu tend to 
mold people into flexible, adjustable, cheerful, conformable units for operation 
in the social as well as the economic sphere. 
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Related to this idea is the emphasis on personal cleanliness and even fitness. Being out of 

shape becomes, in the mechanistic worid view, an assauh on the welfare of the 

community. Another imphcation is the emphasis on quantity and numbers. A Dallas' 

Tourist information leaflet lists as main attractions two sculptures, "the largest in the 

world." These convincing proofs of the city's attractiveness symbolize a belief in gianrism 

and human power, in being the master of the universe. The mechanistic world view in 

combination Avith the Protestant work ethic, according to which one's worldly, material 

success constitutes an expression of God's love, implies a tough meaning for society. 

Lack of success by individual members not only shows an inadequate measurement of 

divine blessing, possibly caused by a less than pious life style, but also hurts society as a 

whole. From here to labeling people social outcasts is a small step because the myth of 

the unlimited possibilities mns strong. Optimism is the parole of the day (Jack P. Greene 

talks about a "systematic concentration upon the positive"), ̂ ^ and to acknowledge the 

dark side of existence means to acknowledge defeat. In everyday language, an obstacle, a 

handicap, a limit, have been changed into "challenges," and costly space experiments are 

sold to a Avilling public as conquering of the last frontier. The possibilities are there, the 

myth says. You can do it if you really Avill! It is easy to see why on a large scale the belief 

in this myth makes for a strong national identity. 

Idealistic as this American view of the world sounds, it still seems to emphasize the 

rational, while German national identity became increasingly romantic in its development 

through the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Michael Demiashkevich calls 

Germany a Dyonisian nation, quoting Nietzsche: "the German is well-aquainted Avith the 
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by-path to chaos."^^ Disappointed Avith the political development, many Germans had in 

fact become critical of what they considered a merely materialistic world view inhabiting 

the Weimar Repubhc and inclined to look for spiritual rejuvenation. The tum the volkisch 

movement took during the twentieth century, and especially after the Second Worid War, 

definitely paid tribute to romantic yearning. Materialism and rationalism were declared 

decadent, the "natural" life and closeness to the soil elevated into ahnost religious 

concepts as paths to salvation and harmony Avith the Ufe force. The Youth Movement's 

mountain hiking, the life symbol of the swastika, even Rudolf Steiner's Anthroposophy all 

show a tendency to a reUgious yearning for wholeness, for a flilfilUnent beyond the 

rational and material world. Most theories focused on a blending of the indiAddual into the 

whole. Karl FoUen, for example, insisted on the individual's complete subservience to the 

group, "Avithout regard to considerations of Ufe or morality."̂ ^ For volkisch thinkers, the 

inclusion of the middle class posed quite a problem, since its members could not qualify 

either as peasants or artisans. Fortunately, an analogy could be draAvn between them and 

the great merchant houses of the past, while the proletariat was given up as hopelessly 

incompatible Avith volkisch ideas and declared the enemy, along Avith socialist 

movements.'^ The mere fact that whole classes did not easily fit into the national theory 

shows the degree to which it was irrational. The tendency towards a feudal system and 

FoUen's brand oi volkisch thought Avith its democratic aspects do not exclude each other 

at all. The underlying idea, that each member needs to submit itself to the Avill of the 

whole, present in both theories, lead to the figure who can express the general Avill: the 

charismatic leader. This outstanding hero—and in the messianic view of the leader the 
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religious aspect is particularly visible again—^would then guide his people towards a 

bright future and end what Mosse caUs "the malaise of the inteUectuals."^* 

The feudal current also comes through in the variations of the leader, be it Emst 

Bertram's Nietzsche legend,̂ ^ forcing the philosopher into the role of a Nordic prophet, 

or Hubert Lanzinger's portrait of Hitler as Medieval knight. The knight as embodiment of 

(Nietzschean) AviU power and determination, as weU as loyalty, honesty, and courage 

symboUzed at the same time the connection Avith the past and the strife towards an elusive 

goal, the bright fliture of the German nation. WilUam Hentschel's interpretation of 

Durer's "Ritter, Tod und Teufel" as the German people: serene and full of hope even in 

the presence of death and danger̂ " ties in Avith Oswald Spengler's term of the Faustian 

man which also connotes an image of human quest in the company of the dcAdl. The term 

Lichtmenschen, people striving towards the Ught, illustrates the direction, German 

national identity was taking: up, up, and away. 

3.2 Individual 

3.2.1 The Individual's Position 

If any aspect of American national identity can be caUed the most important, it is 

probably individuaUty. Choice has become a preferred term, from child raising (if you 

don't choose to put that toy down, I'U take it away!), to commercials (Taster's Choice), 

to presidential elections (it is your choice). Regardless of how much actual choosing 

power for the individual is really involved in each of these cases, the importance of the 

concept is obvious. From the declaration of Independence to raising independent 
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dependents, the desire to break away, to "do your OAvn thing," has been institutionalized 

and constitutionalized into the main support beam of national identity in the Land of The 

Free. The two sides of the coin are one's rights and one's duties. While even Rudolph the 

Reindeer insists on his right to look different and to foUow his nose, the duty consists of 

mastering one's problems Avithout help. Into this category falls the lonely hunter, the 

pioneer, the man who goes where no-one has tread before. Similarly, home on the range a 

woman's got to do what a woman's got to do, if necessary, all by herself Choosing a 

new path, inventing a different method, puUing yourself up: each person being his or her 

OAvn hero: these ideas describe the importance attributed to independence and having a 

choice. 

Simultaneously, the indiAddual has to fit into the community as a wheel fits into a 

machine, adding to the welfare of the whole. But while the ultimate goal of contributing 

to society is probably part of every nation's identity, the way of reaUzing this goal has 

been tightly intertwined Avith the myth of independence in America: one of the standard 

cUches features the eccentric American millionaire, spending his dollars on the benefit of 

others. A similar consteUation of the one and the many can be found in Jazz music. Each 

musician plays in a very indiAddual way, always re-inventing the theme, creating individual 

variations, while still in touch Avith the other participants. With its "fluid relations," 

Zelinski calls Jazz the most typical of American art forms. An indigenous music. Jazz 

expresses the high esteem given to the independent, individual voice. 

In nineteenth and early twentieth century Germany, the search for national identity 

is marked by the absence, rather than the presence of the individual. The group's, ideally 
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the nation's, warm embrace Avraps the naked, lonely individual, offers protection and 

meaning. According to Lagarde, the indiAddual "could be genuine only in a circumscribed 

form ... of the larger unit, the Volk.''^ Even before volkisch thought was in fuU SAving, 

clubs had started sprouting, and the saying that three Germans make one club is not a 

gross exaggeration. The Schiitzengilde, Tumverein, or even Gescmgverein attracted many 

Germans who were interested, both in socializing and in keeping the rediscovered 

national traditions alive. The Mannerchore (choirs) or singing clubs proAdded, besides 

opportunities for smoking, drinking and male company, an outlet for emotions. German 

longing and weltschmerz, as weU as German Gemiitlichkeit found expression in this 

setting. The Tumvereine, too, became extremely popular: the weU trained, healthy body, 

supposedly the condition for the proverbial healthy spirit, also had a certain militant 

appeal. Of course it would be a simplification and distortion of the facts to assume that 

the gymnast of 1850 went to his club to act out violent, racist sentiments; but under the 

influence of Tumvater Jahn they became one of the vehicles to spread both the volkisch 

thought and a sense of aesthetics (to be explored in more detail in the next chapter) that 

helped prepare the ground for the foundation of the Third Reich. The importance 

attributed to membership in the various associations indicates the importance of the 

group, or society as a whole, in contrast to the importance of the individual. Under such 

circumstances not being a chip off the block—how easily one gets draAvn into the tree 

imagery!—^meant a fiightening prospect. Little wonder that Thomas Mann did not invent 

a future for Hanno Buddenbrook, who may appear like a genius from the 1990s 
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perspective, but who would have felt as if in an icy vacuum at a time when individuality 

was not at all in fashion. 

Only as part of a whole, meaning the Volk, the individual could be whole: "Vereint 

zu einem Bunde stehn Avir in Reih und GUed. Aus jedem jungen Munde erklingt das 

gleiche Lied. Wir sind aus einem Stamme, aus eines Volkes Blut...."^ This song, even 

more any folk song, exemplifies the individual's position. TraditionaUy sung by small 

groups of people, the song connects every singer's voice, organizing the indiAddual 

efforts, making a whole out of the parts. At the same time, singing in a choir means the 

acceptance of strict mles, an act of discipline. Obeisance, order, and quiet as a citizen's 

first duties had been stressed especially since the beginning of the nineteenth century and 

choir singing nicely symboUzes the socially appropriate behavior. Whether singing in a 

choir or, more mstic, Avithout training or expertise, just in any random small group, every 

singer contributes and simultaneously gains, especially when singing a second or third 

voice, by the background of the other voices. In itself, the special variation may even 

sound off tone, but in concerto, each can be its best. In addition, music evokes emotions; 

but while passive listening leaves the auditor isolated, the song allows each singer to act 

out the feeUngs and thus draws all participants together. A German joke transforms the 

familiar Unes "Wo man singt, da lass dich mhig nieder, Bose Menschen haben keine 

Lieder" into: "Wo man singt, da laB dich mhig nieder; Bose Menschen haben ein 

Radio."̂ "* Meant as a joke playing on the mutation of the rhyme, the saying stiU transmits 

some of the ideas associated with songs. The depiction of a young woman in Auerbach's 

novels, for example, singing a folk song while working in the field, thus automatically 
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carries the connotation of the innocent maid's connection Avith her soil, people, and 

culture and accordingly the connotation of her psychological stability. She sings, she 

belongs, she is O.K. 

3.2.2 A Closer View of the Individual 

If the above mentioned maiden's name is Erdmute, even better. As the polemic 

pamphlet by Sorensen points out, the choice of first names in Germany symbolizes the 

country's development.̂ ^ Sorensen deplores the changes naming underwent there 

throughout the centuries, from Norse names, via Christian, pious ones, to biblical (= 

foreign) names. To his reUef, he sees light at the end of the tunnel in the shape of first 

names like Gerhardt or Gudmn, names reminescent of the Germanic heritage. The heroic 

quaUties associated Avith these names: physical strength, endurance, courage, and loyalty, 

were glorified as expressions of purity and inner strength, of an unspoiled primitiAdsm, in 

contrast to the decadent layer of civilization, imposed by foreign nations in an attempt to 

weaken the tme German virtues. In contrast to the image of Germany as the country of 

poets and philosophers ("Land der Dichter und Denker"), the preference for the Siegfried 

and Sieglinde type illustrates the anti-intellectualism inherent in the ideal. The violence 

and ferocity implied in it have already been mentioned. The violent trend in volkisch 

thought, especially from the tum of the century on, together Avith Nietzsche's philosophy 

of the superhuman and his dismissal of certain soft quaUties, resulted in an image of the 

ideal German as strong, hard, and militant (this ideal Avill be explored in more detail in the 

chapter on aesthetics). "It's going upwards! The names say so," ("Es geht bergaufl Die 
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Namen sagen es,") Sorensen rejoices, as did a whole generation Avith him. While in 

America, nomen est omen refers so much to the individual destiny that one cannot make it 

an indicator of national identity, in Germany that connection is quite visible. What could 

be more individual than a name? Taking for granted that first names also undergo fashion 

changes, it is stiU indicative of a nation's attitude about individuality if so many citizens 

make their offspring's' names a tribute to volkisch ideology. The act seems to anticipate 

the actual sacrifice on the battle field. 

In America, the tendency towards the emotional in general and Adolence in 

particular, seems to be tempered by another aspect of national identity, the emphasis of 

common sense and rationality. Natty Bumppo (or any other of the romantic heroes, from 

John Smith to John Wayne) and Poor Richard represent these two different strains. While 

each myth has had its own hey days, depending on the economic, political, and 

philosophical circumstances, both can still be traced in Gather's America. In the image of 

the lonely hunter, the wish for Ufe in harmony with nature co-exists with the acceptance 

of violence as a way to surAdve. While trying to leave civilization behind and to become 

one with the wildemess, the hunter still pushes the frontier forward through his very 

presence. Thus he becomes a super-pioneer, so to speak, with the rape of the land and 

loss of Adrgin territory in his trail.̂ ^ The image of the land as woman will be further 

discussed in the foUowing paragraph on the meaning of space in national identity. Here, it 

may suffice to say that the conflict inherent in settUng the country produced a type of 

hero who uses violent solutions to the confrontation. Though the image varies throughout 

time, sometimes stressing the fight, sometimes the longing for a harmonious union, the 
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basic myth has never lost its appeal to the day, as the countless Westem and action 

movies show. According to John M. Murrin, the War of Independence explains the 

violent strain. Since it was only in opposition to Great Britain that America finally 

declared its independence, the very origin of the nation became intertwined Avith physical 

force. Thus, a second source feeds the myth of violence as an acceptable means to solve 

problems, and consequently to a view of the individual as a fighter. 

Partly the antithesis, partly related to the fighter myth, is the image of the successful 

business man. A standard equipment of literature in general, he may be presented as either 

a benevolent contributor to society by supporting the "good cause," or as a rogue. 

However, his importance in popular fiction and the number of pamphlets on the way to 

wealth, show a deep interest in the business man as a role model, and his significance 

abroad to personify the American per se is legendary. According to the myth "From Rags 

to Riches," anyone could theoretically be weaUhy. "You can do it if you only try hard 

enough," the myth says, promoting a fighter mentality. The philosophy embodied in Poor 

Richard: self control, industry, fiugality, self reliance, and a certain shrewdness, supports 

an individuaUstic, competitive economy. Competition already implies a fight—an outlook 

on the world, where one has to use one's elbows. The very image of the "freedom of 

movement," accredited to individual initiative in the United States, demonstrates the 

concept's relation to the myth of the frontier, and identifies the rational business man as a 

relative of the romantic lonely hunter. 
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3.3 Space and Time 

3.3.1 Space 

Throughout the identification of indiAddual aspects of American national identity in 

the previous paragraphs, the concept of the frontier has been mentioned again and again. 

Inseparable from it, the meaning of "the land" needs some clarification. As many other 

cultures, too, American culture views the land as feminine. Columbus describes the new 

found land already as a breast Avith streams mnning doAvn the hills as milk flows from the 

nipple. In The Lay of The Land. Annette Kolodny traces the implications of the land-as-

feminine metaphor in Uterature and comes to the conclusion that it creates an uneasy 

psychological constellation of fiUal love and male dominance, which resuhs in guilt and an 

ambiguous relation to the land because of the aspect of incest. Most of the literature she 

analyzes has been Avritten by men and actuaUy expresses a clash between the desire to 

preserve nature untouched, as Paradise, and the desire to conquer, to possess. This 

ambivalence does not restrict itself to pioneer days when virgin stretches of wildemess 

factually still existed, but stiU makes up part of the American identity Avith its demand on 

freedom of movement on one hand and the image of America as paradise on the other. 

An altemative to the metaphor of land as woman to be conquered is glimpsed in the 

reports of pioneer women. The importance their gardens had for many of these women 

points to a different relation than that of exploitation. Gather has worked this bond into 

her Avritings, and the gardens in her fiction express a nonviolent approach to nature. 

Other myths related to space are the ones of openness and mobility. The opeimess 

refers to the fact that factually for a long time, and metaphoricaUy stUl, the frontier could 
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be expanded. It is easy to see that a myth which basically proclaimed the refusal to accept 

any Umits appears so attractive. Considering the distances constantly overcome physically 

in the USA,—often without regard to time and expenses, the myth is realized to some 

extent. Mobility in the sense of the individual's obligation to fit in, to adjust, has afready 

been mentioned as part of American national identity. Interestingly, the appraisal of 

mobUity co-exists v^th a distmst of the city, the symbol of hustUng and bustUng. The ideal 

demands a pastoral setting, the little house on the prairie, for instance, which brings back 

the Tumer Thesis: the image of the frontier as the quintessentially American place. Still, 

the imperative to "move on" is impUed because of the changing character of the frontier. 

The logical conclusion inherent in the clash between preserAdng the past, the bucoUc life 

and the new, fast, city life is the paradox that only through change one can conserve. 

While mobility and openness value so highly in the United States, the complete 

opposite, rootedness, ranged as the ideal in the German attempt to define nationness. The 

importance attributed to the Heimat, the place of birth has already been hinted at in the 

chapter on community. Supposedly the natural habitat shaped its inhabitants to such a 

degree that only there they could live fulfilled lives, in harmony Avith their surroundings 

and in touch with their creative forces. Consequently, any group of the population not 

firmly rooted in a particular place could be denounced as unnatural, sick, degenerate. 

These labels referred especially to Gypsies and Jews, but also the proletariat populating 

the dark and dreary lodges of the cities. In Germany, too, city Ufe fiinctioned as an 

antithesis to country life with its positive associations of health, stability, and traditional 

values. Rootedness became a "standard for measuring man's completeness and inner 
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worth"; restfuUiess meant an end to the fear of alienation and chaos. National socialists 

would actually give a religious dimension to the concept of space, creating sacred spaces 

for worship like festivities and the goal of populating the "land in the east." 

3.3.2 Time 

The tendency to look eastward for room for expansion indicates also a tendency to 

look eastward, meaning: towards the past, in German national identity. However, the 

concept of time is not limited to a nostalgic yearning for times gone by. EspeciaUy after 

Nietzsche's philosophy of the AviU as controUing agency had been worked into volkisch 

ideology, the future of Germany was imagined as transcending history and glorified as the 

product of man's free AviU.̂ ^ In this sense, the concept of youth features in the national 

myth: getting rid of stale, bourgeois ideas and approaching the coming day v t̂h youthful 

spirit, was the motto of the youth movement. A quote from the handbook Pimpf im 

Dienst illustrates how the language emphasizes the importance of youth and life: "Bei uns 

im Jungvolk konmit es natiirUch vor allem auf den lebendigen Betrieb und jungenhaAes 

Leben an; denn Avir jMWgvolkfiihrer sind ja keine Rockergreise, die ihren Jungen 

irgendetwas lehrerhaft beibringen wollen"^^ (emphasis added). StiU, apart from 

symbolizing freshness and hope, the image of the youth did not acquire the same 

importance as it did on the other side of the ocean. Visual arts rather depicted men in 

their middle years, strong but restful. Again the image of the tree or, a little more 

abstract, the peasant, comes up: rooted in the earth or bound to the soil, well nourished 

and strong, never waiving, but forever striAdng upward, unfolding its innate potential. The 
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image iUustrates the relation of time and space in the myth of German national identity: 

time encompasses a wide range from a distant past to an equally distant future, but 

because of the immense importance attributed to stabUity and rootedness, it is subordinate 

to space. 

In American national identity, one finds the opposite situation: space subordinate to 

time. Even distances are often measured in hours of driving instead of in miles. In regard 

to time itself, what lies ahead predominates: while the motif of the Mayflower does hover 

in the background, the focus is on the present or the immediate future. The watch, rather 

than the calendar with its allusion to the natural seasons, expresses what ZeUnsky calls 

"the innate restlessness" of American national character. He suggests the image of "an 

arrow in upward trajectory" in order to symbolize how time is experienced in the context 

of American culture —an image which works particularly well since it implies the 

breaking loose, the disengaging from space. Just like the flying arrow, the car or, at 

Gather's tune, the rail road signify motion—fast motion, going for it, going and getting it. 

Future equals progress—a optimist view of the world which consequently values youth 

above age and which attributes desire, courage, and fighting abiUty (important concepts in 

the national identity) mainly to the young. Meaning that neither children nor old people 

have youth in the sense of yearning, drive, passion, a reckless strength. Gather has her 

heroine Thea say: "You've got to stay young for me. I'm getting young now, too." And 

aUnost in one breath: "A body has to have something to go to!"̂ ^ The present tense, 

being young, being in motion seem to be synonyms for everything desirable. In this sense, 

it is time to move on to the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESPECTABILITY 

4.1 Background, or Class Consciousness 

Respectability, nationalism's backbone, has changed some of its aspects, but not its 

importance as a factor in the shaping of national identity since it gained so much influence 

throughout the nineteenth century. Mosse, in the preface to the 1984 edition of his 

volume on the intellectual background of the Third Reich, points out the importance of 

eros in national identity, and suggests that the analysis of the relationship between 

nationalism and respectability involves tracing "the development of norms, ideals of 

manliness, their effect on women," including their aesthetic expressions. Nationalism and 

questions of gender are also related because they are both "culturaUy variable" as weU as 

relational.̂  Finally, early physical experiences, the way children are treated especially 

during their earUest phases, are an expression of a particular culture and produces at the 

same time a culture shaped by these children's psychological experiences. Theweleit, 

basing his analysis of this relationship on psychoanalytical theories, presents German 

national identity as a fiightening result of social events that lead to the restrictive culture 

of respectability. Respectability in this sense encompasses morals, attitudes, manners with 

all their expressions, but the emphasis is on eros and/or sexuality as a basic human 

behavior and the attitude towards the human body and its fimctions in general. Obviously 

customs undergo changes in the course of time and what is considered "proper" in one 

culture may have a completely different value in another culture. However, respectabiUty 

as an expression of the middle classes' desire for stabUity, Avith its emphasis on restraint 
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and moderation was and keeps on playing a major role in the national identity of both 

Germany and America. Even though propriety has experienced a few adjustments (for 

example, during the Roaring Twenties or the Sixties), it stiU functions as a way for 

mainstream citizens to define themselves. 

Both in America and Europe, the rise of respectabiUty coincided with that of 

nationalism. This respectabiUty is usuaUy read as a reaction of the aspiring middle class 

against the aristocracy, reflecting both a certain pride and an uncertainty, if not anxiety. It 

also served as a distinction from the lower classes, though. The Burghers tried to set a 

supposedly higher standard of morals against the allegedly loose ways of the higher and 

the lower circles, thus supporting their identity as the tme superiors. Theweleit does not 

Umit the relation between morality and the state to the nineteenth and twentieth century, 

but sees it throughout the history of the Westem world. He emphasizes, for example, that 

foUowmg the disintegration of the Holy Roman Empire at 1230, the central authority of 

poUtical power was replaced by the Inquisition. The Inquisition as an institution, pursuing 

its OAvn poUtical aims, made moraUty its focus in order to keep control. Theweleit 

presents the discovery of America as a threat to the political order: "Opening up what 

was far away raised the possibUity of opening up what was close at hand." He sees the 

tum against the Catholic Church as a reaction, a reactionary move against the people's 

attempt to liberate themselves because of the moral censorship the Reformation 

implanted: "the God Avithin." "This no doubt offered distinct advantages for those groups 

that were already making a home for themselves in the increasingly powerful independent 

principaUties and for the part of the Bourgeoisie which, having alUed itself Avith the 
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nobility, now hoped to be able to cease troublesome payments to the Church of Rome."'̂  

Theweleit defines the mles of the "God within" as: "Private property in abundance and an 

abundantly chaste body hold a correspondingly abundant promise of heaven.... Free-

floAving desire found its haven in the log cabin.'"* These examples from Theweleit's 

socialist perspective, supported by psychoanalytical theory, illustrate the connection of 

state power and morale. Mosse, who does not approach the topic from a psychoanalytical 

view, still recognizes a desire for stabUity as a factor in the new morality. PsychologicaUy, 

religion, nationalism, and respectability all combined to proAdde a sense of stabUity m an 

increasingly changing world. 

Stability seems to be the catchword here: when the poUtical, economic, social, and 

philosophical circumstances develop at a dizzymg speed and everything seems to be in 

flow and moAdng, most people will automatically look for something to hold on to in their 

fear of falUng off and going under. Anything promising rescue from fragmentation and 

dissolution AVUI be welcomed. A firm beUef, an erect posture, hard punishment: nineteenth 

and early twentieth century culture shows a preference for the hard. That the vogue did 

not dry out can be seen in fascist Germany as well as in modem Westem culture. 

Knallhart, "bonehard," still stands as a synonym for strength; and an obsessive cleanliness 

stUl fights a never-ending battle with the threats to the general rigidity, be it bodily fluids, 

juicy stories, or any stream outside the canaUzed main stream. Mosse and Theweleit both 

use the unage of the flood m order to Ulustrate what respectabUity is not. Mosse mentions 

the "free flow of passion," and Theweleit's first volume of Male Fantasies, centered 

around the theme of dissolution, explores the opposites of hard and soft, firm rock and 
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engulfing, threatening flood.' If ideally the restrictive corset of respectabUity offered a 

possibUity of pulling the self together, of identification, the cohesion of the nation to 

identify Avith was bought at a high price. 

The concepts of control, restraint, damming in are embedded in respectability's 

connection Avith nationalism. Like the image of the overwhelming flood, the more 

trickling versions of fluid also connote a giving way, a lack of boundaries. The passionate 

stream of words of the speaker unable to control himself can pose a threat to public 

order. The bodily fluids related to sensuous experiences are by nature intrinsically private; 

as part of interests and drives indifferent to the group, they might lead to an overfloAving 

of sensations, of emotions and a consequent lack of discipUne. Gluttony just experiences a 

revival of importance after being declared one of the seven deadly sins two thousand 

years ago. The fashionable slim figure is supposed to reflect its 'owner's' restraint in 

eating, meaning his or her self-discipline. Only a healthy body is a good body, goes the 

mle. However, it is not just the amount of food consumed, but particularly the pleasure 

mvolved, which counts. To spend hours on a gourmet meal may be part of certain 

cultures, but it is not part of the American. The worldAvide export of McDonald's 

restaurants equals an export of a small piece of American national identity: the puritan 

work ethic: you eat to work, you don't work to eat; ergo: it is unethical to attribute too 

much importance to a trivial matter like food. Havmg too many children seems to prove 

lack of control of the spirit over the flesh. The child nursing on demand (or being spoiU, 

as advocators of a more stmctured "feeding" would call it) obviously keeps the mother 

from pursuing a stmctured, regular eight-to-five job—a deficiency which is already 
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suspicious in itself If, in addition, pleasure is involved, the situation becomes even more 

subversive. What if everybody did that? The homosexual, in fact, anyone who refuses to 

found a famUy, commits a subversive act against the nation. Worse, the "perverts" spread 

disease and disaster, and consequently need to be controlled Avith a firm hand, as the fate 

of Oscar Wilde proves. What Theweleit calls the "streams of pleasure" are perceived to 

possess a potential of hoUoAving out the foundations of the larger community, the nation. 

It is one or the other in the system of binary opposites, respectable restraint or a breaking 

of the dam—rock or flood, hard or soft. 

4.2 Aesthetics, or Every Body 

The visualization of the ideal man then, at least in Wilhelmine Germany, was a man, 

carved of marble, tall and erect, fighting for the good cause, i.e., the nation. 

Representations in the visual arts bear Avitness to an official aesthetics of respectability. 

Particularly the sculptures try to express the restramt, latent power, and health, the 

hallmarks of the good citizen. The preference for stone and metal seems quite 

emblematic: rigid, cold, and hard. Purposely reminiscent of Greek sculptures, they tied 

the national identity to the classical heritage. "£^/^ Einfalt, stille Grdfie"—noble 

simpUcity and quiet greatness was the perceived effect of Greek art and the intended 

effect of Western, especiaUy German nationalist art. The allusion to history promised 

what Mosse caUs "a sUce of eternity."^ Interestingly, historicity m regard to women 

focused on the medieval rather than the classical heritage, whUe for representations of 

men the Greek ideal seemed more appUcable. Mosse points out the importance of 
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Winckehnann's thesis that the absence of individuality was essential to the beauty of 

Greek art. Such a point of view allowed abstractions and symbolic interpretations, such as 

Winckelmann's "Comment on a Greek Torso": "The quiet and repose of the body reveals 

the lofty and harmonious spirit of he who braves the greatest danger for the sake of 

justice, who provides for his country's defense and brings peace to its subjects."^ 

One hundred and fifty years later, the same comment would have illustrated 

perfectly the ideal German and soldier-to-be. Accordmg to Hitler, he and his 

contemporaries were closer to antiquity than people had ever been. Originality was 

replaced by size, as the monumental buildings and sculptures especially during the 

national-sociaUst era, prove, but harmony and simplicity remained appropriate 

expressions for the national Unage. In order to achieve said harmony and loftiness, 

passion and sensuality had to be banned from the ideal. Both in the sphere of Nazi politics 

and antroposophy (Rudolf Steiner's and related movements), the human body was 

accredited the simultaneously practical and religious task of a vessel for the spiritual life 

force. To strengthen one's body through exercise, wholesome diet, and hygiene thus 

became a statement of Weltanschauung, directed against the liberty and supposed 

decadence of the recent past—a trend which was used to support the upbringing of a 

militant youth. The politicaUy correct sculptures and paintings of the time (WiUielmine 

and post republican) radiate neo-classical cleanliness, shoAving nude, rather than naked 

bodies. The lack of sensuality, supposed to suggest spiritual or philosophical orientation, 

also reflects the general view of sexuaUty as duty or at least base. To quote Mosse: 
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"Manliness meant freedom from sexual passion, the sublimation of sensuality into 

leadership of society and the nation."* 

In America, visual representations of the ideal man did not feature as largely. Of the 

two main strands in painting and sculpture one reflects the pubUc interest for typicaUy 

American subjects, such as Indians or hunters, and narrative and human situations, as 

shoAvn m John Rogers' weU-selUng copies of bronzes such as "The Fugitive's Story," an 

anti-slavery piece. The other strand bears more resemblance to European historicism in its 

focus on heroes. Here, the subjects were Americans, such as Lincoln or Admiral Farragut, 

but the classical influence is visible in the attempt to portray quiet greatness. Most 

noticeable in the context of this research is the fact that greatness and noblesse equaled 

masculinity, and the absence of nudes in official art. Thomas Eakins, for example, 

basicaUy a respected artist, had to resign his teaching position at the Pennsylvania 

Academy of Fine Arts because he insisted on nude models. If there is little evidence about 

the appearance of the ideal American, at least this much can be said: he or she was not 

naked! But even the relative lack of concem Avith the aesthetic aspects of The American 

per se expresses the contemporaries' evaluation of physical beauty in men as vain. The 

Puritan heritage of plainness as a prerequisite to social and heavenly acceptance 

influenced this particular aspect of respectabUity. Also, whUe in Germany nationalism 

started replacing Christian orthodox religion and consequently had to substitute for 

whatever aesthetic satisfaction Churches, particularly the Catholic one, had supplied, 

reUgion kept on flourishing m America and did not give way to an aesthetic vacuum. But 
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if the degree of importance given to the Adsual representation of people varied in the two 

countries, the stress on respectabiUty in officially accepted art is the same.̂  

4.3 Maimers, or Decent Citizens 

The decent citizen consequently had to display a certam disinterest in the bodily 

reaUty m favor of reUgion and/or nationaUsm. Lack of sensuaUty, which reduced sexuaUty 

to a merely functional level, has already been pomted out as a main feature of the official 

image, both in Wilhelmme and National SociaUst Germany and m America. Proper 

behaAdor implied restraint, creating a distance, keeping one's hands to oneself—above the 

table and above the cover, of course. This abstinence of exploring and especially enjoying 

oneself and the world, sensuously and sensually, was accompanied by an increased 

awareness of dirt (or what was considered as such), not just for the recently discovered 

connection Avith diseases, but as an expression of supposedly higher aspirations (be it the 

social move upward or the strife towards heaven). Theweleit interprets the obsession Avith 

cleanUness psychoanalytically as part of a disturbed process of identification. According 

to Theweleit, the typical treatment of children, especiaUy mfants, m Westem culture, 

represses the child's basic needs of sensually exploring the self and the world. If the child 

is prohibited from physically experiencing his OAvn body through close contact Avith the 

mother, the baby cannot fully experience himself or herself Theweleit's theory, backed up 

by clmical research, is based to some degree on Margaret Mahler's observations. He 

quotes Mahler on the tension-reducmg effects of defense mechanisms (overflow and 

discharge reactions): "The effect of these expulsive phenomena (urinating, defecating, 
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coughing, sneezing, spitting, etc.) as weU as the gratification gained by his mother's 

ministrations help the infant, in time, to differentiate between a 'pleasurable' and 'good' 

quaUty and a 'pamful' and 'bad' quaUty of experience." Reactions of disgust towards the 

chUd's "overflows," rigid potty training, scheduled feedmgs, and lack of access to the 

matemal body, as well as to their oAvn bodies, Avill (Theweleit's paraphrase of Mahler) 

cause the child to perceive itself as a "thing filled with 'evil' streams" and as having "no 

sense of its OAvn boundaries."^" Both in Germany and in America, especially from the 

second half of the nineteenth century on, the social cUmate favored conditions that 

aUenated people from their bodies. Thus, early chUdhood experiences mark only the 

beginning of a hardening of the self and the need to set up a strong limit between inside 

and outside, the creation of an unbreakable outer shell, supposed to protect the vulnerable 

mside, the never-consciously acknowledged pent-up streams of desire of the "not yet fully 

bom" [Theweleit's term for the groAvn-up person who was never allowed to mentally 

grow into opening up to the outside, to the other]. An unconscious fear of pouring out 

one's inner streams, those streams one has leamed to feel so guilty about, lead to an 

obsession Avith hardness, dryness, Avith damming and draining ANY flood. Theweleit's 

vast array of examples ranges from beatings as a supposed remedy against bed wetting to 

the often quoted advice that "boy's don't cry," to many men's "'normal' distaste for 

sticky, unseen 'fenunine functions,'"" to the fascist perception of war as damming the 

(Red) Flood. One's skin becomes a defense against the threatening floods of the worid. 

And not only defense was needed: it did matter what others were doing, because if other 

dams broke, one's OAvn might, too! Thus, rigid social conventions repressing desire, 
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become a desperate means to protect one's boundaries—an obsession also visible in the 

preoccupation of nations Avith boundaries in the sense of frontiers. The partitioning of the 

Afiican continent at the Berlin conference m 1849, the hassle over Alsace, the amount of 

lives, effort, and money spent on a few yards of ground during the First World War show 

a pettiness and preoccupation Avith boundaries that seem to go beyond economic 

concems, indicating an urational motivation. Back to the mdividual; aUenated from their 

mothers, alienated from their OAvn bodies, the cleansed egos define their limits by creatmg 

an armor, insensitive to touch: clean, shiny, and unpenetrable. The armor is present in the 

German term of gentlemanly behavior: ritterliches Betragen. The knight in shining armor 

had m Germany such a key function as a national symbol that Hitler had himself portrayed 

as a krught. In America, the number of bathrooms in a house indicates how much of a 

distance a person is able to put between herself and the homeless in the street. The poor 

man stmks, the Bible says, and God hates him. In national identity, the clean-and-dirty 

dichotomy finds particularly graphic expression in the image of the enemy as disease. 

Terms like "dirty foreigners," Avith their "smelly food," and their "unclean habits" pave 

the way to seeing the other as a pest, a disease spreading vermin one needs to extinguish. 

Especially in combination Avith sexuality, this type of propaganda strikes at the core, as 

"Afiican" AIDS and the frenzy over homosexuals as assassins of national health prove. In 

the time frame concemed, as weU as today, the targets were ethnic minorities, lower or 

higher classes, those Avith other than mam stream sexual preferences. The decent 

American or German citizen would not dirty his or her hands Avith the pariah; they would 

stay clean of trouble, they would leave duty thoughts to the others. Hitler would rather 
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engage in his "German thoughts," and anyway, Westem cuUure had long since decided 

that the more primitive people lacked decency, chivalry, and high moral standards. To 

that, Anglo America and Germany could wholeheartedly agree. 

4.4 Gender, or The Fatherland 

Still, even Anglo America and Germanic Germany were not as homogenous groups 

as may appear. The Une splitting even these msiders up into two different camps is, of 

course, gender. It has already been pointed out that the representation of the ideal man 

was a man—a statement to be taken literally. If woman is considered to be the antithesis 

of man, this arrangement puts her necessarily into the enemy's camp; this conclusion 

arises logicaUy from the idea of man as model citizen. Obviously, this conclusion is an 

oversimplification, the male/female dialectic being complex enough to thwart any real 

logic. The fact remains, though, that while the women of one's OAvn group are praised for 

their feminine traits (affirming the men's masculinity), these same traits attached to the 

enemy become an offense. The foUoAving examples from Hans Heyck's Armin der 

Cherusker̂ '̂  (1932) Ulustrates how the concepts of male versus female, hard versus soft, 

rock versus stone dominate the novel's language. The besieged Roman enemies dash like 

torrents through gaps in the wall, blood and intestines well out of their bodies.'^ Death 

and danger belong to the fluid, feminine realm here; consequently, Armin does not think 

of a woman, but of the gods and forests of his home,̂ "* and when he dies, he wants to 

fade away in the arms of loneliness, his final beloved and more beautiful than his former 

sweethearts. This firm, chaste hero, who Avith his marble like, marvelously wellshaped 
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body and Avith his eyes like blue fire'' can hardly escape the approaches of the lasciAdous 

Roman women, contrasts Avith the sissy, spongy, or pretty non-Germans. These examples 

from Heyck's novel iUustrates how the elements of Theweleit's theory are tied together: 

an unconscious fear of dissolution leads to both a rejection of the female element in the 

shape of women as well as in the metaphor of the flood (=threatemng water—water m 

itself rather carries the meaning of cleansing), and a view of the enemy as belonging to the 

female principle. The female as enemy, the enemy as female. 

The fact that the ideal national citizen is implicitly defined as mascuUne makes it not 

only possible to label members of other nations as effeminate, but it adds a transnational 

dimension to the women of one's OAvn people, too. Female qualities, being domestic, 

supportive, matemal, are usuaUy perceived as universal,'̂  the difference between one's 

OAvn and the other's women being one of degree rather than total opposite. The negative 

aspects of femininity, such as sexual aggressiveness, lack of modesty, deceptiveness, or 

other socially unacceptable traits, are considered to be more pronounced in foreign 

women, but to be latent in one's female compatriots, too. In Germany, for example, even 

about 25 years ago, women used to lose their citizenship when marrying a foreigner—a 

situation which ended only under the pressure of special interest groups. Society allows 

its men more easily than its women to engage in binational or biracial relations; another 

confirmation, not only of the subordmation of women, but of the transnational quality 

attributed to the latter group. In regard of this, one might read Gather's decision to have 

her heroine, Antonia, marry a man from her OAvn ethnic group, after bemg seduced by an 

American, as a comment against the assumption that nationality does not matter so much 
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for women, or that marrying mto an American family would necessarily mean an upward 

step on the social ladder. 

The other side of the com is the mascuUnization of nationality. Characteristics, such 

as strength, loyalty, courage, the abiUty to lead are associated Avith the concept of 

masculinity. Even though the quaUties Usted are transnational, they make up part of 

probably most national identities, among them German and American. The honest, 

upright white man, having to ward of the danger of msidious natives, is a stock figure in 

adventure books. So are his adversaries, who, of course, do not even have a notion of the 

white man's code of honor. Robmson Gmsoe nobly rescues Friday's father from bmtal 

savages (a nobUity of spirit which does not keep him from making his former fellow 

sufferer into his servant upon theU- retum to England); the Westem hero's character is 

ahnost (but only almost!) too upright to notice the deceptive "Indians," who 

treacherously Ue in wait of him. MelviUe's Quequeg from Moby Dick must have 

antagonized some spirits m his tune: the descendant of cannibals is favorably compared 

Avith Washmgton by narrator Ishmael—a comparison that shakes at the belief m the innate 

superiority of the nation's males. The main channel through which the national myths 

were passed on were the educational mstitutes. They functioned as custodians of the 

culture Avith masculinity as the chief message that penetrated all other teaching. 

Just as the nation's men incamate superiority, so do the women. Even though they 

may be women in the first place and citizens only in the second, they seem to embody 

socially accepted quaUties to a higher degree than women of other nations (or groups not 

fitting into the national identity). What these socially accepted characteristics are depends 
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on the circumstances. For example, during times of war the ideal of domesticity may give 

way to an ideal of the woman in the arms factory or other places of the work force; 

chastity might altemate Avith a moderate degree of sex appeal as desirable goal. Usually, 

family-oriented behavior tops the Ust, because of the function this institution has for the 

nation. Especially before and throughout the First and Second World Wars, women 

achieved recognition as the producers and educators of fixture soldiers—a position which 

accorded them an importance not granted otherAvise. Consequently, the status as 

germinators for and of the nation must have had a certain appeal even for women 

themselves. StUl, in view of dangers threatenmg domesticity, such as the suffrage 

movement (or the more recent feminism) the national identity must adjust to pressure. In 

Germany, the national socialist party needed to compensate girls for the attractions 

offered to boys and bridged the gap between the un-German New Woman, proudly riding 

the bicycle in breeches, and the desired soldier producing super mother by letting girls 

practice sports. Athletic activities had the double function of presenting a tie Avith the 

mythical past, the Valkyries or war maidens, and producing healthy, weU-trained bodies 

(which come in handy during pregnancy, childbirth, and war) and ideally doAvn-to-earth 

minds, since they might keep the young women from idleness and intellectual 

occupations. It is Unportant to remember that the ideals fluctuate and even contradict 

themselves, sometimes even in the same era. But whatever details were required, whether 

a fragile or a strong body was more in demand, the central female role was the one of 

"guardian of the race," a concept promoted by social and natural sciences.'^ In order to 

comply Avith this role, chastity, modesty, and decency were seen as indispensable. 
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Marianne, the symbol of the French Republic, had to cover herself more decently than 

before (Delacroix' 1830 well-knoAvn picture of the French revolution shows her 

"topless") after she became a national symbol.'* Raping the enemy's women as a symbol 

of victory, an age-old practice which has just regained new currency m the Balkan War, 

hunuUates the opponent most effectively and is perceived as being almost as shameful as 

the planting of the mtmders' flag on a buUding of national importance. The woman as a 

preserver of "traditional" values must necessarily remain immobile on the pedestal where 

society put her in order to fulfill her role. Any comportment jeopardizmg the promotion 

of her family and consequently of the race (a term often used interchangeably Avith 

"nation" in the 1900s'^) AviU not only "hinder the great forces of evolution,"^" but is high 

treason, sometUnes deserving the death penalty, and pushes women right back where they 

are halfway, anyway: into the enemy's camp. 

4.5 Outsiders, or Enemies of the People 

The importance stiU attributed to the question of sexual preference illustrates the 

interest the community has in regulating the behavior of its members. What, if everybody 

did that? The family is the innermost cell of the nation! Getting married and producing 

two (not more!) chUdren mark the model citizen, as the presidential elections keep on 

broadcasting. No American presidential candidate could seriously expect any success if he 

did not present himself flanked by the attributes of his respectable life style: the Avife and 

two chUdren. The triumph of the nuclear famUy went hand in hand Avith the rise of 

nationaUsm and respectabiUty, and it is this importance attributed to the family which 
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makes a confusion of male and female role a charged topic. As a mirror of the nation, the 

family was supposed to reflect the hierarchy, as weU as the distribution of power in 

legislative and executive. The father's law dommates, the chUdren obey mother—and if 

they don't: wait until father comes home! Obviously the clearly defined power stmcture 

cannot hold up if the distinction between active and passive role, man and woman begins 

to waver. And if women wearmg the pants shakes akeady at the nation's foundation, men 

putting on female attire (or behavior) Avill bring the whole constmction dov^. So any 

tendencies of Aviping out the clear demarcations of male and female camp were labeled 

urespectable or despicable, while homosexuaUty was officially declared illegal. 

On the other hand, male bonding and close companionship (as required in a war 

situation) had to be encouraged. In Germany, this led to an ambiguous situation, 

especiaUy in the National SociaUst movement and the Mannerbund. Even at the tum of 

the century, the poet Stefan George had already praised Eros as an altemative to 

conventional ties. He defined Eros in the terms of aesthetics and spirituality, as a 

"manifestation of the body and the soul" He envisioned a brotherhood of only the most 

noble, gifted and beautiful young men. This elitist ideal met Avith increased interest in the 

Bund as an altemative to bourgeois social forms on the side of volkisch thinkers. One 

should not forget the anti-bourgeois potential of the volkisch movement which led, during 

the Third Reich, to a strange mix of politics trying to attract the conservative broad 

masses and simultaneously to carry a revolutionary air. The idea of the Bund proves to be 

a crowd pleaser in this respect, since it is conservative in its reminiscence of the medieval 

gild, the masonry, and unconventional in its (basically anti-family) free male bonding. In 
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addition, the spiritual component of Eros as seen by Hans Bluher elevated the concept to 

the height of a Adsion. Bluher, basing his idea on Freud's theory of the sublimation of the 

sexual drive into culture, also advocated a satisfying sex life, yet Avithout the resulting 

obligation of family life, which would droAvn cultural aspirations in everyday Ufe routine. 

The resuh: "Eros was to be a catalyst in fostering cultural creativity, not srniply used up 

in biological propagation .... The homosexuaUy incUned came to be regarded as the most 

socially creative individual." That is, as long as this option remained open only for the 

tmly gifted; the general population's role in this context was not to participate, but to 

accept the idea of the Bund as part of a new myth. Women and Jews were excluded from 

this elusive community since they were regarded as preoccupied Avith the material aspects 

of Ufe. Particularly Otto Weininger, in his book Geschlecht und Charakter argued that 

women in general were inferior, amoral, illogical.̂ "* As sub-humans they obviously had no 

place in a select Bund. So, while homoeroticism was highly unacceptable for the main 

stream (because of the minous effect on family and state), at the same time, stylized into a 

spiritual affaU, it acquired an almost religious flaU as an appropriate orientation for the 

national elite. 

In America, religion mled out a cosmic dimension of homoeroticism. A painting like 

Thomas Eakins' "The SAvimming Hole," depicting a group of nude men bathing, would 

aUnost certainly have found more approval in the Germany of the time. The Unage of 

water as a cleansing element (in contrast to the raging flood) seems to symbolize the 

purity of the male relationships; it is a scene Theweleit has identified in varied forms in his 

sources. Male bonding in America officially happened only on the level of loyalty and 
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fiiendship. The image that comes to mind is the one of a nightly campfire in the desert 

and two guys who understand each other Avithout speaking (one of them John Wayne). 

This Westem counterpart of male comradery also thrives on exclusion. The female sphere 

is far away, and the only women the most mythical genre, the Western, features are the 

prostitute Avith the golden heart and the chaste Avife, fiancee, or sweetheart home on the 

range. Said male relationship requires rough, tough, honest men whose thoughts, should 

they ever wander off into the realm of the erotic, would focus on one of the females 

mentioned above. Ideally the Adrgin sweetheart, possibly the whore, but never, ever on 

another man. Homoeroticism just does not fit mto American national identity. So what 

does happen to the outsider in this respect? The lover who dare not speak his mind would 

simply suffer the fate of other outsider groups, such as ethnic minorities, or worse: 

biracial indiAdduals suffered: low Adsibility. The question whether or not, or to which 

extent, Willa Gather had lesbian tendencies remained not only unanswered for a long 

time, but it remained unasked untU recently. 

In this section, the focus has so far been on homoeroticism, smce in societies, which 

are preoccupied Avith sexuality, deviations in this area are particularly stigmatized. Other 

motifs for brandmg people outsiders range from ethnic origin to life styles; in fact, any 

antithesis to the characteristics identified as part of the national identities can cause social 

scom. The stereotypical Negro is by the very definition of the stereotype already 

disquaUfied as an American model citizen. Roma and Sinti, who have started claUning the 

term of "Gypsy" again, were perceived as outsiders because of their lack of rootedness— 

a major deficit from the perspective of German nationalists. Based on myths, myths in 
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themselves, national identities leave little room for real life details which do not fit the 

pattem. 
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CHAPTER V 

NATIONAL MYTHS ON GOMMUNTTY IN THE 

WRITINGS OF WILLA GATHER 

AND THOMAS MANN 

"The Americanization committee worker who persuades an old 
Bohemian houseAvife that it is better to feed her family out of tin cans 
mstead of cooking them a steaming goose for dinner is committing a 
crime against art."^ (Willa Gather) 

"1st nicht Versohnung und Ausgleich all mein Bestreben und meine Sache 
Bejahen, Geltenlassen und Fmchtbarmachen des einen Avie des anderen, 
GleichgcAvicht und Zusammenklang?"^ (Thomas Mann) 

51 Religion 

Raised as a Baptist, Gather seems to have shed much of her early convictions once 

she got older. During her time at the university she was knoAvn as a free thinker, shocking 

her classmates by professing not to beUeve in God.̂  Impossible to teU how much of the 

statement was a pose and how much serious conviction, some of her childhood teaching 

has slipped into her writings in spite of her proclaimed contempt for institutionalized 

religion. 

In O Pioneers!, which also represents literary pioneering in the use of an unexplored 

setting,"* Alexandra really embodies Protestant work ethic per se, from the rational 

approach she takes to farming to the cold showers she uses to chase the sensual dreams 

of being carried away on strong arms: "There she would stand m a tm tub and prosecute 

her bath with vigor, finishing it by pouring buckets of cold weU water over her gleaming 

white body."^ The whiteness of her body in combmation Avith the term "prosecute" 
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suggests innocence under attack, while the association of prosecution hints at religious 

prosecution. Alexandra, however, stands firm in the face of temptation: she fights the 

"revery," the "Ulusion," or, even more disapprovmg, "the fancy," which comes to her 

anyway only when she inAdtes the devU by lying "luxuriously idle."^ The streams of cold 

water droAvrung her desire evoke at the same time the ideas of punishment for sinning and 

the washing away of one's sms. 

Another instance in the same book, too, presents the familiar constellation of 

pleasure, sin, and punishment. Alexandra's brother Emil and his beloved Maria Shabata, 

who is married to another man, finally cannot resist temptation any more, and so disaster 

takes its course. The fatal attraction results in some form of physical closeness—how 

close is neither revealed, nor does it matter. What matters is that the idea has become 

flesh, an overstepping of the limits which cannot be tolerated: Maria's husband shoots the 

lovers in his OAvn orchard. 

Particularly Emil's Umer stmggle between passion and renunciation can be read as a 

comparison between Catholic and Protestant faith, Avith Protestantism Avinning out at 

least on the level of practical reaUties. The murder scene takes place in the orchard, a very 

Garden of Eden, where the lovers had met fiiU of benevolent intentions, ready to carry on 

their mutual love only in the spirit and separated from each other. Emil has come to this 

conclusion m the preceding scene, the confirmation sersdce m the French Catholic church. 

While Puritanism, identified earlier as an integral part of American national identity, 

generally considers music to be sensual, woridly, and therefore suspicious, its function in 

the GathoUc Church is almost the opposite. Gather's position in between appears in her 
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choice of songs performed during this service: Gounod's "Ave Maria" evokes the image 

of the Holy Virgin, but also the Unage of Maria Shabata. Still, the two images do not 

remain antitheses, but find theU" synthesis m a subUmation of Emil's love: "He seemed to 

discover that there was a kind of rapture in which he could love forever Avithout faltering 

and Avithout sin." The reUgious dimension of his stmggle becomes even more evident as 

the passage contmues. An impUed violation of the tenth commandment, "though shalt not 

covet your neighbour's Avife," is answered by Emil's conclusion: "He coveted nothing 

that was Frank Shabata's. The spirit he had met in music was his OAvn. Frank Shabata ... 

would have destroyed it if he had found it, as Herod slew the innocents, as Rome slew the 

martyrs." The repeated aUusions to religious prosecution emphasize the purity of Emil's 

intentions, reached during the Catholic serAdce. 

However, Gather specificaUy says he "seemed" to discover that he could give up 

"sin." The novel states that "he slipped out under the cover of [the song] 'The Holy 

City,'" because "he could stand it no longer."^ Leaving the New Jemsalem, however, 

means to become a deserter, committing an offense against the law. When Emil actually 

sees Maria again, he throws himself doAvn beside her and takes her in his arms. Next, the 

reader leams that Maria's husband hears some murmuring in the orchard at night, 

discovers the lovers, and murders them. Irrelevant of Emil's philosophical contemplations 

in the GathoUc church. Gather has decided to end this episode according to stem 

Protestant law. Sin does not meet absolution, but punishment; regardless of both EmU's 

and Maria's lofty mtentions, the plain facts are that they were discovered in an unlaAvflil 

embrace, and stem, plain, Puritan tradition demands harshness. Ivar, who embodies the 
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American cUche of the god fearing loner, living aU by himself in the simplest dugout, close 

only to his God and nature, discovers the corpses and confirms the familiar religious 

readmg of the drama: "It has faUen! Sm and death for the young ones!"^ Happmess, 

instead, AVUI be Andrea's reward for industry, hard work, suffering, and the renunciation 

of passion. Her life, achievements, and her words, addressed to her life-long friend and 

intended, confirm the philosophy of reward through hardship. Whh "exaUed serenity" in 

her face, she says: "I think we shall be very happy."̂ ^ 

Instances where Gather abides to the Puritan Element in American culture are 

relatively rare. Even though she did jom the EpiscopaUan Church together Avith her 

parents in 1922," she remained something of a free spirit, admiring the Catholic Church 

as an institution and comparing religion to art. The Puritan strain, however, became a 

target in her later Avritings, and her techniques m exposing its shortcomings Avill be 

analyzed more closely. Before turning to the subversion of national beliefs, a few 

examples Avill demonstrate Thomas Mann's compliance Avith the belief system of his 

country. 

In his first novel. Die Buddenbrooks. Mann criticizes already orthodox 

Protestantism as a way of life, from 'enlightened' old Johann Buddenbrook, to pious and 

somewhat hypocrite Jean, to Thomas and Hanno searching for pseudo-religious 

substitutes.̂ ^ Mann, also looking for new ways and fascUiated by Schopenhauer and 

Nietzsche, tuned in early to the Neue Deutsche Welle^^ agamst decadence. Nietzsche's 

influence both on Mann and on volkisch ideology creates a fundamental relation between 

the two. The writer's view of Ufe (as a concept) as it pervades his early works parallels 
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the contemporary ideology in its dialectic. Geist (spirit); analysis; decadence; sickness; 

finaUy death are the antithesis of Leben (Ufe); health; strength; genuineness in general; 

tmth.*"* Consequently, protagonists Uke Tonio Kroger, Herr Friedemann, Hanno 

Buddenbrook, or Gustav Aschenbach are doomed. Mann's use of the term Leben in these 

works resembles Paul de Lagarde's "life force" described earlier, including the creativity 

he thought fostered by a simple, unrefined Ufe style. The person who lacks life may be 

gifted to a degree of artistic potential, but Avithout a healthy dose of life, he or she 

remains sterile, possibly dies. Only an injection of Leben produces tme creativity in the 

characters of Mann's fiction. Those who personify Leben demonstrate, to some degree, 

the elements of volkisch ideology: either they are aus dem Volk, meaning members of the 

lower class, or they stem from the soil, m the sense of ethnologically belonging where 

they live. Their looks and names unmistakably identify them as insiders, not strangers. As 

part of the Volk, they partake in the coUective mysticism, they are a vessel for the life 

force. 

Even though it is tempting to read "Tonio Kroger" ̂ ^ as a black and white statement 

in favor of the protagonist, smce it is told from his perspective and smce it arouses the 

readers' partiality with suffering Tonio, it expresses not only Mann's Sympathie mit dem 

Tode, but also his sympathy for life. Hans Hansen, in spite of being the antagonist, is not 

draAvn as a despicable character. When he senses Tonio's hurt and disappomtment 

because of the near canceUation of theU- walk together, he makes up a little lie to spare his 

friend's feeUngs. He Uves "in Ordnung und gliicklicher Gemeinschaft mit aller WeU"—In 

harmony Avith the whole world—, handsome, and physically top fit. His overabundant 
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energy allows him to be not only good at school, but also at horse riding, gymnastics and 

SAvinMiiing. His blond hair, which his cap cannot even contain, symbolizes the life force, 

almost brimming over in Hans. 

Tonio's second love, too, meets the ideal of volkisch thoughts on life force. 

Ingeborg Holm is strong, her hand, representing her entire body, is "gar nicht besonders 

schmal, gar nicht besonders fein" (neither particularly small or elegant^^), but Inge 

radiates warmth and is thus associated Avith sun and life. The repetition of the term "gar 

nicht besonders" emphasizes that, unlike Tonio, who suffers from always being "etwas 

Besonderes," she is part of the whole and not an outsider. Hans' and Inge's being 

gewohnlich, ordinary, correspond to an important requirement for partaking in the life 

force: Paul de Lagarde's claim that only as part of the larger group, the Volk, an 

individual could be genuine. Dialectically, their genuineness makes Tonio a fake. Even 

though Ingeborg, a doctor's daughter, lacks the close connection Avith the soil desired by 

volkisch thinkers, her physical strength indicates that she is not far removed from 

peasantry. Even her last name. Holm, meaning a wooden beam, suggests the stability and 

reliability of the object. Rustic under the posh poUsh, she despises Tonio's Verse 

verfertigen, his fabricating rhymes. 

While one might think that Mann as a Avriter would sympathize with Tonio, it is 

important to remember his aversion against the "Literal" as opposed to the genuine 

"Kiinstler"' the artist. In his essay "Der Kiinstler und der Literal," Mann defines the 

Literat as a Avriter who can achieve only an effect, who can only enumerate details and 

use them calculatingly to achieve the effect of a homogenous entity rather than create a 
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genuine whole. Analysis and cold reflections instead of tme, passionate feelings are the 

culprits which remove the Avriter from Ufe. These thoughts are the Uterary translation of 

the national longing for unity, for wholeness. They echo the volkisch view of life as an 

organic entity where the individual parts grow harmoniously and naturally together, 

including the emphasis on nature, the organic and even the cosmic dUnensions of the 

ideology. The merely man made, the results of analysis, reflection, and careful synthesis, 

are decadent, are dead matter. Mann even criticizes the naivete of the Romantic Avriters as 

mere "Rafifinement" (the French term indicates how intensely negative he felt about this 

supposedly fake affectation). Imploringly he asks whether Des Knaben Wunderhom has 

ever been read by the people {das Volk) and defines as literarisch "alles, was ... keiner 

nationalen Wirkung fahig ist."^^ Here, the connection between Mann's theories on art 

and his theories on the nation is pronounced, in the literal sense of the word. The artist 

has to be a chip of the block, his work has to affect the nation as a whole and not just an 

artistic elite, and the combining element is "life." Only later Avill Mann be able to develop 

a theory which allows for Geist in art and which distances him from the increasing anti-

inteUectualism of his time. 

Mann continuously probes various Christian social concepts, but even in The Magic 

Mountain, which he called a religious book, he resorts to a Nitzschean idea again: the 

abolition of the Christian dualism in a new union of earth and man.̂ ^ Around 1920, 

Mann's rejection of Orthodox Christianity and institutionalized reUgion as expressions of 

the bourgeois life style put him into the camp of the mteUectual avant-garde. All too 

soon, though, the philosophical aUemative of the "life force" ideology became 
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institutionalized. Therefore, Mann's affiliation Avith this ideology seems to not be 

subversive, but only indicative of a sensitivity towards future developments and a 

compliance Avith that new aspect of national identity. As long as he did not recognize the 

danger mherent in volkisch ideology, he foUowed its call, at least in some aspects, at a 

time when not everybody could hear U yet. While Mann's sympathy Avith the romantic-

volkisch strain of Germanic Faith, in combination Avith his view of Christianity as a 

symptom for decadence,̂ ^ pervades much of his early work in the guise of the life/death 

dialectic. Gather's distance to the religious mood in her country makes itself knoAvn early. 

Her most obvious critique of the Puritan heritage, America's ambiguous attitude 

towards pleasure, and the Protestant work ethic occurs in One of Ours.̂ ^ Here, a focus 

on gender reveals how Gather challenges established views through the pairing of 

opposites, contradiction and ambiguity, and the rejection of causality. The figure 

embodying the Puritan principles is Enid, whose name signifies "self confident" and 

"quiet." Her Adctim and later her husband, the protagonist, is aptly named Claude, 

meaning "affectionate." These two names contain already the whole amount of the 

novel's tension between social respectability and Claude's desue for more, something 

sweet, something stiU unknoAvn to him that he hungers to find. His doubts, his inability to 

feel happy in the smaU Midwestem tOAvn contrast sharply Avith Enid's stability, who has 

both the law and religion on her side. This consteUation, which seems to favor Enid on a 

superficial level, provides potential for a satire through the channel of gender. Gather 

balances on a narrow edge between acceptance and rejection of gender cUches, Avithout 

falUng into the trap of blunt prejudices. While Claude's "feminme" longmgs for warmth, 
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caring, and beauty are made acceptable throughout the novel, pious Enid's lack of theses 

qualities serves to emphasize the coldness and sternness of Puritanism. 

Without much subtlety. Gather pomts out two things early, in her first description of 

Enid's physique: that Enid is unbearably pious and that the Avriter's sympathy is definitely 

not Avith this character. Enid's looks "made one think of something 'early Christian,'" her 

face has a certain rigidity, her fmgers are limp, her arms thin, white, and cold looking. 

KnoAving Gather's standards of beauty, which mclude golden warmth and vitality, her 

description of Enid is easUy understood as a condemnation. Hostile to the warm, 

pulsating Ufe Claude hungers for, her function in the story is partly to impede him in his 

attempts of getting in touch Avith that very vitality. Further treatments of Enid radiate 

some of the discontent and impatience Gather must have felt, faced Avith the stifling, 

socio-reUgious conventions of a small Midwestem tOAvn. She lashes out at that society 

when she conmients on the rigidity of Enid's face: "To the old ladies, who are the best 

critics in such matters, this meant firmness and dignity." These two characteristics Enid 

does have in abundance, as is most CAddent in her sudden, but firm decision to go to China 

as a missionary, regardless of her marriage Avith Claude. Interestingly, she does exactly 

what the two more amiable characters, Claude and Gladys, would love to do—if they did 

not feel tied doAvn by old ways and their oAvn sensitivity. The laws of cause and effect do 

not apply: Claude and Gladys, obviously well suited for one another, enter into 

mismatches Avithout apparent reason; and only a misplaced beUef in the good cause, the 

war, AviU allow Claude to leave his expectations of marital happiness behind and find an 

emotionally satisfying friendship Avith his comrade, but will also lead to his death. By 
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subjecting logic to contradiction and uncouAdncing reasons; Gather increases the 

atmosphere of stagnation and hopelessness and shoAving that the apparent simpUcity of 

Christian laws does not necessarily resuh in happiness or even in peace, but a suffocating 

kind of respectability. Afraid to hurt his mother's feelmgs, the protagonist suppresses his 

OAvn desires and stays on the farm, whUe Enid, under the cover of reUgious duty, manages 

to tum her back on everyone else's emotions. Although the tOAvnspeople do not really 

approve of her independent action, the aspect of religious duty makes it more acceptable 

than an escape for personal reasons. Duty yes, pleasure no, is the attitude Gather 

castigates here. Making a woman leave her husband (instead of vice versa) adds to the 

sharpness of Gather's criticism, smce that behavior clashes Avith the readers' assumption 

that women supposedly nurture and support their husbands. 

Enid's lack of femininity expands to the most elementary level of sexuality and 

procreation. As serious as she takes reUgious duties, she does not care much about her 

conjugal ones. She spends the wedding night on the train, romantically planned by 

Claude, in a separate compartment. Throughout the wedding ceremony, another scene 

emphasizmg the role reversal, she is as calm and coUected as usual; Claude, on the other 

hand, looks unnaturaUy nervous and pale. She works for the prohibition of alcohol, 

counts calories, and shuts the rooster up in the coop to make her white leghoms lay 

better eggs, a method which a spiteful neighbor calls missionary work among the 

chickens. The resuh of Gather's technique is the readers' association of Enid (and 

through her: of bigotry, of narrow-mmded reUgious conviction) Avith a cold, white, listless 

lack of vitaUty, Avith death almost. 
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Since she has also created very independent female characters who are quite 

successful in occupations usually reserved for men, it is only the more probable that her 

treatment of Enid is not misogyny, but meant as a device to discredh a particular type of 

religion. And if Enid symbolizes the values of the belief system itself. Gather does not 

spare the faithful foUower either. Claude gets attached to Enid even though she wams 

him not to, simply because he lacks the strength to tear himself loose from the stifling 

atmosphere of his home tOAvn and because he wants to spare his mother (appropriately 

called Evangeline). While Enid is at least accredited Avith two serious attempts to follow 

her tme self (when she teUs Claude that she is not the marrymg kind and when she seeks 

advice before her decision to become a missionary), Claude prefers to remain blind to all 

warnings and to tmst blindly in commonplaces on women in general and marriage in 

particular. "Women ought to be religious.... A woman who didn't have holy thoughts 

about mysterious things far away would be prosaic and commonplace Uke a man."^ 

"Everything would be all right when they were married, Claude told himself He believed 

in the transforming power of marriage, as his mother believed in the miraculous effects of 

conversion."̂ "* Distorted vision, haziness, help to create a sensation of anguish, which 

clashes wdth the generally accepted view of marriage as a happy event. 

The last quotation estabUshes a direct connection between religion and marriage, 

but not Avith love, devotion, or holiness as the common denominator, instead. Gather 

reveals the foolishness of expecting nuracles from either one. Both, institutionalized 

human relations and institutionalized religion, the main pillars of social respectabiUty, are 

questioned and ridiculed through the parallel Gather has draAvn. Claude's relationship 
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Avith Enid resembles an unreflected, fearful attachment to religion as a social convention, 

Avith an additional twist through the role reversal. The only people in Frankfort "who had 

Unagination and generous impulses" are outsiders of social respectabUity; none of the 

people Gather lists behave according to gender expectations: the "fiery, emotional old 

maid," "Mr. Smith, a laAvyer Avithout cUents, who read Shakespeare and Dryden all day 

long," "the effeminate dmg clerk, who Avrote free verse."̂ ^ By assigning the role of the 

deceived to the man and the active part to a woman, Gather draws more attention to her 

criticism than as if she had followed the standard arrangement. 

Thomas Mann's last short story, "Die Betrogene"^^ ("The Black Swan"), can also 

be read as criticism of quasi-reUgious strains in volkisch thought through gender. While 

the story was earUer considered to be almost out of line Avith Mann's usual delicacy, a 

reading of Die Betrogene as a hidden autobiography has become possible after the 

pubUcation of Mann's diaries, including the Avriter's confirmation of his homoerotic 

orientation. Without invalidating an autobiographic component, it is also possible to 

stress the social, poUtical, and reUgious current. As Bergmann points out: "These 

apparently unpolitical texts of modernism in fact reveal Avithin themselves the problem of 

community, which caUs into question their purportedly unpolitical character." Kurzke 

comments in his handbook on Mann's later works, including "Die Betrogene," that the 

Avriter goes back to themes of his earlier works, such as sickness, love, and death, and 

that the poUtical component decreases. However, the amount of allusions to Germanic 

Faith in the short story pomt to politics as a major aspect of "Die Betrogene." Just as 

Gather does in One of Ours. Mann employs a camivalesque dcAdce m order to draw 
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attention to the situation: a woman beyond her prime, who beUeves to be very much in 

tune Avith nature, initiates a romantic episode Avith a much younger man. FinaUy, she has 

to recognize that she had been deceived {betrogen) and that the supposed harmony of 

psyche, physiology, and nature really indicated a deadly illness. From an exclusively 

feminist pomt of view one might say that the protagonist receives the death penalty for 

overstepping the gender limits. However, Mann has draAvn female characters who happily 

enjoy their sexual liberty, and anyway is authorial intent of less concem here than the 

readings possible. Read as a comment on volkisch ideology as a deadly, seductive force, 

the choice of a woman as the deceived, including the reader's assumptions about women, 

seems to be a technical dcAdce to make the events at the same time more plausible, more 

grotesque, and possibly more regrettable. 

The story's setting hints already at the national implication: the river Rhine, the 

geographical incamation of Germanness; the historical toAvns of the upper Rheinland; the 

old town pubs, including the social and culinary aspects of German culture they represent. 

The picture of the romantic nation, of the Dionysian nation arises before the readers' 

eyes. Allusions to Germany's most glorious past, the Heilige Romische Reich deutscher 

Nation, the GaroUngian Renaissance, exist, too. It is important to remember that the reign 

of Charles the Great meant not only poUtical and religious uiuty for Germany, but also the 

stmggle for highest authority between popes and kings, in other words: the relation 

between religious and political power. Additional details in "Die Betrogene" allude to 

German national identity, and the religious component in the story is even stronger. 
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"Auferstehung" (resurrection), "Giite und Gnade" (grace and mercy), "Glorie" 

(glory), "Verehrung" (adoration), "Wunder" (nuracle), "Segen" (blessmg), and "Glauben" 

(faith) are complemented by several allusions to the Biblical story of Sahra's restored 

fertility. It becomes clear, though, that Rosalie von Tunmiler's religious faUh is not of the 

orthodox Christian kind, but much closer to what has been described earUer as Germanic 

Faith. After introducing the protagonist as a great fiiend of nature ("eine groBe 

Naturfreundin"^"), Mann soon talks about her "Naturfrommigkeit," her nature-piety.̂ ^ 

Another ten pages later, the reader leams that she leaves "Gott den Herm" (the Lord) out 

of the picture and that instead, her piety is meant for nature.̂ ^ (Mosse points out that 

"Hitler's most private thought often retumed to a nature mysticism close to 

theosophy.")̂ ^ Mann thus reveals that the protagonist's attitude towards nature as a 

developmental process from sympathy, to love, adoration, even passion—and for Mann 

"passion" always UnpUes a destmctive force! RosaUe laBt "Uirer ^atarinnigkeif die Zugel 

schieBen (emphasis added), she abandons herself to a feeling which is so quintessentially 

"German" that it can barely be translated and which implies heartfeU, ardent, complete, 

pure devotion. It aUudes to the supposed profundity of German national character and at 

the same time to a preference of the tme, the genuine, the inner values in contrast to the 

deceptive, superficial, outside—a preference which was also attributed to Germans, 

rather than French or Italians. Those were blamed for paying too much attention to 

superficialities: to physical attraction aided by cosmetic corrections and fashions. 

Accordmg to the prevalent German ideology, such measures were considered fake, while 

an outward plaiimess was supposed to emphasize the tme inner beauty which would then 
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shine through and make the whole person appear genumely beautiful. This whole 

concept, only hinted at through the term "innig," expresses itself also m Frau von 

Tiimmler's basic refusal of make-up, to which she resorts only after passion has deluded 

her. Rosalie's love for the natural, her whole lovable, uncompUcated, natural self, is thus 

related to the Nazi slogan "Die deutsche Frau schminkt sich nicht" (German women don't 

use make-up)! 

Throughout the story, Mann further explores the potentiaUy dangerous UnpUcations 

of apparently harmless reverence for nature, once this reverence tums into a fanatic beUef 

The term used in combination Avith her Naturinnigkeit, "die Zugel schiessen lassen" (to 

give reigns to) impUes an abandoning of AVUI power, a transferring of power to the feeUng 

of Naturinnigkeit, a taking over by that beUef Frau von Tiimmler's beUef that Nature and 

people are connected is expressed in her self-image as a child of Spring Avith all its 

implications of fertUity, procreation, of life. The "Maienkind"̂ "* (child of may) has kept 

her youthfulness even at age fiffy. A sUnple and cheerful disposition, Avith a taste for 

entertaming and keeping company, and her not beautiful, but attractive appearance all 

serve to emphasize her function as a lovable, average person, unusual only in her depth of 

her devotion to nature, complete to the extent of disregarding social conventions. Mann 

heightens the effect of her vitality by opposmg her to her constant companion, the 

physically handicapped daughter Anna. Aima reflects on life through her art; Rosalie 

desires Ufe as a first hand experience. StUl, she does not remain a flat character, but is also 

shoAvn reflecting, discussmg theories Avith her daughter. It is the dialectic approach that 

help to make her theories on nature plausible, that draws the reader dangerously deep into 
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her belief and even on her side. Subtly, Rosalie and Avith her the reader find themselves in 

the situation average citizens might have found themselves in, particularly in the nineteen 

twenties, when the earlier excitement for the new republic had given way to 

disappointment: faced Avith an option between a modem distance to life, an abstract, 

symboUc direction, as symbolized by Anna's cubist painting (das "abstrakt 

SymboUsche"^ )̂ and the tempting simpUcity and sensuality of Rosalie's closeness to 

nature. (Mann lets us know in the story's first sentence that it takes place in the 

twenties!). Vis-a-vis Avith the protagonist's joy in experiencing the sight of the first 

crocus, the smeU of roses, the sound of birds announcing spring, it is difficult to see what 

might be bad or dangerous about this so obviously innocent lady's Adew. Still, her 

enchantment Avith spring, her love for nature, even though "ausser der MaBen," (beyond 

boundaries'^), seems so appropriately feminine and connotes elusiveness and softness. 

But Mann teUs us that RosaUe also possesses a certain egoism; again and again, she 

drags Anna to a place where she can mtoxicate herself with the perfumes of the 

vegetation, the sweet breath of Ufe, as she caUs it, even though the same perfumes causes 

her daughter a headache. She can also speak with "naturfrommer Harte," (Avith "nature-

pious hardness'*) as in her statement that after Menopause, women are only trash in the 

face of nature. Here, her views show an uncanny resemblance to the Nazi tAvist of 

Germanic Faith: the division of humans into "worth living" and nicht lebenswert. 

Rosalie can be read as Germania, an allegorical figure, similar to the medieval Frau 

Wereld, The Worid, which presents a beautiful facade, but hides a diseased, hideous back 

and inside. AUusions stressmg her function as a representative for the Germany seduced 
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by Germanic faith abound, as the previous paragraphs indicate. One device to establish 

RosaUe's symboUc function is the passage (one whole page!) on the old oak tree. Her 

friend in nature ("Uir Freund in der Natur"'̂ ), is described as seen through the 

protagonist's eyes, including the catch words of volkisch ideology: courageous, valiant, 

brave, honorable. Her admiration for his roots anchored firmly in the nourishing soU ("die 

... fest im Nahrenden ankem'"*") echoes the ideas on rootedness, praised by volkisch 

ideologists. The ideal of old Norse phUosophy revived, to persist and fight even in the 

face of doom, is attributed to the oak RosaUe identifies herself Avith; and she, too, refuses 

to accept defeat. German national identity, vUality, fertility, strength, honor, and Rosalie 

are all intertwined in the image of the oak—only Avith the tAvist that as part of the national 

myth the oak symbolizes strength and victory, while RosaUe's oak is hollow and her fate 

unveils the nature of the supposed victory: disease and death. 

Mann even reminds us of the special meaning the oak has in German national 

identity; he has the narrator teU us m present tense: oak leaves have always been 

considered to be holy, and one Avinds them into victory Avreaths. He continues: "Rosalie 

sah das gar zu gem" (Rosalie loved to see that only too welf *), a sentence which, at a 

closer look, reveals a hint at the excess of Frau von Tiimmler's emotion. "Gar zu gem," 

aU too well does she adhere to her phUosophy of nature. Her identification Avith the tree is 

partly based on the fact that both oak and she stUl appear young in spite of physical 

symptoms of age, but also on the parallels she sees between her birthday in may and the 

tree's groAving new leaves in may. Here, Mann alludes to the aspect of Germanic Faith 

which sees the people aUnost as a product of their native landscape, aUhough terms like 
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"blood-and-soil" are never mentioned. In Frau von Tummler's case, her leaning towards 

volkisch ideas hardly comes through as an adherence towards an ideology. It stiU appears 

strictly personal, harmless, and even comical, when she resorts to her native dialect— 

particularly as soon as "natural" topics come up, such as pregnancy."*̂  When she rambles 

about her unfounded theories, she can laugh at herself and her naivete: "Wir sprechen ja 

von natiirUchen Dingen, nicht wahr, und Natur und Dialekt, die haben fiir mein Gefiihl 

was miteinander zu tun, Avie Natur und Volk miteinander zu tun haben" (emphasis 

added).'*' Mann list all the ingredients of the German dangerous mix: nature, dialect, 

Volk, theory, and feeling. It becomes evident in Rosalie, that her "theory" is simply based 

on feeling. A few Imes further, he subtly comments that her ideas are not permissable. 

Anna laughs in response to her mother's theories: "Du ... steUst selber ganz unerlaubt 

geistreiche Theorien aufl.""*̂  Anna uses the word "uneriaubt" (not permitted) as an 

attributive adjective to "geistreich" (Avitty), but it stands nevertheless in connection Avith 

the protagonist's—or Germania's— t̂heories. How wrong these philosophies really prove 

to be tums out at the end. First, RosaUe testifies to a love whose object is, not 

surprisingly, strong, healthy, blonde youth. Again, the object of Frau von Tummler's 

desire resembles the ideal of (German faith. A tAvist in Mann's story, the young man's 

origm (he is Anglo-American) allows for additional speculation on things German. His 

view of Germany reflects the same apparent innocence that is also evident in Rosalie: a 

fairy-tale country, populated by dear, cheerful people ("Ueben, lustigen Leuten"), kings, 

and mythological figures (another allusion to the nation's favorite mythological figure. 

Kaiser Barbarossa). Fo/ib-poUtically correct, his interests are limited to athletics and a 
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rather naive understanding of history. But Frau von Tiimmler, denying objective Anna's 

argument that Ken Keaton is a rather average person, augments his quaUties into divine 

dUnensions—just as the volkisch youth movement used to do wdth its heroes. In her view, 

his simplicity means "etwas Erhabenes und Siegreiches" (something exalted and 

victorious"* )̂; his injury on the battlefield, which factually cost him a kidney, only 

completes his glory ("komplett bis zur HerrlichkeU""*̂ ). 

At this pomt, a new dimension is added to the protagonist's "Germanic Faith": the 

ideal of the strong, aUnost mUitant, young male, "Das Herrlichste an junger 

Mannlichkeit.""*̂  Thomas Mann's comment on this explosive combination: destmction 

and death. Rosalie's fate reveals how treacherous her belief in nature as a religious force 

is. A bleeding, which she interprets as a reversal of her menopause into renewed fertility, 

tums out not to be a nuracle bestowed on her by nature, indicative of a unity of nature 

and soul,"*̂  but the symptom of cancer. (Note the importance of blood in the blood and 

soU ideology, as well as in the story!) Even before her Ulness is confirmed, Anna, the 

voice of reason, observes aUeady the destmctive effect of her mother's unfortunate fit 

("unselige Anwandlung"^ )̂ and pleads: we have to put an end to it and save you from it. 

But Rosalie is only too Avilling to give way to her intoxication, which, according to the 

medical diagnosis, may well have mspired the malignant groAvth in her body. According 

to the doctor's theory, ceUs which may have been resting quietly from a person's birth on, 

sometimes develop maUgnantly through some kmd of stimulus.̂ * As a comment on 

(jermany, Mann seems to find a predisposhion among Germans to develop "malignantly" 

or to develop malignant ideas under the influence of the Avrong passion. The final pages 
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include a description of what the doctors discover after opening up the patient's inside: a 

completely diseased abdomen, a terrible picture, malignancy, somethmg murderouŝ ^— 

words heard m a different context, when Germany's terrible secrets were discovered after 

her defeat. 

Mann takes special care to point out the ovaries as the startmg pomt of cancerous 

cells; figuratively: one's predisposition to fall for dangerous ideas. Such a reading is 

confirmed by Mann's statement in his speech "Deutschland und die Deutschen" that 

Germans, because of theU- romantic tradition, are particularly susceptible to seduction. In 

this speech, Mann marvels about German character, fate, and religion.̂ ' He speculates 

that in his native tOAvn of Liibeck enough of a medieval atmosphere was left to possibly 

inspire a children's cmsade or a "Kreuzwunder Exitation," a "miracle-of-the-cross 

excitation," including mystical processions by the people. He still feels a latent psychic 

epidemic m the air, an archaic-neurotic "GeheUndisposition," a disposition for neurosis.̂ "* 

According to Mann, the promise of a new naivete and simplicity appeals so strongly to 

Germans because of their predisposition: the romantic, Dionysian nation. His perception 

of a secret affiliation of the German soul Avith the demonic, his perception of an ever-

present, sick type of mysticism shine through in his last short story. While earlier, the 

writer himself was fluting Avith the philosophy of the life force, he is convinced in 1945 

that the modem tendency to mock the spirit and put U doAvn in favor of Natur disgusts 

him deeply. ̂ ^ "Die Betrogene" represents an elaboration of that idea, clad m fiction. The 

choice of a woman as seduced Germania is partly impUed in the topic, partly it serves to 

emphasize the apparent harmlessness of volkisch ideas in general and Germanic Faith in 
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particular. RosaUes theories may seem to be a bit eccentric, but harmless; her behaAdor 

seems to be so right, so natural, so understandable—and develops so shockingly. Mann 

violates gender expectations by lettmg an older woman desire a sexual relationship with a 

younger man. Breaking the boundaries of respectability (the story's reception did indeed 

reflect disgust and even resistance^ )̂, he reveals the un-respectability of an ideology a 

whole nation lived by. 

Both examples of Mann's and Gather's subversive treatment of the standard 

religious belief system in their countries work mainly, but not exclusively, through a 

violation of social gender expectations. Other aspects of respectabUity that they have 

tackled are the situation of the outsider, manners, or what I have labeled "aesthetics" in 

part one. While in the texts analyzed so far, gender seemed particularly interesting, the 

subversion of national religious ideas in other texts concentrates on other areas of 

respectability. 

In Mann's novel Bekenntnisse des Hochstaplers Felix KmU, as weU as in Gather's 

short story "Paul's Case," for example, the concepts of aesthetics and of the outsider play 

a major role. Mann and Gather both indulge in descriptions of sheer physical, sensual 

comfort. Of course such comfort affects the mind, but this effect does not come about via 

the spirit or a castigation of the body as both American and German ideology presented 

it, but by the opposite way of pampering. Thus, the most openly "spoiU" characters in the 

writers' works, Felix KmU and Paul, embody an antithesis to the prevailing ideology. 

While in Paul's bedroom, John Calvin and George Washington sternly regard Paul's 

weakness for beauty and comfort, Felix is threatened by registration for military service. 
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Each manages to escape and to plunge into the dolce vita of luxury hotels Avith spacious 

suites, seductive scents, and delicious food where nobody tries to enforce on them 

commonplaces, such as "It's good for you" or "In a heahhy body lives a healthy mind." 

Another traU Felix KmU and Paul have in common is their situation as social 

outcasts. Neither of them can fit m, both can rid themselves rather well of scmples when 

U comes to live the good life. However, it would not do either character justice to speak 

of mere whims or even of having fun. Both Avriters make sure that the Ufestyle their 

protagonists choose are based on theU- disposition, but also on theU upbringing. In Paul's 

case, less ironic and in the end deadly serious, one might even speak of a fundamental 

need, denied by society and the practical circumstances Readers who find Paul's and 

Felix' choices less than respectable, are forced to recognize the roots in the system. 

5.2 Race 

Even after simmering for quite a while, the ingredients of the meUing pot still have 

not mixed so well, which leads to the paradox of a somewhat schizophrenic national 

identity in the area of race, proclaiming the ideal of ethnic equality, but carrying the 

Anglo image high. Not just the encounter with Native Americans, but also the increasing 

number of immigrants from Southeastem Europe prompted a strife for distinguishing tme 

Americans from immigrants—and if the latter group consisted largely of Southeastem 

Europeans, then "it followed that America was by genealogical definition westem and 

northem European." This paradox appears also m Gather's writings: America as the 

haven for immigrants from all over the world and cliches on ethnicity. Gather, decided not 
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to mingle Avith politics, never aUgns herself officially Avith any ideology, and her 

preference for the "white and gold, Uke Easter" may well be founded in mostly aesthetic 

considerations; for her, shades of yeUow and gold always had an archetypal posUive 

meaning. She even strives for an open-minded humanism, as later sections AVUI show; still, 

some of the prevalent general Adews on ethnicity have sUpped into her work. 

In the novel The Song of The Lark.̂ * pubUshed m 1915, the protagonist Thea 

Kronborg, of Scandinavian origin, is built up by the Avriter to the dUnension of a Norse 

goddess. Her figure reflects Gather's passion for Wagner's music and especially the myths 

his music is based on. The colors Gather uses in her description help to estabUsh Thea's 

relationship Avith a legendary Norse past, even at a time when the protagonist is still a 

child. Gather lovingly describes her "milky white" body and "yeUow braids,"^^ and Thea 

"particularly want[s] to be taU."̂ ^ Waking up in her little room Avith the sun pouring in, 

she appears "fair," both in the sense of "light" and "beautiful": her arms and shoulders are 

white "as if they had been dipped m new miUc," her cheeks are flushed, her hair reflects 

the golden light, and her eyes are "Uke clear green springs in the wood when the sunlight 

sparkles in them."^' 

Problems or disharmony Avith herself, everything negative, in fact, is usually 

associated Avith the color gray and the sensation of cold. Gray and cold is how the ancient 

norse tribes imagined their underworid to be. While the Christian heU traditionally 

features blackness, heat, and perhaps the red of the fire over which the poor souls roast, 

the underworid m Norse mythology is gray, wet, and cold. Appropriately, this joyless 

place is called Niflheim, meaning "the home of fog and mist." Gather attributes the 
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characteristics of Niflheim both to Chicago, where Thea experiences her worst lack of 

drive, and to Thea herself whenever she wants to express that the young woman feels 

low. The dirty old man, who addresses her after the concert, unites in his person 

everything that she detests in the home of fog and mist": he looks gray, watery, pitiful, 

and fiightened. The hero who saves her from this underworld is capable Fred. His 

physique (blond, bearded, Avith fleecy eyebrows and "lively blue eyes"), the lack of 

formality in him, and his German origin (adjectives describing his mother are 

"headstrong," "rebellious and violent," "bmtaUy sentimental" '̂) bring to mind the picture 

of a VUcing or a hero like Siegfried. In the context of analyzing racial myths in Gather's 

Avritmg it is important to note that the opposite of "white and gold" is not the concept of 

darkness, including its associations of sin, but rather a lack of Ufe, a sterility Gather finds 

embodied in the absence of color, or gray. She has adjusted the national myth and appUed 

only part of it. She does elevate the 'nordic' aspects of her heroine, but her antUhesis is 

not the South or another ethnic group, but people of a different spirit. 

StiU, the fact remains that Thea's lightness is continually associated with a mental 

superiority and Avith concepts considered positive, such as energy, success, life. Watching 

Thea cUmbing a rock, Fred recoUects "the brilUant figure at Mrs. Nathanmeyer's. Thea 

was one of those people who emerge, unexpectedly, larger than we are accustomed to 

see them." His reflection on that particular occasion connects his admiration Avith a 

remark which Gather introduces as ironic, but which stands out as not being 

homogeneously woven into the text. '"She [Mrs. Nathanmeyer] AviU like you because 

Jews always sense talent, and,' he added ironically, 'they admire certam qualities of 
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feeling that are found only in the whiteskinned races. "'̂ "* After this recollection, Fred 

continues musing: '"You are the sort that used to mn Avild in Germany, dressed in their 

hair and a piece of skin.'"̂ ^ Gather adds to this 'Germanic' scene, which has possibly 

been inspired by a Wagnerian opera, the comment that Mr. Nathanmeyer, the "knoAving 

old feUow," who is "always buying those Zom etchmgs of peasant gU-ls bathing," would 

have liked "a peep" at Thea.̂ ^ This addition brings Mr. Natahanmeyer, earlier introduced 

as "very wise" and supportive,̂ ^ close to being stock character of nineteenth century pulp 

fiction: the lusty old Jew exploiting young Anglo women.̂ * 

The protagonist's association Avith chosenness finds a rather embarrassing 

expression at a scene, where the protagonist meets Avith representatives of a different 

race. Thea, special as she is, goes where nobody who is anybody has gone before: to the 

Mexican settlement in her native town. Anybody who is "m society"^^ lives on the 

respectable side of tOAvn where narrow-minded people quarrel over petty problems, while 

the Mexican quarters lodge the antUhesis. Not part of Moonstone's society, the Mexicans 

are attuned with Thea's artistic temperament and her divine status: an exotic, friendly, 

musical people, Avith a touch of mystery. Spanish Johnny's spells, which cause him to mn 

away from home and practice as an artist in Mexico, are interpreted as a calling; his Avife 

has "something awe-mspiring" about her ; even her moon-flowers are "of an unearthly 

white."̂ ^ The Inhabitants of the Mexican tOAvn possess traits of the noble savage, 

particularly Spanish Johnny: "burning black eyes," a profile, "strong and severe, like an 

Indian's."̂ "̂  A certain "AvUdness is attributed to him, as well as the capability to charm 

people through his beautiful smging." '̂ The closeness to nature and mystery, though, go 
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hand in hand Avith the usual deficUs which, according to the prejudice, come whh 

belonging to non-white races. Johnny is mcorrigible in his incapacity as a family man; he 

seems to get mto fights, coming home Avith "an ugly knife wound" or a finger missing; 

"he has no head," "he fools himself, ... he is fooled," "and "he has no judgment." 

Obviously, his inteUectual capacUies cannot qmte live up to his spiritual and physical 

ones-the standard view of the "dark races." The Mexicans in general are described as 

physically beautifiil, musical, and warm-blooded. Their physicality and sensuality are 

symbolized by their dancing-and, according to the cliche, Nordic Thea feels that she is the 

worst dancer at the Mexican danza. 

Nevertheless, all the men want to dance with her. Especially two of Johnny's 

cousins never leave her side, which finally cams them the nickname of "altar boys."̂ ^ 

Additional hints emphasize Thea's almost-divinity and her status above the Mexicans. Her 

faithful foUowers find her "dazzlingly beautiful," her hair and fair skin bcAvitches them, 

and they even compare her to the highest feast in Christian religion, Easter: "White and 

gold, like Easter!" Here, Gather resorts to the rather conventional image of the dark 

male adoring the fair lady-or, in different terms, to the cliche that men of all races desire 

the unattainable white woman. The protagonist's superiority, which is admittedly stressed 

throughout the novel and not only during the danza, is carried to a height through direct 

comparison in the cuhnmation of the dance chapter, when Thea performs a duet with 

Juan: "The tenor expires in sobs, and the soprano finishes alone." During a sextet, 

Usteners can distinguish Johnny's and another man's voice, but "the others might be 

anybody over there-just Mexican voices." Thea's voice stands out against this 
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background of'"dusky male voices," it plays "in and about and around and over them,' 

(emphasis added), "like a goldfish dartmg among creek minnows, Uke a yellow butterfly 

soaring above a swarm of dark ones.""^^ 

In the foUoAving chapter Gather states quite cleariy that her sympathies are Avith the 

Mexicans when she has Thea defend them against the tOAvn's racial prejudices. She calls 

them kind, weU mannered, family oriented, and talented. At this point the protagonist 

senses the narrow-mindedness and bigotry in part of her OAvn family while recognizing her 

ties to the Mexicans. StUl, the fact remains that they stay 'on the other side,' defined 

through antithesis, and seen from the perspective of dominant white society. In the 

melting pot, the other races are allowed to add some color, some spice, but they remain 

an addition. 

In Thomas Mann's Avritings, too, one can discover some of the thoughts which, on 

the larger scale of the nation, would escalate into overt racism. Taking a strong stand 

against "racial chauvinism," he nevertheless based much of his earUer work on the north 

/ south, Ught / dark dialectic, spicing U once in a while Avith fashionable hints on blood, 

ancestry, and race. The topic concemed Mann obviously also for personal reasons, since 

he saw his ancestry split up into the opposites of his North German father and his 

German-Brazilian mother, light and dark, Germanic and Romanic, respectable and 

artistic. Autobiographical traits in Gustav Aschenbach in "Der Tod in Venedig" (Death 

of Venice) confirm that the Avriter considered such an ancestral mix as highly explosive: 

after Aschenbach, son of a SUesean officer and a Bohemian mother, reaches an artistic 

high, the Dionysian forces take over, Aschenbach's self dissolves and he dies. The 
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description of his mother's origin and influence reflects the cliche of the "foreign race": 

her faster, more sensual blood ("rascheres, sinnlicheres Blut,") carries the darker, more 

fiery impulses ("dunklere, feuerigere Impulse,"* )̂. The foreign race is dark, hot, and 

sensual-quite the conventional image, implying the light, cool, reasonable, Nordic 

antithesis; straight and respectable. Describing his OAvn background, Mann presents a 

more moderate view of the Dark Lady. In the manner of his model Goethe, he accredUed 

to his mother "die Lust am Fabulieren," while quoting the great Avriter on his father's 

heritage: "des Lebens emstes Fiihren."*̂  Lust und Emst, pleasure and serious business, 

are for Marm, according not just to his OAvn, but the general Westem concept of binary 

opposites, part of the whole classification system, where the dark has a certain dangerous 

appeal, but where light, reason, and order are the respectable loves. 

Many of Mann's early female characters belong to the category of dark-and-

dangerous. Their names possess an exotic touch, like Amra, Imma, Ada, Gerda, Glawdia. 

Usually their lovers meet Avith disaster, while the women preserve their looks, lust, and 

lives untouched. In national sociaUst Uterature, the dark lady was exaggerated to the 

dimension of characters Uke Myriam in Befehl des GcAvissens, who thrives on the healthy 

blood of Aryan men while poisoning their blood. Klaus TheweleU quotes from this 

book, citing several passages "to show the extent to which the various threats of 
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'JcAvishness' were able to be assembled Avithin the category woman." 

One story that comes to mind during a discussion of ethrucity in Mann's work is 

"Walsungenblut,"*"* a parallel to the Nibelungen-saga Avith a JeAvish brother and sister as 

protagonists. Mann lashes out to both sides by satirizing the image of the big, blonde, 
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beautifiil German and by describing in a realist style the young Jews and their life style. 

The setting of a Wagner opera, mcluding two slightly oversized singers, allows for plenty 

of sarcasm m Mann's treatment of the national aesthetic ideal; the presentation of the 

incestuous JeAvish couple, however, seems more serious because of its reaUsm. Mann's 

focus throughout the parallel is on the racial cliches. The singers appear only in their 

function of ridiculing the Siegfiied and Sieglinde pathos. The JcAvish brother and sister, 

on the other hand, embody decadence. The reproach of decadence, however, has been 

directed at anything un-German, particularly at the Jewish population again and again 

throughout the groAvth of volkisch ideology.*^ 

It is hard to understand why Mann, who had just married into a JcAvish family, had 

to finish this particular story (after countless references to physical manifestations of 

Siegfried's and Sieglinde's belonging to a 'darker race,' Avith the heavy handed remark, 

foUoAving the incest scene, that the characteristics of Siegfried's race appeared strongly 

marked in his face.*^ An explanation can be found in Mann's biography: he often felt 

excluded from the closeness between Katia and her brother Klaus; only read as Mann's 

revenge the passage makes sense. If the motif for the incest committed was to revenge 

society's attitude towards Jews, the passage is not successful, especially in combination 

whh Siegfried's cynical comment, in arising the reader's compassion. Any attempts to 

create sympathy for the social outcast, by emphasizing this topic in the legend/opera and 

by draAving parallels between the blonde and the dark Siegfried, are unlikely, since they 

are droAvned in the parody and in the presentation of the couple as vain, sarcastic, and 

cmel.'* 
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After Mann's father-in-law demanded that the few books of the first edition which 

had just been printed, be AvithdraAvn, a more moderate edition appeared fifteen years later, 

in 1921. The Avriter stayed Avith his exotic princess, as he called his JcAvish Avife Katja, and 

in the face of increasmg anti-Semitism he continually declared his partiaUty. In 1907, 

Mann had already stated very clearly that he felt neither entUled, nor in the mood of 

engaging m any racial chauvmism, that he considered himself a convinced phUosemit 

("uberzeugter 'Philosemit'"), and that Germany was in bitter need of the European 

cultural stimulant called Judaism.*̂  But even though his views express a positive attitude, 

there still remained the distinction between 'them' and 'us.' Throughout his work, JcAvish 

characters usuaUy personify the status of the outsider, both good and bad. The Joseph 

novels, though, depict an outsider, completely different from the German national cliche. 

Joseph, the chosen one, the leader, is m aU his speciaUiess a human being first. Here, 

Mann has managed to leave the preconceptions behind to create, Avith this figure, who is 

not only of a different culture and a different ethnic group, but also of a very different 

time period, his most fiiUy human 'foreign' character. 

As Avriters of a cosmopolitan orientation. Gather and Mann were quite aware of and 

often appalled by their compatriots' narrow-mindedness when it came to questions of 

ethnic origin. Particularly one passage in Gather's Death Gomes to The Archbishops 

reads like a conscious reproval of racial superiority. When sophisticated Bishop Latoiu-

wakes up one day hearing the Angelus ringing, he believes himself back in Rome and not 

m the nuddle of a Mexican desert, so beautiful is the beU's sound. "Full, clear, Avith 

somethmg bland and suave, each note floated through the air Uke a globe of sUver. Before 
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the nine strokes were done Rome faded, and behind it he sensed something Eastem, Avith 

palm trees ... This silvery beU had carried him farther and faster than sound could 

travel." '̂ In the presence of simple Father VaUlant he reflects on the silver's origin: 

'"And the sUver of the Spaniards was really Moorish, was U not? If not actuaUy of 

Moorish make, copied from their design. The Spaniards knew nothing about working 

silver except as they leamed U from the Moors.'"^^ Father VaUlant's gut response is 

mdignation; he asks if the Bishop if he is trying to make his beU an infidel and keeps on 

venting his dislike of the idea that something "Moorish" might be part of his bell's pure 

sound by calUng Latour's suggestion "belittling." The Bishop, however, reprimands him 

gently: "Belittling? I should say the reverse. ... The Spaniards handed on their skill to the 

Mexicans, and the Mexicans have taught the Navajos to work silver; but it all came from 

the Moors." The Bishop's reply is a clear approval of the value of mixing, of 

muhipUcUy instead of purity, and an approval of the contribution to Euro-American 

cuhure through different ethnic groups. 

In the previous example, Gather focuses on the aesthetic aspects. One finds the 

same focus m the episode of the Bishop and his native guide Jacinto, or in the one of 

Buck and Magdalena. In the first. Gather has the Bishop reflect on the reason why 

sometimes his companion drops all articles in Spanish, and why sometimes, he uses them 

quite correctly. In this passage, the Avriter not only dazzles the readers Avith heteroglossia, 

making them aware of their native language being only one among many, she also lets the 

Bishop be enlightened enough to point out that other peoples might have theU OAvn valid 

aesthetic standards: "The customary omission, therefore, seemed to be a matter of taste, 
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not ignorance. In the Indian conception of language, such attachments were superfluous 

and unpleasmg, perhaps."̂ '* 

In the case of Buck and Magdalena, Gather's subversive techniques in the area of 

esthetics are the pairing of opposites and a heavy dose of abjection, murder victims, 

buried behind a shack. The couple, consisting of a Mexican and an Anglo-American, pairs 

a deviUsh husband and an angelic, but timid Avife, who finaUy overcomes her fear and 

testifies against her murderous husband. Gather presents the American husband as 

degenerate, Mexican Magdalena as morally superior, but complacent under the man's 

influence. Here, the Avriter tums around the myth of not just of Anglo-superiority, but of 

the benevolent mfluence that anything American AVUI have on the world. It was beautiful 

Magdalena's beUef m this very myth that made her marry an American: "to Mexican girls, 

marriage with an American meant coming up in the world." In Gather's novel, the 

relationship does exactly the opposite: it drags the Mexican doAvn to a point where 

Magdalena loses even her beauty: "She might have been young, but she was probably 

half-Avitted ... a "stupid face,"^ "her clothes cut to rags, her legs and face and even her 
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hair ... plastered Avith mud" almost beyond recognition. Once she manages to separate 

herself from that mfluence, she regams "her serene and handsome face. For she became 

beautiful" again. ̂ * Her aesthetic value measures the degree of mner weU-bemg, so to 

speak; by focusing on it. Gather chips away at a cherished national Ulusion. Throughout 

her work. Gather shows again and again understanding and adnUration for the Other, for 

the non-American, for the immigrant. As Susie Thomas phrases it: "Before Gather, the 

immigrant had the status of a literary "untouchable."' she finds it ironic that of all Avriters 
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h was Gather, "so often accused of being conservative and antidemocratic, who embraced 

Avith open arms Whitman's 'race of races.'"^ 

Maim uses the same focus, on aesthetics, when he lets foreign-bom Imma infiltrate 

the Royal famUy in KonigUche Hoheit.̂ ^" It is her looks above all, including her proud 

airs, that first fascinate Prince Klaus Heinrich. Through several devices Mann undermines 

the social expectation that the prince should be married to his equal in the shape of a 

pure-blooded, blonde fairy-tale princess. A camivalesque situation (the aristocrat and die 

Bitrgerliche seem to be a mismatch, particulariy in view of Imma's lack of respect), 

heteroglossia (Imma has just moved to the smaU German kingdom coming from the 

United States, which gives Mann an opportunity to throw qmte a bit of American English 

into the text), and the intmsion of the unheimlich (Imma's companion is haunted by a 

past which is never quite revealed in spite of allusions to sexual abuse). By including a 

Native American grandmother in Imma's ancestry, Mann pairs total opposUes as far as 

blood purity, the hobby horse of volkisch ideologists, is concemed. The prince, the last 

member of a weU documented, long line of ancestors, chooses as the mother-to-be of his 

children not only the foreign-bom daughter of a businessman, but one of a dubious, 

mixed origin! Nothing could be further from an illustrious European Royal house than an 

unknoAvn Indian somewhere in one's background. The resuh of this match, though, is 

surprisingly pleasing. It tums out that the injection of a very different kind of blood 

restores a sterile family, because the connection Avith Inmia changes the Prince from being 

a mere decomm and formaUty into exercising a benevolent function, in the service of his 

people. Another attack against volkisch racism: the pure-blooded Prince has, contrary to 
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volkisch theory, not tumed out to be strong and healthy, but has been bom Avith an 

aesthetically unpleasmg (so he thmks) physical handicap. It is the foreign 'blood' which 

makes him feel aUve, just as the people awaken to the recognition, that theU- princess 

differs very much from the popular myth, but that she might be a better princess than they 

could have had under more traditional circumstances. 

Besides aesthetics as an important factor of respectability and consequently of 

national identity, manners in the largest sense, offer an opportunity for subverting national 

ideas on race. Gather's last novel, Sapphka and the Slave Girl.̂ "̂  takes up as Us main 

topic evil in the shape of unequal human relations as embodied in the system of slavery. 

Critics have caUed this last book nostalgic, but a close reading reveals that, even though 

the book is based on the Avriter's chUdhood memories of Virginia, one is not dealing Avith 

a reminiscence to a gingerbread-and-lace ante-beUum and the gentile lifestyle of the 

South. Instead, the book explores human relations before the background of a backwoods 

country, of poverty, degeneration, and the exploration of power. In this regard, the 

novel, pubUshed in 1940, might even be a comment on the events in Europe. Gather 

draws on a variety of techniques which undermine preconceived ideas, shaken the 

readers' sense of the normal, and make them aware of contradictions in the national 

identity as far as U concems questions of race and ethnicity: pairing of opposUes (good 

and bad, aboUtionists and slave holders, Anglo- and African American); ambiguity and 

contradiction (Sapphira shows both a certain benevolence and cmelty, TiU is proud, but a 

slave, Rachel's position as an aboUtionist and daughter of a slave holder); discovery of the 

heimlich (sexual relationships between the races, including Sapphira's knowledge of U, 
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Nancy's uncertain origins, cmelty, theft among the mountain people); using images of 

dissolution, hoUoAvness, and darkness (injuries, particularly to legs and feet and the 

wearing of shoes, torture, Nancy being forced to sleep in the dark haUway and Martin's 

chasing her); the blurring of boundaries (overhearing of inconsistent bits of conversation, 

Nancy as a product of two races). 

The character of Sapphira alone provides much material to make a reader 

contemplate established beliefs. A fragile Southern lady at first glance, even bound to a 

wheelchair, she despotically mles her household and her slaves' lives. The myth requires 

her to be pious, devout, gentle, submissive, ladyUke, and sexually ignorant, but Gather 

reveals her as potentially cmel, vindictive, dominant, and quUe aware of, even calculating 

Avith the sexual attractiveness of the Dark Lady. Instead of ennobling men, as a lady was 

thought to do, she appeals to her nephew Martin's worst Uistincts when she invites him, 

hoping that he AviU rape Nancy. Contrary to the tradUional association of white Avith good 

and black wUh bad, the slave girl Nancy is the morally superior character in this novel. 

She is the one to show delicacy when it comes to the topic of sexual relationships, such as 

her unknoAvn white father's identity: "The gkl had a natural delicacy of feeling. ... She 

had TiU's good manners. ...If she sensed a dirty joke coming she sUpped away."*̂ ^ 

Sapphira, on the other hand, "had married TiU off to Jeff because he was a 'capon man'" 

and she did not want a lady's maid to bear and nurse children. 

Just Uke Sapphfra as an incamation of her society, society as a whole in the 

backward mountams of ante-beUum VU-gmia is depicted as picturesque on the outside, 

but weak, sometimes cmel and degenerate, and unstable on the inside. This lack of 
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stabUUy is expressed through Gather's focus on feet and footwear throughout the novel. 

At least five times. Gather draws attention to the characters' footwear, apparently in 

order to comment on theU* respectability. Starting Avith SapphU-a's handicap, her inability 

to walk and the pain accompanying her Ulness, the wearing of shoes symbolizes one's 

respectabiUty when stepping out into the public: she is decided to wear shoes even though 

they hurt her. Noticing that her coachman, respectfiil in his manners towards her, is 

barefoot, she scolds him: "Take me out driving like some mountain trash, would you'i' 

Now you get out of my sight and put on that pair of Mr. Henry's boots I gave you. 

Step!" The connection between respectabUity and footwear is fiirther emphasized 

through her question why U is "so hard to keep leather on a nigger's feet" and through 

TiU's embarrassment: "When I saw him AvriggUn' his old crooked toes yonder in the 

gravel, I was that shamed !"̂ °'* In both cases, the point of wearing shoes is to hide 

something supposedly unsightly, a deformation of the body and, by covering up, to create 

an appearance of respectability. The poor white family which depends on Rachel's charity 

is considered not to be respectable because of their poverty, Ulegitimate children, and the 

breadAviimer's inabiUty to do hard labor. The same famUy is stmck with injury to the feet 

tAvice; the man has a clubfoot, and the woman Umps because of an accident and 

consequently has to wear carpet sUppers. The hill people's Umping, the coachman's 

barefoot shuffling, and Sapphira's complete inability to walk aligns aU of them: unable to 

wear 'proper' footwear, they also share a lack of respectabUity. Gather's comparing the 

protagonist Avith society's unrespectable members reveals the character's dark side. Her 

maid TUl's superiority, on the other hand, although she officiaUy belongs to the lowest 
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class as a slave, is estabUshed through the writer's comment on her way of moving: "Till 

never dawdled over her work. The housekeeper at Chestnut Hill had taught her that the 

shuffling foot was the mark of an inferior race."'"^ The term "race" here seems to be 

disengaged from the meaning of biological race, but seems to indicate a grouping of 

people according to character and manners. Gather, who cared much for a well kept 

house, presents the dignified, honest, black maid Till as a member of a superior race, 

while suspicious, scheming Sapphira belongs to an inferior category. Thus, Gather 

overtums the myth of racial superiority by measuring by the standard of manners-not by 

society's opinion of good manners, mcludmg the covering up of the ugly, but manners in 

the sense of ethical behaAdor. 

Mann's subversive treatment of the religious dimension of the blood and soil 

ideology through "Die Betrogene" has already been pointed out in the previous chapter. 

The ideology's racist dimension seems to be under attack in his novel Der Erwahlte,*"^ 

The Holv Sinner. The novel, mspired by a medieval legend and Us treatment by Hartmann 

von der Aue, traces the development of Gregorius from his birth as the result of an 

incestuous relationship between eUtist royal twins, through the unwitting incest with his 

mother, his penance and finally his exaltation as pope. The sin consists of the characters' 

narcissism, which makes them believe that only somebody exactly like them can be a 

worthy mate. German national chauvinism announced basically the same tmth: the 

superiority of the "German" race, the uniqueness of Us specific characteristics, and the 

benefit of procreatUig within the Umits of this people only. Mixing Avith 'foreign blood,' 

during the rise of volkisch ideology considered a decline, actually became a criminal act 
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under the Nazi regime, while Mann's novel makes the attempt to preserve 'blood purity' 

a criminal act that can be redeemed only through divine grace. While the topic of sibling 

mcest has been worked by Mann before ("Walsungenblut"), and while the novel can also 

be read as a comment on art, the Avriter's narcissism, and redemption, the dates of its 

creation (the idea of the topic was conceived forty-five years before the actual Avriting, 

which occurred 1948-50, after the atrocities of the Nazi regUne) justify a reading of The 

Holy Sinner as a comment on the sinflilness of racial chauvinism. 

The incest scene emphasizes both the sinfulness and the groAving isolation arising 

from a superiority complex. Intoxicated Avith themselves, seeing in the other only their 

OAvn features, the sinners stop looking at their surroundings: "I have eyes alone for you 

who are my female counterpart on earth." Narcissism creates disregard for others to 

the point where the culprits get carried away to committing murder, even if the victim is 

only the Prince's faithfiil dog. Mann creates an atmosphere of uncertainty and aUenation 

through blurred visual and audUive impressions: dim light, heavy scents, and a blurred 

conversation. What one does understand, though, are WUlo's words on death: "Aus dem 

Tode ... sind wir geboren und sind seine Kinder."^ *̂ The association of narcissism Avith 

death appears also in the killing of WUlo's faithful companion, his dog. The narrator 

comments that this killing is in his opinion the worst event that night, but that probably all 

belongs together ("Es gehorte wohl alles zusammen"^^ )̂, and a loyal friend wonders if 

they really understand the extent of their deed and its effect on the world ("Aber ob ihr so 

recht begreift, was ihr angesteUt habt in der WeU, das Avundert mich zu Avissen."̂ ^̂  The 
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addUion "in der Welt" emphasizes a parallel between the couple's conceU and the German 

superiority complex. 

Mann ties the dark side of life duectly to the love of the too similar and the rejection 

of the other, a comment which can be related to the exaggerated German passion for 

Germanness as U mled during the thirties and forties. Both in fiction and in poUtical 

history, the belief of biological and cultural superiority tum out to be sins. Kurzke 

summarizes the general critical consent that in Mann's late fiction the poUtical aspect 

decreases;̂ ^^ however, "Die Betrogene," as well as The Holy Sinner, address important 

aspects of volkisch ideology and consequently topics of national importance. 

5.3 Philosophy 

The American philosophy of fighting, Avinning, and considering obstacles merely as 

challenges to be met clearly plays an important role in Gather's early works. Particularly 

her female artists (young, strong, attractive, and successful) portray the national myth that 

any goal can be reached if one only tries hard enough. The universe may be hostile, but 

Avith some effort the Avrong can be fixed, the world be controUed, if one is only flexible, 

adjustable, and mobUe. 

Characters Uke Kitty Ayrshire in the short stories "A Gold SUpper" '̂̂  and "A 

Scandal""' or Gressida in "The Diamond Mine"""* personify the American success story: 

a poor family background, a sunny temperament, and "driAdng power" "^! Just like the 

proverbial millionaire who worked his way up from washing dishes, these women 

exercise their benevolence on others by supporting friends, family members, and 
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institutions. Kitty states: "One should help others who are less fortunate,""^ and Gressida 

supports a whole trail of people. Each justifies her "light" occupation as a singer against 

reproaches that U might not be a respectable way of making a living by personal 

sacrifices. Doing good has to sanctify the flin of material success, charity has to 

compensate for an almost bmtal strength and vitaUty. 

Gather's preoccupation Avith the artist's social status becomes apparent in her 

character's reflections. If one does not belong to the masters of the universe, if one is not 

very flexible, cheerful, and ready to conquer any obstacle, one not only belongs to the 

losers, but also becomes a burden to the strong. This type of person is represented in 

Bouchalka, the musician hardworking Gressida falls for. Not intentionally bad, he lives off 

her (implicUly: a state of affairs already unrespectable in itself) and, adding insult to 

injury, he betrays her Avith another woman. Incidentally, this morally weak individual is a 

Bohemian, who lacks the proper American attitude: "Bouchalka was the sort of person 

who might actually starve ... Something very important had been left out eUher of his 

make-up or of his education; something that we are not accustomed to miss in 

people." He lacks the flexibiUty to adjust his repertoUe to American taste: "They not 

want Bohemian song. They not want my music." He displays self-pity rather than 

cheerfuUiess; "Even the street cars Avill not stop for me here, lUce for other people." He 

does not move around comfortably in America: "Bouchalka had now been in New York a 

year, and for aU he knew about U ... he might have landed the day before yesterday.""* 

Worse: he lacks aspiration ("But when have I said that I am as noble as she [Gressida] 

is?") and subsides to a quite un-American fatalism instead of meeting the challenges of 
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life: "I have never beUeved in this happiness. I was not bom under a good star. How did it 

come? By accident. It goes by accident. ... It cannot be done in this worid.""^ Talented, 

but Uresponsible, weak, and "naturally luxurious,"*̂ " Bouchalka represents the antUhesis 

to the socially acceptable version of the artist, and simuUaneously the antUhesis to a 

proper American. His behavior is considered strange, not respectable; his ways are 

foreign, and his final solution is to go back to his OAvn viUage in Bohemia. One can sense 

the imphcation 'where he belonged' in Gather's depiction of Bouchalka, who is not the 

only foreigner in this short story. 

"Anna Straka, Gressida's Slavic rival" is contrasted Avith the American throughout a 

paragraph. The European is "singing uncertainly and making history," her vocal method is 

bad, and she is not dependable: sometimes almost voiceless, sometimes surprising the 

audience Avith an "ininUtable, unrepeatable" performance. The American sings reliably and 

is "satisfying the management." She lives up to her contract, "delivering the whole order 

in good condition." In this passage. Gather uses business-like terms in order to 

describe the US variation of the artist and expresses, through her contrasting a member of 

the old world Avith one of the new, basic differences between American and European 

national identity (from the perspective of another continent U may be aUowed to speak of 

European national identity even in the nineteenth century). These differences focus on 

emotion, weakness, and fatalism on the old world side, and rationality, strength, and an 

effort to control fate on the new world side. Through her presentation of artists. Gather 

becomes a spokes person for traditional American values. 
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Gather, however, was too open-mmded a person to disregard the potential 

drawbacks of the official national philosophy: drive, persistence, and rationality. Even in 

her first novel, Alexander's Bridge, she reveals the protagonist's Ufe as unfijIfiUed in spite 

of professional success and a supportive domestic background. Again, though, the 

rational characteristics are tied to an American, the romantic ones to Europe. Gather has 

assigned a symboUc profession to her protagonist; he is an engineer, supposedly the 

Uicamation of rationality, and his specialty is not arms production but something 

constmctive: the buUding of bridges. Thus, he is fitted out as a reliable benefactor of 

mankind, hardworking, attractive, and extrovert. Gather even emphasizes the connection 

between the concepts of 'engineer' and 'Americanness' through an Englishman's 

reflections: "His idea about Americans was that they should be engineers." 

This particular engineer, however, pronounces some rather subversive ideas: "You 

work like the devil and think you are getting on, and suddenly you discover that you've 

only been getting yourself tied up. ... Your Ufe keeps going for things you don't want, 

and all the while you are being built alive into a social stmcture you don't care a rap 

about."^^' He wonders what sort of chap he might have been had he lived his life a 

different way and soon proceeds to let that other guy out. The so-far repressed self of 

Alexander behaves irrespectably: tom between his home and the happy-go-lucky Ufe with 

a singer in Great Britain, he finally rejects domesticity and Avith it efficiency, security, and 

control. His desue to live out his Ufe to the fijUest stamps the protagonist an outsider, but 

only a secret one: before he can discover himself also to his Avife, he dies Avith the Hyde 

inside him unrecognized by others. This early in her career. Gather could only criticize the 
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philosophy of respectable success by letting a character taste U and die from it. Moreover, 

the protagonist also becomes guilty of the death of many workers in the same bridge 

accident—an accident that could have been prevented, had Alexander not lost time with 

his lover. Going astray thus affects not only the outsider, but also fellow human beings in 

this novel. Apart from shoAving the defauUs in the status quo, Gather has not yet 

discovered an altemative in Alexander's Bridge. 

In her novel A Lost Lady, published eleven years later in 1923, Gather's criticism of 

a mechanistic Adew of the world, including an emphasis on material success, expresses 

Uself even more clearly. Mr. Forrester, Marian's husband, personifies a different ideal, 

one that includes dreams, illusions, beauty, the non-practical. Gather emphasizes this view 

of the world by having his Avife encourage him to add to a tale his "philosophy of life": 

"Well then, my philosophy is that what you think of and plan for day by day, in spUe of 

yourself, so to speak—^you wiU get. ... because a thing that is dreamed of... is already an 

accompUshed fact. All our great West has been developed from such dreams."'̂ "* No 

mention of control or measuring, just of dreams that come tme in spite of the person. The 

ideaUstic, even nostalgic touch here corresponds to Gather's weU-known statement that 

after 1922 the world broke into two. The new philosophy, personified by a mean spirited, 

successful laAvyer and business man, controls, counts, takes the beauty out of life. After 

the husband's death, the Avife's morale first drops and she survives only as an outsider of 

her society by attaching herself to materialistically successfiil men. Since her story is told 

from the perspective of an idealistic admirer, who considers any of Marian's less than 
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ladyUke actions almost a personal insuU, U is tempting to read the novel as the Avriter's 

condenmation of the new philosophy and a nostalgic yearning for the days gone by. 

But the narrator's view is not necessarily the writer's and while for the former 

Marian is a lost lady. Gather finally allows her protagonist to regain much of her earUer 

splendor —even though she has become an outcast of respectable society. Ironically, it 

is her very 'femininity' in the sense of 'making men feel comfortable,' for which she was 

respected in her better days as a gracious hostess and then rejected in her role as "Merry 

Widow," which eventuaUy assures her a place among the rich and famous again. 

Regardless whether Gather did or did not consciously Uitend to draw attention to the 

ambiguous social situation of women (Gather disclaimed interest in feminism), the novel 

centers around the clash between the national philosophy of actively taking charge of the 

world and the romantic Adsion of woman as passive keeper of the morale, both on the 

family's and the nation's level.̂ ^̂  Marian does leave the meanspirited, deceptive laAvyer 

behind, which means a rejection of all that character stands for: success and materialism 

for the sake of measuring rather than enjoying it, reckless control, quantities. She 

remarries money, which is admittedly indicative of some kind of materialism, but for her it 

means a prerequisUe for beauty, comfort, and joy. The air of beauty, of something better 

than reality, stiU hovers around her, even if it is in the fact that now she resorts to 

cosmetics to create the illusion of youth. While she portrays some of the earUer 

protagonists' fighting spirit and flexibility, her 'you-can-do-it' mentaUty appears tempered 

by Gather's recognition of disappointment and defeat, and the protagonist's charisma 
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appears slightly dulled by the layer's of powder she applies in order to keep up 

appearances. 

The Avriting of A Lost Lady marks a phase of disillusion in Gather's life, who had 

just realized that material success can only satisfy to a certain degree. Having established 

herself as a Avriter after considerable stmggle, financiaUy rather comfortable, but 

emotionaUy hurt by criticism of her previous book, she experienced something of a mid-

1 77 

life crisis. A Lost Lady reflects the loss of the illusion that one can control the world 

completely, and it demonstrates that the adjusting process can wear one out. James 

Woodress sees in the character "the reconciUation of loss and possibUity." The earlier 

heroines are just that: heroines, while Marian Forrester portrays also the dark side in the 

stmggle to survive—particularly for women who depend on men. 

Partly a subversion, partly a representative of the 'master of the universe' 

phUosophy which prefers measurable quantities and control over dreams and admiration, 

Marian Forrester takes on the dimension of an allegorical America altogether: "she had 
1 "id 

always the power of suggestUig things much lovelier than herself" — t̂his is the idea of 

America as a m3̂ h, always more promising as a possibiUty than feasible in reality. William 

Doty seems to speak for Gather when he expresses doubts on the validity of merciless 

optimism: "The mascuUnized West expects that the rest of the world AviU 'catch up Avith 

us' and have deodorized bodies, cosmeticized teeth, liposuction, and face-lifts just like we 

do. But I wonder if the West does not cut Uself off from significant guidance about the 

human position when applying the American Smile as the upbeat conclusion to any 

problem."^" 
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In her next novel The Professor's House (published 1925), Gather's criticism 

became more constmctive. The tale of a man, unsatisfied Avith his career as a university 

professor Ui a small tOAvn and his family life as a father of two daughters, gives Gather a 

chance to explore, through the professor's dissatisfaction, other ways of Ufe. Godfrey St. 

Peter, in his fifties, sees for himself only the possibiUty of passive, intemal retreat from his 

social roles as husband, father, and teacher—a kmd of mUd resignation, an acceptance of 

"the bloomless side of Ufe."̂ '̂  He rejects striving and planning for the future, or even 

learning his students' names: "It wasn't worth while [sic]. He feU that his relations Avith 

them would be of short duration,"^" and he has started thmking of woridly success as a 

"trap." The professor's antUhesis, young Tom Outland, personifies the suggestion of 

an aUemative to the American myth of tangible success and optimistic determination. 

His personal circumstances emphasize the opposUion of this character to American 

culture: his coming from New Mexico, where he had groAvn up Avith a European priest 

who taught him Latin and Spanish; his most important deed, the discovery of Native 

American settlements in the Southwest; his death in a foreign land during the First World 

War; even his name. This outsider to society, who is first introduced as a sweaty tramp, 

opens to the professor a Avindow (Gather's intended effect was the one of a Avindow, as in 

the pictures of Flemish painters, which seem to let a fresh breeze into a stuffy room) to a 

completely different life, Avith different standards and values. His ideaUstic view of the 

Native American past and his reverence in deaUng wUh the treasures unburied contrasts 

sharply Avith society's ideas. Those responsible at the national museum do not show 

genuine interest, Tom's partner sells most of the relics, including a mummy (named 
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"Mother Eve") to a German historian, and his heirs are only mterested in making money 

out of his scientific Uivention. As a contrast to the sense of acquisition dominating most 

of the other characters in the novel, Tom personifies preservation. 

Chance, being open, receptive, tmstflil, intuUive seems to be the tenor of this novel. 

While the myth requires action, control, and conscious shaping of one's life, the professor 

reflects that "all the most Unportant things in his Ufe ... had been happy largely through a 

circumstance Avith which neUher he nor his Avife had anything to do." His most important 

professional accomplishment, several volumes on the history of his country, do not mean 

much to hUn in retrospect, but meeting Tom Outland, on the other hand, "had been a 

stroke of chance." '̂̂  Important decisions, such as getting married and foundUig a family, 

have come to mean a burden to him in spite of the respectabUity and social acceptance 

they provide him Avith. He feels more comfortable outside society: either completely alone 

(as he Avill be at the end of the book when under the pressure of having to move into a 

new, more comfortable house, he enters into a sort of inner emigration), or in Tom's 

company. 

Male bonding (St. Peter and Tom, Tom and Blake), isolation, a distance to society 

and Us values are Gather's aUematives in The Professor's House. Both the professor's 

solution, bom out of tUedness and disappointment, to retreat mto the old house's attic, 

looked after by an old German woman, and Tom's retreat mto different cultures (be it 

native American or European) express a criticism of Gather's contemporary American 

'master-of-the-universe' philosophy. Both metaphors, the attic and the canyon, suggest a 

cave, an archetypal protective womb. Even though the ties between the two male 
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protagonists are stronger than the ones between the professor and his aU female family, U 

is the 'maleness' of the national phUosophy that Gather criticizes: being active, fighting, 

Avinning, fixing,''^ gaining. The professor and Tom both renounce such a view of life; 

they have recognized the importance of being receptive, protective, nurturing. These 

values are represented by the reflections on the extmct cUff dweUers: "a provident, rather 

thoughtful people, who made theU" Uvelihood secure by raising crops and fowl. ...They 

developed physically and improved in the primitive arts. At the same time, they possibly 

declined in the arts of war, of bmte strength and ferocity." '̂̂  The national dimension of 

these altematives appears not only in Tom Outland's 'outlandish' ways, but in Gather's 

use of the term "strange": "His strange comings, his strange story ... U was all 

fantastic." Here, the Avriter plays consciously on the term's meaning as an opposUe to 

domestic, to standard American. It is the outsider of that society who embodies a vision 

of inner happiness, outside the mles of the rat race. 

What diverges from the American mainstream in Gather's Avritings resembles an 

increasingly popular trend in the Germany of the early twentieth century, particularly 

during the twenties: a dissatisfaction Avith the practical realUies of Ufe, disappointment 

with the political development, and consequently a yearning for a fulfillment beyond the 

rational and material world. Thomas Mann, who somewhat belatedly declared his 

partiality for the Repubhc, sensed this strife away from rationaUty and towards 

"romantische Barbarei"̂ '̂  early—probably because he could relate to U so weU. 

Originally he himself was tempted to give in to the Dionysion force: death Avish, 

undirected yearning, and romanticism all seemed to be so genuine. But once he noticed 
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that this tendency could be coldly and rationally exploUed by certam mterest groups, he 

went to the arms: "Und AvU-klich, unserer Zeit gelang es, so vieles zu verhunzen: Das 

Nationale, den SoziaUsmus—den Mythos, die Lebensphilosophy, das Irrationale, den 

Glauben, die Jugend, die Revolution und was nicht noch aUes."'"*" For Mann U is 

exploration of idealism that makes U bad, the act of channelmg U in the wrong direction. 

This distinction emphasizes the importance of the leader, a concept listed earlier as an 

integral part of the official German philosophy. 

The division of humanity into leaders and crowds, the chosen, special ones and the 

masses, can be found throughout Mann's works, because U is related to the topic of the 

artist. Even "Bmder Hitler," (Brother Hitler) draws the paraUel between the artist and the 

despot: "Es ist, auf eine gewisse beschamende Weise, aUes da: die 'SchAvierigkeU', die 

FaulheU ... das im Gmnde hochmtitige ... Abweisen jeder vemiinftigen und ehrenwerten 

Tatigkeit... der Wunsch, eine in Angst, Liebe, BcAvundemng, Scham vergehende Welt zu 

den FiiBen des einst Verschmahten zu sehen."*"*̂  Particularly the desire to see the world, 

dying of fear, love, admiration and shame, at one's feet points to the compUcated elitism 

of Mann's conception of the artist, guilty and proud at the same time. This type of leader 

exists Ui Prinz Heinrich, Aschenbach, and later stiU in Joseph and the holy sinner 

Gregorius (Der Erwahlte). In the revolution scene in Die Buddenbrooks. the crowd is 

ridiculed: when the senators, enclosed by an angry mob demanding a revolution, 

impatiently explain that they have already had a revolution, one member of the crowd 

demands—^well, then we want another one! The 'little people' are often made fijn of and 

usually come away looking not so good, Uterally, while the chosen ones "fein" and "rein" 
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(fine and pure), more beautiful than man or woman (Uke young Joseph) or "gottlich" 

(divine).'"*^ These outstandmgly attractive, deUcate, and intelUgent characters m Mann's 

fiction represent, particularly in their interaction Avith the 'broad masses,' a feudal view of 

the world that the writer could never quite give up. Kurzke Avrites of a relatively 

superficial humanitarian repubUcanism even after Mann's so-called Wandlung (change). 

But at least, Mann's Erwahlte (his chosen ones) have their weaknesses, too: usually, they 

are quUe aware of their chief handicap, narcissism. In the character of the holy sinner, the 

leader even shows characteristics, very different from the volkisch charismatic Fuhrer: 

starting out wUh the figure of the night, the novel develops, according to Us Christian 

model, along the lines of sin, repentance, and elevation through divine grace. As leader-

Uke as characters like Joseph or Gregorius may appear at first sight, they all reveal 

themselves as variations of the artist, vintage Mann: sensUive, conscious of their 

narcissism and the consequent social isolation, they enjoy their being special while 

suffering from it like Tonio Kroger. The only difference is that they suppress the death 

Avish and instead put their proudly painful, or painfiiUy proud, special status to the use of 

others. This type of leader, even though eUtist, is a far cry from the image of the 

extrovert, radiant, reckless type of leader which the volkisch movement designed. Mann's 

chosen ones stand for themselves, the latter ones exist only in relation to their adoring 

followers. 

The analysis of these followers, the connection between the charismatic 

representative of an idea and the people submitting to this charisma, are Unportant aspects 

of both, Mann's noveUa "Mario und der Zauberer" (Mario and the Magician) and, of 
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course, Doktor Faustus. Kurzke summarizes the publications on the political reception of 

the novella, which went from a reception hardly aware of a possible poUtical component, 

to a view of U as simply reflecting fascism (the political reading being initialized by 

George Lukacs), to the Avidespread poUtical reading of "Mario" in schools, and finally to 

a criticism of such an interpretation as not doing the text justice. One study finally tries to 

compronUse by accepting the poUtical dimension, but rejectUig a simplistic view of it as a 

mere reflection of events. ̂ "*' Again, independent of authorial intent, various details of the 

noveUa together suggest an atmosphere of oppression, fear, fascination, and power and 

thus evoke a resemblance to an atmosphere of groAving fascism.*"*"* 

After Sautermann's thorough presentation U would be pointless to go far into these 

details here; the general xenophobia in the small Italian viUage that Mann chose as a 

setting; the air of tension, expectation, and readiness to watch passively; and finally the 

depiction of the magician as a hypnotizing demagogue speak for themselves. Worth 

pointing out in the context of this research, though, are Mann's use of the outsider image 

and his view of Germany as predestined for Dionysion excesses. Even though the 

novella's setting is the Italy of MussolUii, the mood described anticipates the one in 

Germany in the late twenties and early thirties, around Hitler's Machtergreifung in 1933. 

The noveUa's first sentence describes the memory as "atmospherisch unangenehm" 

(atmosperically unpleasant),*"*^ Again, respectabiUty plays an important role, particularly 

the aspect of the outsider: while the national sense of decency is offended by the foreign 

visitors' little daughter changing her wet bathing suU on a public beach and the visitors 

are dragged to the police station, the real offense against decency is committed in the 
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form of a public spectacle, announced and applauded. The smaU tOAvn's whole population 

expectantly watches the magician's illusionary tricks Avithout recognizing that even the 

very first example of the magician's art consists of an aflfi-ont against their OAvn dignity: 

after hypnotizing him, he forces a young man to stick out his tongue at the audience. 

Instead of protesting, the spectators allow themselves to be draAvn into the events, one 

after the other, to the point of somethmg Uke a communal rape, when all participants have 

lost their self respect, dancing on the stage or performing strange gestures. 

In the midst of the collective loss of dignity, GipoUa, the man who leads everyone 

on, is contmuaUy associated Avith the Unage of the knight, a symbolic figure whose 

importance for volkisch ideology has been pointed out eariier. He frequently calls him the 

"GavaUere" and gives himself a medieval, miUtary air. One scene, which describes 

GipoUa's difficuUies in hypnotizing a particular person, uses the metaphor of besieging a 

fortress.*"*̂  At other times, Mann attributes "komodiantische Ritteriichkeit"'"*̂  or 

"ritterUche Art" (chivalresque manner) to him, or shows him in a pose, mocking the 

kneefall of a knight.*"*̂  Since the Avriter reveals, through the partly omniscient narrator, 

the knightly attitude as fake, other supposedly knightly qualities, such as loyalty and 

courage, are also implicUly questioned by the reader— b̂oth in GipoUa himself and the 

fascist leader he allegorizes. Thus Mann makes the knight, supposedly standing out as a 

leader and superior, an outsider of the negative kind. 

The aspect of 'outsider' possesses three different functions here. First, the foreign 

narrator's view aUows for both, more objectivity than a cUizen might have mastered and 

the emphasis on the degree of influence the "GavaUere" exercises on his feUow 
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countrymen. Even though the visUors feel uncomfortable while the magician's 

compatriots supposedly feel quUe at home Avith hUn,*̂ " they watch the events much too 

long and cannot explam what exactly keeps even them under the spell. The narrator's 

reassurance that they really tried to leave and that he is unable to justify their staying 

there ("Ich verstehe es nicht und weiB mich tatsachlich nicht zu verantworten."*^*) 

Mann's emphasis on a foreigner as narrator, an outsider to Italian culture and politics, 

makes the leader's dangerous attraction appear even more frightening because of the 

imphcation: if even we, as foreigners, were spellbound, how much more difficult this must 

have been for the insiders who could not claim an objective observer's distance?! 

Second, Mann directs the spotUght on the magician as an outsider through several 

comments comparing the Uttle tOAvn of Torre Avith Rome and other Ulustrous places 

where GipoUa usuaUy performs. Although almost all of the population is present, hardly 

anyone protests against GipoUa's insulting and ridiculing the little tOAvn. The magician 

asserts his superiority, which the population accepts in their almost masochistic need to 

look up to a leader. Through his outsider posUion, undermining the audience's self-

respect, the seducer himself is at the same time revealed as not being of the people but as 

an impostor whose rhetoric about the nation barely covers his contempt for his 

compatriotes. 

His narcissism and contempt for mediocrity make the fascist leader, of course, a 

relative of the artist in Mann's view of the worid.*" "Brother Hitler," the most outspoken 

paraUel between the two, states clearly "eine ziemlich pemliche Verwandtschaft" (a rather 

embarrassmg relation),*" and Kurzke describes as the origin of Mann's theory of fascism 
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the problem of the artist as analyzed in "Geist und Kunst," the Avriter's uncompleted, 

abandoned attempt to arrive at a clear distinction between complex terms lUce art, spirit, 

Ufe, etc. Both artist and fascist are decadents longUig for pure, unreflected, un-

analyzed life, vitality, feelmgs and their expression. This comparison almost had to grow 

mto a comment on fascism in the shape of a Kunstlerroman, Doktor Faustus. The 

national touch is aUeady apparent in the tUle: not only considered a national epic because 

of its early adaptation in medieval Germany, but also because of its later treatment 

through the national poet and Mann's idol, Goethe, Faust ranges as the quintessentially 

German subject. Goethes choice of the topic had aU-eady been recognized by 

contemporaries as "the masterpiece of the renascent national literature," and as a 

statement "about Germany and the German tradition."*^^ Mann's Doktor Faustus has 

also been caUed a Gesellschaftsroman because of Us vivid representation of pre-war 

Munich society. One such scene provides a particularly appropriate example for an 

analysis of German national identity, or, more exactly, Mann's subversive treatment of the 

national yearning for a charismatic leader. 

This leader, as one recalls, AviU be firmly rooted in the past (thus affirming the 

national identity as erected on 'ancient Teutonic' principles) and yet he AviU guide his 

people into a bright fliture (equaUy based on a conservative tradition). While the complex 

nUx of past and present in German national identity AVUI be discussed in more detaU in the 

section on time, the reaction of Munich's high society towards such a leader (or the 

caricature of it) is of interest now. Again, Mann chooses an outsider for the mock 

representation of the demagogue: the JcAvish "Polyhistor" and "Kulturphilosoph" Dr. 
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Ghaim Breisacher.*^^ Before he tums the attention to the latter, he introduces the readers 

to the atmosphere in the Salons of the time— t̂he place where the new ideology had been 

fostered and where U found bourgeois support. Appropriately named Schlaginhaufens 

(smash-to-pieces), the hosts have invited an explosive mix: artists, intellectuals, 

representatives of the business and the miUtary worid. By having the narrator describe his 

strong emotions after the performance of an opera singer during one soiree, Mann allows 

the reader to follow, step by step, the development of a mood which would, on a larger 

scale, lead to an almost nation-Avide acceptance of volkisch ideas. ZeUblohm, the narrator, 

admits ("ich gestehe," an expression Unplying a misdemeanor!), that he can hardly resist 

the emotion caused by a heroic voice. He raves about the impact of the person, the power 

of the voice, the skill in using dramatic accents creating the iUusion of an stricken soul.*^^ 

Even though his comments refer to a soprano, a close reading reveals that it can also be 

appUed to the practices of a demagogue: Unpact, power, skill, drama, and creating the 

iUusion of emotions (Mann's severest reproach to the decadent!). The narrator, however, 

is seriously affected by the presentation—so much, that he almost kneels before the 

triumphantly smiling one ("triumphierend Lachelnden"). At this point during the evening, 

Zeitblohms faUing for an illusion seems to be absolutely harmless, moving, and quUe 

lovable. Read as an expression of a yearning for abandoning the rational self, usually a 

suppressed tendency Ui this apparently so calm and controUed person, U is a waming sign 

not to fall for the Dionysian forces. The evening is not over, yet. Under the moving 

impression of the Wagner performance (Mann cleverly assigned the composer the 

appropriate position as mvoluntary fosterer of volkisch ideology in this passage), the 
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narrator even swallows his antipathy agamst his host, unable to resist his mvitation to 

participate in the events. A reading of this passage as the development of pubUc opinion 

towards submitting to a dictator adds weight to Zeitblohm's admission in the context of 

abandoning his principles: "Wie schwach ist der Mensch!" (How weak is man!). The 

resistance has been broken—the reader feels that after a few more of these evenings, even 

ZeUblohm might start to become an adherent of the conservative revolution, whose 

representative. Dr. Ghaim Breisach, he stiU despises at this point. 

Breisach gains most of the pubUc admiration through his dialectic skill of talking 

("seine dialektische RedefertigkeU")*^* Nobody really understands the meaning of his 

words, because he presents his view (of aU but the very earliest German past as decline) 

as a super modem idea and progress. His view, of course, reflects the thoughts of the 

Konservative Revolution, a concept Mann underwrote for a while and a term that he 

might even have coined. Writing Doktor Faustus. the Avriter can acknowledge his error 

and he ridicules, in an almost untranslatable way. Dr. Breisach's mental acrobatics. More 

interesting than that individual, though, is his influence on nearly everyone in the audience 

(which is composed of influential members of German society). He undermines the 

general sense of right and wrong, good and bad, Avith his attacks on conservative 

values—a domain his audience had feU so secure in.*̂ ^ Instead of resisting him, the 

guests' reactions, which range from helpless constemation to fervent admiration, reflect 

the apparently inexpUcable lack of resistance among the German population towards Nazi 

ideology in general, and towards Us exponents. Hitler in particular. Mann stmggles to 

analyze not only the technique, a combination of dazzling dialectic, impertinence, and lack 
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of regard for others, but also the receptiveness of the audience. As main reasons he lists 

confiision, especially on the side of the intellectually less gifted, and an overdose of 

respect, consideration, and naivete among burghers, represented by ZeUblohm, in general. 

Mann also seems to sense an element of masochism*^^ when he uses the words "scharf' 

(sharp), "mit jemandem umspringen" (to command or mistreat someone), and "durch die 

Zahne pfeifen" (to whistle through one's teeth); aU these terms connote violence to some 

degree, and resemble the description of heU in Dr. Faustus, where one cannot tell pain 

from lust and where one suffers additional agony through just this humiUation.*^* Helmut 

Koopmann comments on the Montage Technik the Avriter uses so extensively in this novel 

that it is finally nothing less than an attempt to narrate mythically ("mythisch zu 

erzahlen"), the way Mann understood U: to let a different reality enter into the 

individuality of the characters, in order to annihilate time and to make associations in both 

dU-ections, back and forth, possible. *̂^ Even though the Avriter cannot proAdde a simple 

answer to the complex question of why 'U' could happen, he tries to approach the 

problem by focusing through satire on the confiision of a whole group of insiders Ads-a-vis 

one outsider, and of the vuhierability of this same group, caused by Us sense of 

respectabUity. 
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CHAPTER VI 

NATIONAL JVIYTHS OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE 

WRITINGS OF WILLA GATHER 

AND THOMAS MANN 

6.1 The Individual's PosUion 

Both, Gather and Mann, in spUe of their elUism, place special importance on the 

"common experience." Gather, draAving a balance when she was thirty-five years old, says 

so induectly, m a personal letter to an editor whose view of the world she had seen in 

print. This edUor had stated that he "opposed people who were out of touch Avith known 

facts and common experience," and Gather agreed wholeheartedly, particularly Avith the 

idea that emotions make up one's life, rather than economics.^ (Gather, of course, had 

never lived under extremely hard economic circumstances.) In her emphasis on emotions 

and the "common experience," she resembles Mann, who longed so much for the 

common experience, feeling that he could not have it. To his diary he confides that his 

love for young men allows him to fit into the pattem of human rules. Interestingly it was 

neither his marriage, nor his children that made him feel as much part of the whole as his 

passion for young men could.^ What counts for Mann is his recognition that the 

experience of passion and erotic love, common experiences, make him feel that he 

belongs.^ The indiAddual's posUion Avithin the group is the focus of this chapter, which 

Avill, in Mann's case, not contrast acceptance and rejection of the national myth in 

different works, but which will rather focus on one work. The Magic Mountain, and 
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iUustrate the development of a national myth, including the different directions one myth 

can take. 

The yeamUig to belong, described earUer as a major element of German national 

identity, expresses both, a general human fear of isolation, and a specifically German 

touch: an affinity Avith the myth of the Volk, which gives significance to the individual 

only as part of the whole. It is best understood in contrast to the American myth of the 

individual as caring, but self-sufficient, strong, and independent. The Magic Mountain 

offers a particularly suUable terrain for an analysis of this aspect of German national myth 

because the Avriting of this novel accompanies the historical change from Wilhelmine 

Monarchy to Weimar Republic and reflects not just Mann's, but society's attempts to find 

an orientation after the war. Mann's point of view before and during the war is only too 

clear: anti-foreign, particularly anti-French polemic, and an enthusiastic praise of 

Germany's "MiUtarismus." By that he means "ein Element des Damonischen und 

Heroischen,""^ as well as German orientation, the German idea of state.̂  The Gedanken 

im Kriege express his conservative, nationalist orientation only too well. His contrasting 

'German' organization Avith English and French "liberal-individualistische Bummelei" 

(bumbling) illustrates the German view of the indiAddual's position: part of the organized 

whole, not liberal or individualistic. German organization and statesform, which at first 

glance appear to be almost opposUes of the demonic, are related to each other here 

through the Dionysian, the submerging of the individual in the masses. Militarism, well 

organized, strict driU, the total obedience expected from each member, and the potential 

unleashing of physical fiiry, embodies this mix very well. 
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Mann's Betrachtungen eines UnpoUtischen (pubUshed 1918), not apolitical 

(unpoliiisch) at all, are based on a poUtical conservatism rejectmg the ideas of the French 

revolution.^ Among other conservative influences, Lagarde's and Langbehn's went into 

the making, helping to shape Mann's conception of Germanness and national 

characteristics in general. Mann's definition of Germanness is, besides the romantic 

aspect, the synthesis of east and west. Located Ui the middle of Europe, Germany is, 

according to Mann, the quintessence of Europe. Also, U can mediate between the 

European and the Asiatic principle (the Apollonian and the Dionysian). These same 

categories are carried over into Mann's move from the monarchy to the republic, testified 

to in his speech "Von deutscher RepubUk" in 1922. Purposely, the term 'change' or 

'rejection' have been avoided here; Mann hUnself did not acknowledge a change, and 

while his sense of responsibility made him officially acclaim the Weimar Repubhc (and 

Avith U, the ApoUonian principle), at heart he held on, at least partially, to the realm of the 

Dionysian. Kurzke emphasizes that most of Mann's arguments for the new poUtical order 

are stUl closely related to the theoretical system of the conservative revolution, 

particularly his definition of the German cause as constituting the nuddle, "die deutsche 

Mitte," as creating a synthesis between individuation and dissolution, mysticism and 

ethics.^ In 1918, he had still defined 'CJerman' as being, figuratively now, the battlefield 

of European contrasts,^ and whUe in the Republic speech in 1922 the emphasis is on a 

peacefiil coming together, the fictional product of that tUne has retained more of the 

battlefield. 
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The reading of The Magic Mountain as a Gesellschaftsroman, reflecting the 

decadence of the prewar society, is confmned by the Avriter himself But a reading as 

Gesellschaftsroman could go beyond equatmg the morbid community in the Swiss 

mountains Avith pre-Worid War One society and expand it to representing also the society 

before the Second Worid War. The descriptions here do not differ basically Avith the 

descriptions of Munich high society in the thUties—^possibly because exUed Mann had no 

chance to up-date his impressions first hand, but possibly also because he saw similarities 

and did not perceive the War of 1914 as a break. Why should a Avriter as sensUive as 

Mann only Avrite in retrospect? Even if the novel's actual time frame is a seven year 

period before the First World War (and Mann emphasizes that the time frame is only 

symbolic by having the omniscient narrator joke about the mythological number seven), 

his anticipation of things to come would stiU become part of the narration. Letting go of 

the idea that this novel, the paradigm of Mann research, ̂ ^ is 'about' pre World War One 

only might shed some light on the problem that seems to annoy Maim experts to no end: 

the meaning of the snow-chapter (the crux of Mann research^ ̂ ) and the lack of change in 

the protagonist; the persistence and finaUy the victory of the Dionysian principle; the 

obvious, serious, but unsuccessfial attempt of the Avriter to let his protagonist do the right 

thing, the ethical thing! But the facts are there: Hans Gastorp does not pull himself 

together, 'like a man,' and leave the place of intoxication. 

Hans Wysling expresses doubts about the nature of The Magic Mountain as a 

Gesellschaftsroman altogether. He quotes Mann's OAvn comment on The Magic 

Mountain saymg that he preferred Avritmg about the individual and the metaphysical and 
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that he does not feel as confident writing about "das Soziale,"—a focus the novel as 

Gesellschaftsroman required, accordmg to Mann's OAvn judgment.^^ Mann caUs The 

Magic Mountam a Gesellschaftsroman to a certain degree, but admits that he was much 

more interested in the weave of life, death, and music. ̂ ^ In this comment, he separates the 

cuhural sphere from the social one—a view, later analyzed in detail in "Kultur und 

SoziaUsmus" (1928), where he requests, under the pressure of circumstances, a union of 

"Griechenland und Moskau."̂ "* After the breakdoAvn of the Third Reich, finally, when 

Mann explains the disastrous events in Germany wUh German tendency towards 

mysticism, he does tie "das Soziale" directly to culture—something he does already, 

maybe unintentionally, in The Magic Mountain. 

The Avriter's own term Zeitroman best describes the novel. It is orUy as a comment 

on the times, on both the indiAddual and his or her relation to society's trends, that the 

novel's plot line becomes plausible. Read as a Bildungsromcm, Avith the focus mainly on 

the indiAddual and the individual's adjustment to society, it is indeed puzzling why, in spite 

of expressed authorial intent, Hans' decline mto the Dionysian cannot be stopped. Only if 

one reads the protagonist as the prototypical young German ̂^ who wants to belong, but 

gets disappointed by the world he wanted to fit into, his reaching out for comfort of a 

different sort and final droAvning in an illusion make sense. Then the narration becomes an 

allegory of social, cultural, political events, a Zeitroman reaching up to the Second World 

War. 

Hans' looks identify him easily as the typical German, and his posUion between 

various characters representing the Asiatic principle (Glawdia Ghauchat), Westem 
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Enlightenment (Settembrini), etc., confirms the Avriter's view of Germanness as a state of 

bemg in the middle. Mann emphasizes his incompleteness as an individual by making him 

an orphan, raised by an uncle. For additional stress on the lack of social ties, the uncle is 

said to be unable to visU his nephew; finally, Hans' cousin and uncle both die, leaving him 

in complete isolation. This isolation seems to express the volkisch idea that the average 

individual is relatively unUnportant (Hans is, at the beginning, definitely average and 

unimportant!) and that he or she counts only in union Avith others. It is this union Hans is 

looking for. Union, the social, plays an Unportant role in the hospital. The patients take all 

the meals together, spend the day together, and gossip extensively, so that, like a strong 

net, a sense of community ties the inhabUants together. While Hans, longing to belong, at 

first meets this community Avith enthusiasm, he soon discovers Us laxness, its stupidity. 

During a cmcial scene, the meaningless cajoling and draAving of piglets at the height of 

the carnival (note the demonic association of the "Walpurgisnacht"), he literally tums his 

back on this society. 

From here on he takes sides, experimenting Avith various principles and theories, 

representing the average German who, disappointed by society, looks for altematives. For 

Hans, the most exciting one appears in the person of Mynheer Peepercom, usually read in 

a positive way as Dionysos'^ or a symbiosis of Christ and Dionysos,*^ but who also 

possesses, through his affinity with the Greek god, traits of the Nietzschean super human. 

This aspect, his strength bordering on bmtality together Avith the importance virility has 

for him, associate the glorification of physical strength and manliness in volkisch thought. 

This UteraUy great man wants the woman to be submissive, considering himself the 
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wedding organ of God ("das HochzeUsorgan Gottes," note the spiritual touch, also 

present m volkisch ideology) which celebrates Ufe; and who finally commits suicide when 

he cannot fiilfiU this self-assigned task any longer. Also, Peepercom often takes on a 

leader posUion, holding long speeches and dictatorically organizing the meetings. His 

immense vitality, contrasting sharply Avith the community's weakness, decadence, and 

morbidity, attracts the protagonist strongly. In face of such overwhelming charisma, he 

transfers his love for Glawdia to Peepercom. This move, while indicating Hans' 

androgyny and human completeness,'* also associates Mannerbund and volkisch all-male 

eroticism. Hans-the-German experiences U all. The foUoAving (and before-last) step in 

German yearning AviU be Hans' immersion in music, which then can only be topped by 

death. 

Mann's carefiil choice of music pieces, repeating various different influences, 

culminates in the German('s) favorite: "Am Bmnnen vor dem Tore," the "Lindenbaum 

Lied." At the same time they communicate a weakness for the foreign, but finally a 

testimony to the German. The Avriter tries to portray supposed national characteristics in 

each piece: the love for beauty in the Italian opera "Aida," "French" laissezfaire in what 

seems to be Debussy's "L'apres-midi d'un faune." These views simply represent the 

fictional version of opinions which are also expressed in various of Mann's non-fictional 

works. The German contribution to this European mix is so "besonders und 

exemplarisch,", so particularly and exemplary German, that the omniscient narrator must 

use "hochste BehutsamkeU der Intonation,"*^ (utmost care of intonation) in order to 
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convey what this piece means to the protagonist. One page later the reader knows; it 

means death. 

It is in this chapter, "Die FuUe des Wohllauts," that Mann's commentary on society 

goes most obviously beyond the time before the First Worid War. It anticipates the great 

attraction volkisch thought would eventually exercise untU Us peak in the national 

socialist reign. How crazy, exclaims the narrator, faced Avith the accusation that death 

stands behind this lovely product ("diesem holden Produkte")!̂ ^ Such a wonder-

magnificent song, a masterwork—and here the narrator mocks the volkisch rhetoric— 

bom of the most profound and holiest depths of the Volk's soul, a highest possession, the 

ur-image of heartiness ("Innigkeit"), amiabUity Uselfl But Mann has been carefiil enough 

not to make Hans listen to the folk song version; his protagonist enjoys the refined 

version, Schubert's lied, instead of the original and is thus already removed from Us real 

roots. The narrator impUcitly draws attention to that fact by reflecting that originally, the 

song might have been Uvely folklore ("etwas sehr VolkstiimUch-LebensvoUes" ), but that 

its consequences were results of obscurity. 

These comments alone might still be read as referring just to German romanticism 

and its affinity Avith death; the next few lines, however, make the connection between the 

Volk, death, and politics only too clear: "Was redete er sich da ein? ... Ergebnisse der 

Finstemis. Finstere Ergebnisse, FoUerknechtssmn und MenschenfeindlichkeU ... als 

Ergebnis treubUckender FrommigkeU."̂ ^ He compares the "Ruckneigung" to the sphere 

of Gemiit, the nostalgia for romanticism, to a finU which may be "das Gemutlich-

Gesundeste" (most good-natured and heahhy) at one moment, but which might bring 
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decay and min to mankind the next. Obviously, the lines have been Avritten before the 

Machtergreifung, but Mann recognized early the abuse of (jerman romantic yeamUig by 

national sociaUsts and seems to have worked an anticipation of decay and min to come, 

not just the horror that had just occurred, into his novel. The terms of 

"FoUerknechtssinn" (a spirit of torturer) and "MenschheU" (mankUid) testify to that; 

Mann wUl resort to the image of the torturer agaUi Ui the description of hell—or the 

Gestapo torture chambers—in Doktor Faustus. 

The Avriter even reflects on the nature of anticipations foUoAving the statement on 

the dangerous fiiiU: "Hans Gastorps Gedanken oder ahndevoUe Halbgedanken gingen 

hoch ... hoher, als sein Verstand reichte, es waren alchenustisch gesteigerte Gedanken";^ 

they are half-conscious ideas, going beyond the rational, and only those who have been 

initiated to the reahn of the dark can see where the charm of the "Lindenbaum Lied" may 

lead. Mann and his protagonist blend together in this initiation (Mann himself calls Hans' 

development an initiation '̂*) and the music chapter reveals why: because Hans has gained 

an awareness of the danger in the apparently harmless, his naivete has changed into the 

abUity to analyze, even if he is not able to draw the appropriate consequences. The 

Avriter's own leaning towards the complex of ideas that finally provided such a fertUe 

ground for national sociaUst reign enabled him to understand that on the grounds of the 

"Lindenbaum Lied" one could do mighty things ("Machtiges konnten Avir ausrichten"). 

A close reading of those mighty things confirms a vision of the firm tread of military 

boots of the third Reich: all one had to do was to give the song huge dimensions 

("Riesenausmasse"), and one would be able to buUd emperiums ("Reiche") on U, very 
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mundane emperiums, "sehr derb und fortschrittsfroh""̂ ^ (very firm and progressive—the 

translation does not adequately express the connotations of derb and fortschrittsfroh: in 

the present combination, "derb" associates the heavy walking shoes of the Wanderer and 

implicUly the whole Wandervogelbewegung; "fortschrittsfroh" includes the terms 

"Schritt" = step and "froh" = joyfiil, associating the Nazi marching songs). 

Mann's presentiment that the German youth would not be able to resist the 

attraction of the dark forces expresses Uself Ui the plot Une: Hans Gastorp follows the call 

of death. He tries to tear himself loose in the music chapter, where he is shoAvn as an 

outsider to the "Zauberberg" community, and where he gains his foresight in total 

isolation. However, his longing to belong is stronger than his individuation, until he 

allows the most destmctive of all crowds, the war, to swallow him up. Mann instead, 

whose decision for the repubhc means the intent to fight the death Avish, paraUels the 

completion of The Magic Mountain Avith his speech "Von Deutscher RepubUk," which is 

also a caU to individuation. 

In American national m5̂ h, individuation certainly did not need a boost. The 

importance of facing life's challenges squarely has already been pointed out in the section 

"Philosophy," and U is also the main characteristics of the national ideal of the individual. 

The addUional twist emphasizing the heroic aspect of this attitude is independence: 

solving problems by oneself 

In Gather's first novel, Alexander, the conventional hero Avith the conventional 

hero's name, makes a perfect example for the strong, independent individual, who not 

only reaps ample success for hUnself, but also is a wheel in the machinery of his nation by 
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buUding bridges. Many of Gather's artist heroines fit mto the same category: their 

unremittmg performance usuaUy supports several dependents, just as the writer herself 

came to the rescue of friends again and again. The artist heroines are happy women. 

While they appear to be pictures of independence, and while Gather denies them happy 

marriages, they seem to have a relationship which keeps them from becoming lonely; 

LUida PannU calls this relationship "a merging of the woman artist and her genius that is 

fimdamentally 'feminine.'"^^ However, knoAving that Alexander's story ends in his 

personal and professional breakdown makes one wonder what might have gone 

differently in his life, and if his defeat has to do with gender. 

An answer appears m the set of three frontier novels which Gather published in the 

six years succeeding Alexander's Bridge. Not only has she changed the setting drastically, 

from the East Goast and Europe to the divide for all three novels, but the works also have 

in common a female protagonist: Alexandra in O Pioneers!. Thea in The Song of The 

r r 

Lark, and Antonia in My Antonia in contrast to Alexander, lonely in spUe, or maybe also 

because of his situation between two women, the heroines in those other novels are not 

alone. Alexandra, in addition to being sociaUy securely estabUshed in a family (no matter 

how spUefiil her older brothers may be), can always rely on her faithful childhood fiiend 

Garl. Also, she entertains several ties to fiiends and acquaintances Avith whom she can 

communicate. She consuUs old Ivar when needing advice in the area of animal care, while 

he feels that talking to her comforts him, too: "As Ivar talked, his gloom Ufted ... she 

could often break his fasts and long penances by taUdng to him and letting him pour out 

the thoughts that troubled him."̂ ^ She visUs women friends, visUs that every participant 
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benefits from; Marie, married unhappily, can at least laugh again with Alexandra after 

crying because one gets "lonely sometimes in the Avinter.""̂  (Note the emphasis on 

loneUness.) Alexandra even keeps some otherAvise rather useless serving gU-ls around the 

house just "to hear them giggle" and to keep her company when she is alone.̂ ^ 

Thea, on the other hand, wUl not admit the need for company or help so easily; she 

seems to be a picture of self-sufficiency and impatiently expresses this point of view 

herself in her youth: "Everybody is up against it for himself, succeeds or fails— 

himself" Even though Gather beUeved in self-help, she often came to the financial 

rescue of her friends back home. In The Song of The Lark, the Avriter has Thea's fiiend 

step in to correct her beUef in the myth of total independence: "When you look at it 

another way, there are a lot of halfway people in the world who help the Avinners win." 

It is Ray's philosophy of mutual help which AVUI shape Thea's career: only through the 

help of others does she succeed. Again and again. Gather pomts out the moral and 

practical support the protagonist receives from her mother. Her music teacher Wunsch 

{Wunsch = desire) kindles her desire to become a great singer; her fatherly friend Dr. 

Archie both buUds bridges for her to forward her development and at the same time bends 

over her like a protecting arch, figuratively speaking. Ray, whose name suggests golden 

sun rays, provides her Avith the capUal to study music. Harsanyani, the Denver music 

teacher who has been given a divUie dUnension through associations Avith the one-eyed 

Norse god Odin, supports her in the cmcial decision to study voice, not piano—a 

decision Thea was not able to make by herself Finally, Fred Ottenburg, appearing on the 

scene Uke Prince Gharming {Burg = castle) helps her out of a serious crisis and makes U 
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possible for her to complete her traiiung in Germany. All these characters have names and 

attitudes suggesting height and capabUUies to help the protagonist Ui her upward move. 

Success of the indiAddual, here, is a communal effort. Gender seems to play a role: women 

tradUionally live through a network of female support, which must have been particularly 

important on the divide where relatively small numbers of women and large distances 

made communication difficult. June O. Underwood, analyzing women's organizations in 

literature, points out that the women moving West also carried, besides other ideologies 

and belief systems, "knowledge and community approval of female organizations," and 

that "the period of the ideological and emotional bonding of women preceded the 

movement across the Mississippi to the westem frontiers."^^ 

The importance for the artist of perceiAdng connections also takes a 'feminine' tum 

in The Song of The Lark through the reflection of Thea's artistic growth in the landscape 

Gather created: "The most thoroughly elaborated female landscape in Uterature." ' Susan 

Rosowski analyzes how through connecting to a landscape associating the female body 

the protagonist finally connects to her OAvn inner sources—in other words: even in 

soUtude, she discovers her real artistry only through a relationship with the world. Thea 

even talks of herself in terms usuaUy appUed to nature; after her draining stay in the big 

town, she wonders if in Panther Ganon she can get her "spring" back. The term "spring," 

ambiguous here, can be simply read as energy, but also as the season spring, which 

emphasizes Thea's closeness to nature. The Panther Ganon chapter, the climax of the 

protagonist's psychological development, is as dense wdth female symbolism as U is Avith 

sensuality. Water, viewed as a fenunine element, and pots, female symbols, trigger her 
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climactic revelation about art. Her inspuation is bom out of the land, rather than wmng 

from U, and 'passivity,' as weU 'body,' both female concepts on the list of binary 

opposUes, prepare Thea for this birth. She Ues "for half a day undistracted, holdmg 

pleasant and incomplete conceptions in her mind—almost in her hands."'̂ "̂  

In Thea, Gather corrects the lonely fighter image. The romantic notion of the active, 

totally independent pioneer, who does not need support and who is strongest when left 

alone, is deflated. But she does not make her protagonist a helpless mdividual, eUher. 

Dana Heller contrasts the male hero who departs for adventure (in psychological terms: 

flight from the female) Avith the woman being hampered by "the social imperative of the 

'huddle,' or engulfing group."̂ ^ Gather avoids branding Thea as a 'huddling' female in 

SpUe of her being surrounded by friends. She gives her a combination of both, the male 

and the female spheres, by letting her character have fiiends, but by making them people 

of the opposUe sex. Gather undercuts both stereotypes, the one of the male self-reUant 

hunter and of the dependent, helpless female who feels strongest in the company of her 

peers. 

One novel later, in One of Ours. Gather finally expands the concept of mutual help, 

versus the lonely fighter, who touches base with society only once m a while, to a man, 

too. Isolated and unhappy in his home town, Glaude thrives on the company of men m the 

army. Gonversations, loyalty, understanding bring about personal groAvth in the 

protagonist. The same can be said about the relationship between Professor St. Peter and 

Tom Outland; lonely among his OAvn famUy, yoimg Tom opens a AvUidow to the worid for 

his fiiend through theU many conversations. In The Professor's House. Gather opens up a 
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new view on life. She suggests an altemative for the individual to be a part of society 

Avithout consenting to all of its mles. In this novel, the fiiendship between two males Avith 

a common interest in history tums out to be more rewarding than conventional family life. 

The new path they have found, however, is not a completely new path, as the American 

myth likes U to be. The fiiends connect Ada their mutual interest in the past: the 

knowledge of Latin, the reading of the Aeneid, by Tom's excavations of Gliflf Dweller 

settlements. This background gives the novel a multicuUurality which may be less 

appealmg to some readers than the focus on the pioneer era; but if it is allowed to work, 

it makes way for tme individuality which goes beyond merely constituting a strong wheel 

in the national machinery and which fosters human relations. As old Ivar, probably the 

most individual character in Gather's fiction, phrases it: "Here, if a man is different in his 

feet or in his head, they put him in the asylum." But smce he is different, he does not have 

to accept the lonely fighter role and is able to share his burden. The support system 

works, and he ends the talk: "I come to you sorroAving, and you send me away Avith a 

Ught heart."'̂  

6.2 A Gloser View of the Individual 

Mann's early young men are just that: the Avriter's OAvn, really existing, young men. 

WUhout goUig into the details of the who's who of Mann's fiction, one can safely say his 

work has been inspired by his homoerotic orientation—an assumption confirmed by the 

diaries, pubUshed in 1975. Interesting in the context of this research is a close-up on the 

particular type of young men and Us development throughout Mann's fiction. 
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Especially the early works, focusmg on the topic of art, feature the artist's antUhesis 

in the shape of healthy, strong, young men. Hans Hansen in "Tonio Kroger," mentioned 

earlier, exemplifies this type to perfection. Apart from embodying the concept of Leben 

through his Adtality and simple mind, his physical appearance also fits the national ideal: 

tall, able-bodied, blonde, blue-eyed. His athletic body testifies to mainly physical 

preoccupation, and his clear gaze betrays no weakness for the Dionysian. Mann possessed 

a painting which depicted a group of nude young men bathing. While the slim nude 

youngster a la Fhihlingserwachen enjoyed rather wide popularity as part of the 

Jugendstil movement, the popularity for the more atheletic version of this type among 

uUra-right theorists can be caUed anything but harmless. It illustrates the male chauvinist 

component of ideas which made usefiil material for the volkisch movement. 

Mann prevents characters like Hans from becoming parodies of the Germanic type 

by emphasizing the aesthetic appeal. The opera-hero Siegfried in "Walsungenblut" makes 

fun of the volkisch fondness for the Germanic heritage: he is huge, hairy, and ugly—just 

Uke his companion SieglUide, who represents the female version of Germanic ancestry. 

Mann's critique, though, is aesthetically, not polUically oriented. While part of his 

increasing aversion against the volkisch movement had to do Avith its lack of refinement, 

his sense of beauty is obviously UitertAvined Avith his erotic orientation. 

SiegUnde-Uke Teutonic womanhood represents for Mann an overwhelming amount 

of femininity, associated wUh the archetypal Great Mother, who in Mann's work 

symbolizes death more than nurturing and is consequently diagonally opposed to life. The 

Siegfiied-Uke male carries less weight m Mann's work, figuratively speaking, because his 
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importance dAvindles in contrast Avith the Great Mother (death) and the young man (life). 

The image of the Viking hero, Uicamation of Norse manliness, does not qualify according 

to Mann's definition of beauty (which AVUI later mean androgyny for him) because U is too 

one-sided in Us virility. It is the character of the young man which best reflects Mann's 

groAving rejection of the national ideal. Early m his career, the writer stiU needed, as a 

counter figure, the cliche of the 'genuine' German lad who meets all the conditions for 

eventually becoming a soldier in the service of his country: steeled by outdoor life, 

physically healthy and strong, wUh a proper sense for social conventions and sufficient 

love for order to keep him from questioning orders. The artist counterpart, for example 

Tonio, displays 'fenunine' traits in contrast, such as a deUcate frame, timidity, a weakness 

for the dark side, which is also expressed in a sUghtly exotic look. Tonio possesses the 

type of beauty that Mann usuaUy assigns to his female protagonists, from the femmes 

fatales Amra, Gerda, etc., to Imma, SUa, and Zouzou; he is what many Germans bom in 

the twenties would have caUed: "not a real boy!" 

But the Avriter's young men grew with him. Since 1905, Mann had been playing 

Avith ideas about an impostor novel, a project which would accompany him throughout 

his life, even if he was not continually working on it, and which would finally tum into 

Books One, Two, and Three of Bekenntnisse des Hochstaplers FeUx KmU. While the 

main work preparing Books One and Two was done between 1910 and 1914, Mann sat 

down seriously again in the forties to finish the complex Avith Book Three and publish the 

whole Ui 1951. The development of the young man type described here thus includes 
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more than one phase in the Avriter's life, but the basic traits, even though estabUshed 

before The Magic Mountain, show already a merging of the former opposites. 

The protagonist strongly resembles in looks the early Hans agaUi, except from the 

bronze tone of his skin—a shade which already indicates his relation to the more rounded 

characters of the later work. Felix represents a subversion of the national ideal: apparently 

a 'genuine German boy' Avith an attractive, weUtrained body and a simple nature, the 

reader leams early that this appearance deceives. FeUx' body owes Us elasticity most 

definitely not to physical exercises and may not even be naturally endowed Avith it, either: 

his physique overtums the cherished assumption of the healthy mind m a healthy body and 

is supposedly rather based on Felix UteraUy creative mind: "Wer die WeU recht liebt, der 

bUdet sich Uir gefalUg."̂ ^ His mind agaUi, far from being simple and 'natural,' analyzes 

and schemes restlessly untU all categories of right and Avrong have been broken down. 

Playing devU's advocate, the constant motion, mental and physical, makes the impostor 

Felix Avith the un-German name the total opposUe of the deeply rooted, plam and honest 

German ideal. 

That he uses his physical fitness not in a socially accepted occupation, in a 

profession or on the battlefield (he even evades miUtary service by pretending to be sick), 

but to mutual satisfaction in his numerous erotic encounters, estabUshes him as antUhesis 

to the chaste German hero who flees the disintegratmg force of heterosexuality and rather 

goes for the seemingly reliable finnness of steel. Later, in Book II, Leben and Geist finally 

blend harmoniously in Mann's work: on a basic level in the love making between the 

writer Diane Houpfle and Felbc, and on a second level m beauty: "Das Gottliche, das 
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Meisterwerk der Schopfung, StandbUd der SchonheU, das seid ihr, ihr jungen, ganz 

jungen Manner mit den Hermesbeinen."^* The yearning for the Ufe force has given way to 

the adoration of diAdne beauty that Mann sees embodied Ui his Hermes protagonists. 

Followdng the early fragments of the impostor novel, the opposUe poles of burgher 

and artist, light and dark, Leben and Geist, etc., Avill merge in a different way, both in 

looks and in function. WhUe the unmixed blonde sUnpleton type wiU remain intact as a 

minor character to highlight an artist figure, as in Leverkuhn's cheerfiil, blonde 

companion and lady-killer Rudi Schwerdtfeger, this type looses Us Unportance. As a 

passive object for erotic desire, for example Tadzio in "Der Tod in Venedig" (published 

1912), the young man will shift to the feminine side and become younger, darker, and 

more strongly associated with death. This particular character accompanies Mann's 

attempts at the time to sort his various concepts of Ufe, death, inteUect, etc., into 

categories. While, according to volkisch thought, Tadzio would certainly not have 

qualified as a picture of healthy German youth (in the novella he is Polish), the idea of 

erotic bonds among men puts Mann quite in line with advocates of a new political order, 

Avith Bluher, for example. Hans Wissskirchen's essay "Republikanischer Eros," focusing 

on the time between 1914 and 1922, analyzes the sources of Mann's political pubUcations 

and his Adews on homosexuality in their socio-historical context. He concludes that 

Bluher, main advocate of the Mannerbund, strongly influenced Mann by combining two 

areas which before seemed almost mutually exclusive to the Avriter: (homo)erotic love and 

life as U is, in other words: the romantic and the practical sides of life. ^^ Mann shares 

Bluher's assumption that male homoerotic relations are profound—a term which recalls 
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the image of Germans as profound. Voila—homoerotic inclmation has become a national 

trait: heroic, noble, deep bonding of males, the soldier Bund, versus feminine democracy. 

So far the theory; under 'real life cUcumstances,' the basic argument for Mannerbund and 

homosexuality was: procreation for the masses, and freeing oneself from the practical 

demands of famUy Ufe and tending to the more important inteUectual questions for the 

country's eUte. Mann's eUtism and the classical Greek example of love relationships 

between men and boys cover the 'scandalous' consteUation in his noveUa on both sides: 

Wilhelmine society, oriented in the Hellenistic tradition, could feel reassured by the Greek 

model; those attracted to the new romantic/vo/A75c/? tradUion could book U under 

'appropriate behavior for the eUte' or Mannerbund. 

Another version, apparently more active, appears 1924 in the other Hans of Mann's 

work, in Hans Gastorp. This blonde, blue-eyed, naive young engineer, in contrast to the 

earlier Hans, feels a dangerous attraction to the Dionysian—an attraction which will lead 

to his death m the war, but also to his growth as a person. His growth can be seen in his 

attraction to a woman first, which is, in spUe of the complex associations, a rather banal 

affair, and his consequent fascination by a man—not any man, but his successor! After a 

scene of male bondUig, Hans has gamed a touch of androgyny, of a wholeness which he 

did not have before. As poUited out earUer, the writUig of the Magic Mountain 

accompanied Mann's decision to finally support the Weimar Repubhc after aU, and the 

development of blonde, blue-eyed life to a romantic introvert attracted by death testifies 

to a changed view on the side of the writer. 
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The protagonist who AVUI finally really face Ufe and Us problems is exotic Joseph, 

who has not retained the blonde looks of previous protagonists, but who has the same 

androgynous touch. His successor on the scale of novels is Gregorius in the Holy Sinner, 

who also displays wholeness as his main feature. As his mother's husband and already the 

product of an incest, Ciregorius is socially an outcast, hopelessly beyond categorization. If 

he symboUzes life through his sense of responsibUity, this type of life differs from the 

unconscious, almost bmtal vitality because of the refinement he has experienced through 

Geist. Aesthetically, the restraint he expresses is subverted by his strong indiAdduality. His 

uniqueness takes him out of the realm of the fashionable symbolic antiquUy and makes 

him fully human. 

Gather's aesthetics resemble Mann's passion for beauty as life, while completely 

omitting his foible for fragUe, morbid charm. With her enthusiastic descriptions of heroes 

and heroines, always emphasizing their vitaUty and strength, she is quite in line with the 

myth of the strong, energetic American. In this myth, the Unage of the fighter is already 

implied: the pioneer, the missionary, the soldier, the self-made man. Gather's fiction 

abounds Avith these individuals: Alexandra estabUshing a great farm; Father Latour not 

only spreading his God's ideas, but even buUding his OAvn church; Glaude becoming the 

leader of his OAvn battalion; noble Mr. Forrester promoting the railway; Thea fighting for 

a career as singer. They all have in common, though, that the description of their physique 

is Umited to the bare necessUies—usually there is nothing of Mann's lavish indulging in 

precious robes and other adornments. This, too, reflects Gather's acceptance of the 

American myth that content matters more than form: she focuses on expressions of 
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temperament and character, such as the fierce look in Thea's eyes or the appearance of 

solidity Forrester radiates. 

What is anti-mainstream in her fiction is her treatment of female individuality. Since 

THE American individual is male and features mainly characteristics considered 

masculine, the female indiAddual is left in limbo to some degree. It was mentioned earUer 

that female quaUties are often looked at as transnational, which would leave the old world 

concept of physically fragile and conventionally attractive femininity or masculine 

(implicUly unfeminine) strength open for American women. Mackay and Thane state that 

"one of the distinctions between male and female was that the concept of nationality was 

aUnost always on the male side of the divide."'*^ In one of her short stories Gather 

complains that "the standard of female beauty seems to be the same in all newly settled 

countries: Australia, New Zealand, the farming country along the Platte. It is, and was, 

the glowing, smiling, calendar girl. ... Golour was everything, modelling was nothing.'"** 

She herself tries in this particular story to show a three-dimensional, and consequently 

more realistic portraU of her protagonist—an attempt to combat flat representations and 

touched-up cUches of women. 

Gather manages to combine both options into a picture of strong beauty or beautiful 

strength, when she focuses on her protagonist's vitality. When she describes Kitty and her 

other artist heromes as slender, she does not mean a fragile slendemess, but one that 

radiates motion and energy."*̂  When Jim revisits Antonia after not seeing her for twenty 

years, he finds "a stalwart, broAvn woman, flatchested, her curly broAvn hair a little 

grizzled,'"*^ but her eyes are unchanged and her identity has groAvn even stronger. In the 
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middle of all her children, mnning her OAvn farm, she has the touch of a goddess of 

fertUity, but, as Susie Thomas points out: "only Gather could create an earth mother wdth 

such an inconspicuous bustUne.""*̂  Gather's female protagonists are always more than just 

females, they are individuals; if necessary. Gather can point this out through a heavy dose 

of abjection and the camivalesque. Wick Gutter, who sees just the female in Antonia, 

pays for this error when he tries to rape her: Antonia, foreseeing this development, had 

asked Jim to trade places Avith her, so that in a nightly scene full of confusion a young 

man almost becomes victimized through his gender role reversal. 

A few of Gather's male characters also deviate from the fighter image in important 

aspects. Tom Outland in The Professor's House or the miUer in Sapphira and The Slave 

Girl exercise a quiet, non-Adolent type of heroism. Tom, instead of invading the land, tries 

to preserve its treasures. Instead of killing Uke the hunter hero, instead of claiming and 

acquiring, he admires and administers. If his efforts had not been officiaUy ignored, he 

could have done his country a great service in a completely constmctive way. Gather even 

contrasts him wUh the hunters who must have wdped out the Gliflf Dweller people: where 

they "exterminated,""*^ Tom tries to restore life. The miUer, too, aids the good cause by 

financUig Nancy's escape on the Underground RaUroad. Not a boastmg, heroic type, he 

feels ambivalent about his participation m this matter and limits his help to passively 

leaving the money in his jacket for someone to take it. The fact remains, though, that 

without his help Nancy would not have been able to flee. 

Both characters, whose integrity clashes with society's idea of respectability, are 

given a few "femmUie" touches: just as Gather assigns some 'masculine' characteristics to 
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her heroines, she complements, on the aesthetic level, these men's 'masculinity' Avith a 

small dose of 'feminine' softness. Tom has a "manly, mature voice'"*^ and countenance, 

but a hand Avith "long, strong fingers with soft ends" and "a beautifully shaped thumb"; 

the miller is "a soUd, a powerful figure of a man,"'*̂  but "his eyes, reflective, almost 

dreamy, seemed out of keeping Avith the simple Adgour of his face. The long lashes would 

have been a charme in a woman." Their aesthetic appeal, however, is apparent only to 

those who have an eye for it: Tom, when first introduced, looks like a tramp, and the 

Miller, stands out almost negatively in his community Avith his clean-shaven face. While 

Gather is breaking doAvn esthetic and ethical gender barriers, Avith her feminization of the 

myth of violence and heroism, she is aware that her view of the individual is not 

mainstream. 
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GHAPTER VII 

NATIONAL MYTHS ON SPACE AND TIME IN THE 

WRITINGS OF WILLA GATHER 

AND THOMAS MANN 

"Ich bin ... die androgyne Kunst, ... darin bUi ich ihr BUd und VorbUd. 
Welt-empfangend und welt-beschenkend, ... so soUten sie sein, und das 
ist ihre Bestimmung, nicht aber als Originahiation sich zu verstocken 
...."^ (ThomasMann) 

7.1 Space 

Space, such an important concept in American national identity and, according to 

the myth, almost unlimited, features largely in Gather's work. One thinks immediately of 

her passionate descriptions of endless wheat fields, gently undulating in the breeze; one 

thinks of the prairie in various of her works, of space and expansion. In this regard, the 

writer really does celebrate the national myth of greatness, particularly in earlier works, 

like O Pioneers! and My Antonia, and even later in Death Gomes to The Archbishop. 

"Wire fences might mark the end of a man's pasture, but they could not shut in his 

thoughts as mountains and forest can," Gather echoes the myth of a new, Avide land 

producing a new, and implicitly: a better, type of man. "It was over flat lands like this, 

stretching out to drink the sun, that the larks sang, ... and there was a new song in that 

blue air which had never been sung in the worid before."^ The use of the term "man" is 

intentional, because U is through a focus on gender that Gather's treatment of space as a 

concept can be analyzed best. 
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At times. Gather expresses a sombemess almost Nietzschean in her comments on 

men and the land: "The great fact was the land itself, which seemed to overwhelm the 

Uttle beginnings of society that struggled in its sombre wastes. ... men were too weak to 

make any mark here ... the land wanted to be let alone, to preserve Us OAvn fierce 

strength, its peculiar, savage kind of beauty."^ The passage is based on an image of the 

land as an adversary; the verbs connote violence: overwhelm, struggle, make a mark. 

Galling up the metaphor of the fight means, of course, a concession to the image of 

America as a land primarily for men. Obviously one has to be big, strong, and courageous 

to accept the challenge of such a land. Nurturing, deUcacy, and refinement, tradUionally 

female concepts, seem totally out of place here, as Gather even notes herself "This was 

her country, even if one did not speak elegantly there. It was, somehow, an honest 

country.""* Or, as Susie Thomas jokes: "To be truly American one must sweat a lot." 

Since sweating is reserved for men (ladies glow!), the struggle Avith the land must be an 

aU-male affair. Interestingly, though. Gather puts the words of awe, mixed Avith timidity 

and fear, mto a male's mouth, and the words of praise into a female's. In O Pioneers!, U 

will be Andrea and not her brothers or Garl who AVUI make the land hospUable—not by 

breakmg U, but by loving it and by learning to live Avith it. That is the particular tAvist 

Gather gives to the American myth, and which AVUI be analyzed later. 

Still, U is rather for the confirmation of the national identity as big, powerfial, and 

expanding that her early novels celebrating this greatness are admired: "truly heroic— 

noble Alexandra and impulsive Antonia. And how impressively Miss Gather sets before 

us the passage of the seasons ... Avith poverty gradually >'ẑ /f//>?g to prosperity" (emphasis 
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added). In his effort to praise, the critic uses terms associating the atmosphere of violence 

and overabundant energy attached to pioneering. As soon as she changes to a more 

meUow topic, he finds fauU in her Avriting: "As she tumed from the portrayal of the heroic 

frontier, she was forced to deal Avith baffled hopes. Unhappiness, ... devastating 

drabness, ... sterile duUness, ...studies of defeated women."^ This criticism of Gather's 

Avriting is less directed at her techruque than at her choice of subjects, which seem to lack, 

according to the critic, that sense of national pride found in the first works. The focus on 

nationaUsm appears most clearly Ui the comment on One of Ours: The critic complains 

that Gather "escaped from the devastating drabness of the first portion of the book only 

by ignoring the problems she had raised and giving a romantic account of American 

participation in the World War." While appearance of renewed American glory seems to 

save the book halfway accordmg to this judgment, such a reading ignores completely the 

importance of the exposure to a different culture for the protagonist; additionally, it limits 

an understanding of Gather's work to mere praise of the national past. 

Hand in hand Avith the Avide open space goes the mobility that taking control of 

those spaces requires. One can almost feel Gather's OAvn excitement about traveling in the 

descriptions of her young artist heromes conquering the world by horse cart, train, or 

boat; motion becomes a synonym for life. Thea Kronborg's reflections on the train 

combine her medUations on life wUh the train carrying her forward: "She was gomg to 

have a few things before she died. She realized that there were a great many trains 

dashing east and west on the face of the continent that night, and that they all carried 

young people who meant to have things. ... Let people try to stop her!"* Thea's 
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"determmation to get ahead" reflects the train's moving ahead. In A Lost Lady, too, the 

raUroad plays an important role as a symbol for romanticism, adventure, daring, and a 

chivah-esque life style— t̂erms which confmn a relation to life in general, and the land and 

nature in particular, of perpetual conquest. 

The terms of control, romance, and adventure associate a male/female relationship. 

In part one, several examples have been given to Ulustrate how the metaphor of femininity 

is appUed to the land and how this relates to Adolence as a way of Ufe in the national 

identity. The dilemma of the lonely hunter who simuUaneously lives in a filial harmony 

and manly competUion Avith nature has been Ulustrated Avith examples of male heroes. 

Gather depicts, through some of her female protagonists, a different relation to the land, 

no matter if these heroines are farming, cuUivating gardens, or hunting for fortune. 

Alexandra, in the words of her OAvn father, uses her head for farming, learning by 

the mistakes of neighbors and by reading the papers.̂  Even though Gather does mention 

her heroine's vitality and physical strength, her mam strength, making up for her brother's 

muscles, is her "resourcefulness and good judgment," which contributes greatly to her 

farming success. Remembering "the Avild land he had come to tame," her father concludes 

that "Us Genius was unfriendly to man."'̂  While U would be farfetched to claim an 

intentional subversive use of the term "man" by Gather, the term understood in Us 

meaning of "male" does draw attention to gender and raises the question of an aUemative 

to the violent taming. The episode foUoAving Old Bergson's medUations definitely does 

focus on female behaAdor in the new world, and this behavior consists of "preserving." 

"Alexandra often said that if her mother were cast upon a desert island, she would thank 
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God for her deliverance, make a garden and find something to preserve. Preserving was 

almost a mania Avith Mrs. Bergson."*^ Even on a superficial level, the preserving means a 

life Avith nature, not against it: "She roamed the scmbby banks of Norway creek, looking 

for grapes and goose plums, like a Avild creature in search of prey." The comparison to 

the wild creature impUes a closeness to the natural surroundings that submits to the laws 

of nature instead of an unnatural taming. But Gather makes U very clear that the 

preserAdng attitude also symbolizes a general appreciation for the already existing, a 

keeping intact, a conservation of something which had taken time to grow: "She had 

never quite forgiven John Bergson for bringing her to the end of the earth; but now that 

she was there, she wanted to be let alone to reconstruct her old life in so far as that was 

possible."'^ 

Alexandra also has more of a conserver than of a revolutionary in her, in spUe of 

accepting several new farming methods. Gather's description of her protagonist's 

character testifies to these 'preserving' qualUies: "Her mind was slow, truthful, 

steadfast."^^ Alexandra does not talk of conquering; mstead, she expresses "faUh in the 

land," and sets her face to U "Avith love and yearning." Her approaches, faith, love, and 

yearning, are usually associated Avith the concept of femininity. It is in response to her 

attitude that the land finally grants Alexandra success: "It seemed beautiful to her, rich 

and strong and glorious. Her eyes drank m the breadth of it, until her tears bhnded her. 

Then the Genius of the divide, the great free spUit which breathes across U, must have 

bent lower than it ever bent to human AVUI before."̂ "* Gather does not use the metaphor of 

woman for the land; if U is personified at aU, U is rather a role reversal one can observe 
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here: The woman Alexandra offers her love and the Genius bends doAvn, which Unplies 

both a voluntary movement and superior height— t̂he conventional constellation of 

male/female relationship. The importance of gender is further emphasized through the 

association of pregnancy: Alexandra "had never knoAvn how much the country meant to 

her. ...She feU as if her heart were hiding somewhere doAvn there ... Under the long 

shaggy ridges, she feU the fiiture stirring." The unborn stirring in a womblike darkness 

does not just refer to the land, but is also directly tied to the woman whose heart is 

"down there." Thus, Gather replaces the hunter-adversary, the farmer trying to tame the 

country, by a female approaching the land in a 'female' way—and doing it Avithout any 

loss! 

Alexandra does not represent Gather's only altemative treatment of space. Thea in 

The Song of The Lark, much more mobUe than her counterpart in O Pioneers!, also 

embodies both: a love and need for nature, and a nonviolent expansion of the self in 

relation to the land. Thea, draUied from city Ufe during her training as an aspUing artist, 

feels a desperate need for renewal. While Gather's treatment of the city is, in this novel, 

conventionally negative, the scenery she discovers for Thea's recovery, presents a novelty 

in the Uterature of her time. The Panther Ganon scene, mentioned earUer as part of the 

analysis of the individual, also provides fitiitflil ground to analyze Gather's treatment of 

space. A friend takes the protagonist to the Panther Ganon in the Southwest, where, 

among the Gliff-DweUer mins, she discovers a new life for herself 

Again, the way this happens is totally opposUe from active acquisUion, not to 

mention conquest. Her recovery begins Avith pure relaxation, a letting go of all her 
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previous plans, decisions, drives: "She used to wonder at her OAvn inactivity," lying on the 

warm rocks, letting the sunlight seep mto her body. "Here she could lie for half a day 

undistracted, holding pleasant and Uicomplete conceptions m her mind—ahnost m her 

hands. They were scarcely clear enough to be caUed ideas. They had something to do 

Avith fragrance and color and sound . . . as a spring keeps welUng up . . . much more like a 

sensation than like an idea."̂ ^ Gather draws on associations Avith the female principle, as 

the opposite to 'male' inteUect and culture. Nature and sensation mark for Thea the tum 

to a new, fhiitflil understanding of art—possible only after her rejection to struggle any 

fiirther. Thea's encounter Avith the land tums out so rewardingly because she is able to 

give herself "Now her power to think seemed converted into a power of sustained 

sensation. She could become a mere receptacle for heat, or become a colour, Uke the 

bright lizards . . . or she could become a continuous repetUion of sound, like the 

cicadas."^^ As in Alexandra's case, woman and nature blend mto one, resuUing in a 

fhiUful outcome. Both gain by not imposing themselves onto the land, but by admiring Us 

grandness and by exposing theU" innermost selves to Us vastness. The movement Avithin 

space is inward, so to speak, not outward, and the resuU is not violent conquest, but 

natural groAvth—be U Alexandra's groAving grain or Thea's groAvth as an artist. 

Since, especially in her early books. Gather accepts the national myth and subverts 

U, the altematives she offers can easily be overiooked. While with youthful enthusiasm, 

she loudly praises the quest, her feminization of U remains subdued, but Ungering on in 

later works Uke Shadows on The Rock, where survival comes doAvn to endurance, rather 

than conquest, and where youthful fightUig spUit and urge for expansion take second 
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place to holding on. In Mann's work, the tension between change and conservation, 

rootedness and motion, lead to an opposite development. SpaciaUy Umited Ui the 

beginning, his settmgs AviU expand in tUne, as well as m space, and his characters are 

becoming increasUigly more mobUe—in contrast to what the individual should do 

according to the ideology in his country. 

In his first novel. Die Buddenbrooks. Mann seems to go decidedly 'anti:' highly 

ironic, the book makes fun of the honorable patrician society of Maim's home tOAvn 

Lubeck and portrays the family history as a steep decline. Only about five years ago, as a 

contribution to a student magazine, young Mann had Avritten a short article 

"FruhUngssturm," Ui which he expresses a desue to blow mto the tOAvn's streets like a 

spring storm and bring in fresh ideas. The image of the spring storm appears, from the 

perspective of the nineteen nineties, rather conventional as an expression of youthful 

revolutionary spirit. The eighteen year old student, however, must have perceived U as 

appropriate for his desire to renew, to awaken, to provoke. Still, as much as Die 

Buddenbrooks flilfiUed Us purpose of antagonizing some Lubeck citizens, it stays quite in 

line Avith the national trend desiring a conservative regeneration, a revival of unspoiled 

Germanness. 

While Mann probably was more aware of this trend than the average population, 

which is portrayed in characters like Tony, he expresses the conservative view that 

progress equals decline and that the present was rather decadent—a view that persisted 

nationally as an undercurrent even throughout the time of hope, the early years of the 
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republic, almost twenty years after the novel's pubUcation, untU U regained full force in 

the thirties under the influence of the nationaUst-socialist movement. 

Mann's treatment of space, too, reflects the contemporary notion of the birthplace 

as an almost sacred space. Writing from the safe distance of Munich and Italy, he allowed 

quite a bit of nostalgia to seep into his novel, in spite of his youthful rejection of narrow-

minded provinciaUsm. As a metaphor for the origin and culture of his Lubeck characters, 

he uses the representative burgher house, which makes up for its lack of pastoral charm 

by connotating a respectable past of medieval merchants and is thus part of the volkisch 

ideology. The Buddenbrook's house in the Mengestrasse, where the narration starts, is 

old, although the family has just moved in. Cleverly, the Avriter leaves the reader 

uninformed about the houses exact age, giving the impression that Us origins reach far 

into the past. This technique corresponds to most national ideologies' depiction of the 

people's origin fading out in a vague, but definitely golden past. Like a pointillist painter, 

Mann dots in a few glimpses of "frohlich" (joyful), "emsig" (industrious), "gelblich" 

(yeUowish), and "Gold" (gold). He connects that past Avith the time at the novel's 

begiiming, the early nineteenth century, by pointing out that the curtains repeat the color 

on the tapestry, which is done in the taste of the eighteenth century. Later he Avill 

provide the date when the buUding was constmcted (1682); however, by then his 

vagueness has fiilfiUed Us purpose. The generation living in the house now give U 

splendor, and the house gives splendor to them, particularly to the older generation who 

is really totaUy at home there. An atmosphere of solidUy prevails: "man saB auf schweren 

Stiihlen, speiste mit schwerem Silbergerat schwere, gute Sachen, trank schwere, gute 
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Weine dazu," (heavy chairs, sohd silver, rich food and Avines) and even the dialect is 

schwer (heavy, solid). 

This soUdity, sense of quantity, and sense of greatness is getting lost in the 

foUoAving generation. "Der Tisch war sehr klein geworden," (the table had become very 

smaU)—a decline of space, factually only due to the children's leaving the house, reflects 

a decUne of power and mfluence of the upper classes. The kitchen maid has to be fired 

after becoming unmly, bricks thrown at the patrician houses demoUsh the Avindows: the 

national dUnension of the year 1848 can be read Ui the developments of the Buddenbrook 

home. After the male member of this generation dies, the upper story is closed doAvn, 

because Tom Buddenbrook and his wife have moved out; soon, the parterre is closed 

doAvn, too. While dimension Avise the decline of the old house accelerates, Tom 

unconsciously tries to counterbalance this development Avith the constmction of 

something new: he has a new, larger, more representative house built. According to 

volkisch ideology, a new location cannot compensate for the place of one's origin, and 

Mann consequently uses the move into a new house to indicate Tom's lack of rootedness. 

This lack of a sense of belonging goes hand in hand Avith a moral and physical decline, 

which AviU result not only in Tom's premature death, but also in his son Hanno's early 

death because of his inabUity to cope Avith life's practical demands. 

The house metaphor allows Mann to symbolize natiouAvide developments not only 

in the image of a buUding, changed from the home of higher middle class culture to the 

accommodation of ofHces, but also to draw on the meaning of 'house' in the sense of 

family. Here, it is the foreign element which causes, or at least fosters, a decomposition of 
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time honored ways. While the old Consul drew strict Umits (Mann uses the term 

"Grenzen" = boundaries) and rejected foreigners,'^ the foUoAving generation introduces 

already a 'foreigner' into the house, a Pmssian governess, rejected by the old man as 

outlandish. The third generation, Tom, has decidedly a penchant for the exotic, be U his 

mistress Avith Malaysian traUs or his Avife Gerda, who has lived in the tradUionally 

tolerant, cosmopolitan tOAvn of Amsterdam, who looks like a woman from a Klimt 

painting, and who has an artist's talent for music—in Mann's work always a metaphor for 

dissolution of boundaries. 

Music and eros as metaphors for a yearning for transcendence, for making the firm 

fluid, contrast Avith the image of the house as stability and rootedness. The aspect of 

water, dangerous flood, and fluid in general attached to the concept of femininity^^ 

associates both the hoUoAving out of the family (and consequently society at large) and 

the threat of Uquidation for the busUiess company Buddenbrook. Both images are blended 

in the increasingly sensual life style Tom begins in the new house Avith the arrival of 

Gerda. The joyful baUs the grandparent used to give, suggesting dance and vitality, have 

been replaced Avith styUsh dinners, composed of refined foods, expensive Avines, cigars, 

and perfijmes, that leave the participants almost dead Avith passive exhaustion. Tom's 

stmggle against the dissolution focuses on order and cleanliness— t̂hose areas of 

respectabUity that the middle class claimed as national identity. Thomas Buddenbrook, 

much lUce Thomas Mann,̂ * develops an obsession Avith personal hygiene—attempts to 

keep up appearances. He changes several tUnes per day, orders new, exclusive underwear 

in order to feel that at least part of his life is under control, and washes his hands 
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constantly. The house metaphor recurs in the term Mann uses for these cosmetic 

efforts: "Restauriemngen." Gommentmg on the new home, the Avriter calls his protagonist 

restless and needy of "Aufraumen, Umzug, NeuinstalUemng mit Ausscheidung alles Alien 

und Uberfliissigen," listing an ambiguous mix of activities from cleaning, to moving, to 

the discharge of old matter—images that suggest mental as much as bodily digestion, 

besides referring to the superficial ongoUigs of moving into a new house. In this passage, 

Mann blends the psychological and physiological through the house metaphor, 

underlining once more the importance of rootedness as an aspect of respectability. 

The novel opposing Mann's first work most dUectly in regard to 'space' is his last 

one, BekenntiUsse des Hochstaplers Felix KmU. While Thomas Buddenbrook is allowed 

to glimpse at an overstepping of his hometOAvn's boundaries only in a dream of death, 

inspired by a reading of Schopenhauer, and while characters like Tonio Kroger and 

Gustav Aschenbach pay for their restlessness Avith eUher feeling lost or giving up their 

AviU to live, KmU not only thrives on traveling throughout Europe (originally, Mann 

planned to send him to South America, too), he also enjoys U thoroughly! No adaptation 

of a false name, no absence of a stable home can shake his sense of identity—and least of 

aU his background of a decadent bourgeoisie. The move from death to Ufe has not just 

come about spontaneously, though. Unable to sort out life and death, life and spirit, spirit 

and art in a neat system of binary opposUes,̂ ^ Mann synthesized the concepts to some 

degree under the influence of the events in Germany. He had long been interested in the 

treatment of myth, very much aware of the abuse of myth happening at the time, to see if 

myth could be used rationally, so to speak, if U could be analyzed Avithout being 
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destroyed. Kurzke points out how the product of the years before and after his emigration 

to the United States, the four volumes of Joseph, are marked by a formal change from 

irony to a mix of humor and a Uttle Uony. It expresses sympathy, an acceptance of the 

tension, even the relation, between the concepts of Dionisian and Apollonian, Death and 

life, the senses and the spirit. The end resuU is not the surrender of the idea to the flesh, 

but the compromise that an idea may weU have Us roots Ui the finite and stUl belong to the 

realm of the transcendental.̂ "* 

Rootedness, too, finds a new place Avithin this changed relation of 'Ufe' and spirit. 

The protagonist, Joseph, is uprooted in three ways and therefore the very opposUe of the 

German national ideal: a member of the JcAvish family line, if only indirectly, and thus 

related to the 'people scattered over the earth'; he is bom to a nomadic tribe; and finally, 

lUce Mann later, an exile. This completely uprooted person who, accordmg to volkisch 

ideology ought to have tumed out rather degenerate, rises to an extremely high level of 

worldly success, exercises a beneficial influence on others, and even manages to keep his 

integrity. The key to this success: his ethics. 

Partly, Joseph's strong principles are based on his identification as a descendant of 

men wUh a reUgious destmation. An identification through the line of one's forefathers 

may sound like an echo of the volkisch ideology; however, Joseph's particular sense of 

identity, although attached to blood relation, extends beyond such a limit—U is mental, 

rather than physical. The physical aspects, emphasized in the blood and soil ideology 

through the stress of the locale, the actual place where one has groAvn up, is missing in 

Mann's view of identity. Particularly the landscape and the generations of Us inhabUants 
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were, according to German national identity, ahnost inseparable, and an affront against 

that mle a sacrilege because of the spiritual ties between space and people. Joseph's ties 

are on a less physically manifest level. He derives his moral support and his sense of 

identUy from his intellect: his education, knowledge, refinement, and respect—from the 

realm of Geist, as Mann understands it. When Mut tries to seduce him, he resists because 

he sees the image of his father "in seinem Geiste und mit seinem Geiste,"^^ (in his mind 

and Avith his mind). 

Most important m the understanding of Mann's rejection of the blood and soil 

ideology is his emphasis in this scene on the exact nature of the father image: "Also 

Jaakobs Bild? ... Aber es war kein BUd mit geschlossen-personlichen Ziigen ... Ein Geist-

und Mahnbild war es, das Bild des Vaters in weUerem und aUgemeinerem Verstande,"—it 

is the image of an archetypal father̂ ^ which reminds Joseph of his values, of chastity in 

this case. The father image here comes up as the antithesis to the concept of the great 

mother; to the mix of death and procreation, to the Dionysian: "der Widerspmch 

zAvischen Geist und Korper" (the contradiction of mind and body), as the Avriter calls 

Joseph's physical reaction to Mut's approaches, in spUe of his seven reasons to resist. 

Mann takes special care to describe the father image that tips the balance of this 

precarious moment towards the Geist, that Joseph's own Geist actually produces 

actively: "Jaakobs Ziige vermischten sich darin mit Potiphars Vaterzugen, Mont-kaw, 

dem bescheiden Verstorbenen, ahneUe es in einem damit, und viel gewaUigere Zuge noch 

tmg es alles in allem und uber diese AhrUichkeUen hinaus." Egyptian faces, Potiphar's and 

Mont-kaw's, are part of the father Unage, m spUe of Jaakob's (and through him: 
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Joseph's) view of 'swampy' Egypt as a place of decadence, lust, and death. Assigning 

Egyptian faces the function of an appeal to the ethical behavior means a rehabilitation of 

the foreign, a rejection of Jaakob's narrow-mindedness. In this scene, the world beyond 

the boundaries of one's country is restored as a home for hu-man-ity; the sacred space, so 

Umited in (jerman national identity, has been opened up by Mann after he himself was 

uprooted, during his OAvn exile. Geist, the wiU to do 'the right thmg,' is not part of a 

blood heritage here, but part of a particular tradUion, ready to embrace, if not the female 

principle, at least another aspect of the Other—the foreign. 

"Die liebende Isis bin ich, und mein Blick ist Tod," exclaims Mut. The woman's 

matriarchal world view and her comparing herself to the goddess makes her proposal to 

Joseph an iuAdtation to identify Avith Osiris. By letting the protagonist reject Osiris, Mann 

rejects not only the Dionysian principle (both, on the level of the narration and on the 

national level), but also the volkisch theory on the importance of one's native 

surroundings: Joseph remains faithful to his ethics even though he is physically removed 

from his background, in fact, never had a native place in the volkisch sense. In spUe of his 

exile and his frequent vertical and horizontal moves (the downs in his life before his 

various rises, termed 'pit' by the Avriter, and his travels as Pharaoh's right hand), the 

protagonist does not become totally alienated. 

7.2 Time 

In American national identity, time seems to equal youth, a zest for life, and the 

relishing of the here and now. It might be this identification wUh youth, besides the 
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popular pioneer settmg, that causes Gather to be praised and well-knoAvn for her early, 

rather than for her later novels. Moves beyond the pioneering era, associated Avith 

youthful energy, caused Gather to be labeled nostalgic, unable to cope Avith the present. 

Especially her novel Shadows on The Rock is seen not oiUy as a retreat into an idealized, 

domestic world, but as a step back, even by critics who are otherwise quUe open to her 

ever-changing style: Susie Thomas sees U as "the perfect analogue for her [Gather's] 

mother's illness."'̂ ^ WhUe U is tme, that Gather's passion for youth, zest, and drive shines 

strongly through her early fiction and even keeps on inspiring later works, such as the 

short story "Before Breakfast," the concepts of youth and time are treated wUh 

increasingly critical attitude throughout her career, giAdng way to an appreciation of age, 

a slower pace, conservation. 

Gather's first novel has the preoccupation Avith time at Us very center: Alexander 

experiences something of a mid-life crisis when he finds himself tom between two women 

who represent not only two different Ufestyles, the free artist and the mistress of a big 

house, but also two different ages: his lover HUda radiates fiery youth, his Avife Wmifred 

calm maturity. Even this early in her career. Gather does not fall into the trap of 

presentmg the female characters as good versus bad. Wmifred is described as very 

attractive, sophisticated, and adnurable. StUl, Gather lets Alexander's passion be Avith 

HUda, the embodUnent of youthful strength, and during the encounters Avith her, U 

becomes clear that youth is what he longs for most. Together, they remember tUnes when 

they were even younger—not in the sense of joyfully remembering the past, but rather 

mourning passing youth. This yeammg for youth goes so far as to make them flee the 
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British Museum, simply because U associates the past. ImpUcUly, he seems to reject age 

by rejecting his Avife finaUy. Even the novel's end testifies to a preoccupation Avith time as 

passing too fast: Alexander, noticing that his bridge constmction AVUI not hold up, mshes 

to the constmction site; but since he has delayed before, he comes too late and the work 

of his life crashes over him. Time has made him suffer, and time finally killed him—a 

conclusion, which hints at the Unportance the concept of tUne must have had for Gather. 

The Song of The Lark, too, emphasizes youth. Little wonder that the novel met 

Avith pubUc approval right away. As pointed out earUer, the protagonist's zest for Ufe 

corresponds to the national myth of America as young, strong, and enterprising; the 

setting on the divide attests to the author's pioneering spirit, and she seems to share the 

national view of time as something extremely elusive and therefore extremely precious. 

The trains mshing forward, Thea's blood mshing through her veins, her contempt for the 

young woman who appears to be terminally iU— t̂hey aU express "seize the day," time is 

short, youth is Ufe. It is this view that makes Thea compare art to a vessel capturing life at 

least for just a moment: "What was any art but an effort to make a sheath, a mould in 

which to imprison for a moment the shining, elusive element which is life itself" 

However, once Thea has become an accomplished artist, her zest has vanished, she 

is tired and nervous—Unes that read like a questioning of the value of youthful drive. 

These doubts, which Avill surface stronger in later works, are not the only counterbalance 

to the emphasis on the present. Less apparent is Gather's modification of the time myth in 

regard to the past. Ahnost Unperceptibly, she reminds Americans that their country is not 

as young as the myth claims. Neither does she resort to the Old Worid, rejected as an 
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ancestor by many Americans. She gives her American readers their very OAvn American 

past—and not only that: she opens history up for women, too, in the earlier mentioned 

Panther Gafton scene. 

The Gliflf Dweller euAdronment inspires Thea to identify Avith the Ancient People, 

and Avith the Indian women specifically: "She found herself tryUig to walk as they must 

have walked, with a feeling m her feet and knees and loins which she had never had 

before... She began to have intuitions about the women who had wom the path ... She 

could feel the weight of an Indian baby hanging to her back as she cUmbed." Gather 

does not even caU book four "Panther Ganon" or "The Indians." EUher term would have 

expressed a distance, would have made the cliff Dwellers simply into an exotic, strange 

people. Instead, she gives U the tUle "The Ancient People," thus emphasizing the relarion 

between a modem American and them. Since "Ancient People" implies "ancestors," 

Gather renunds the readers here not only of the fact that very different influences, 

immigrants and Native Americans, create the special make-up of American ciAdlization, 

but also that Americans have theu very OAvn past to be proud and aware of 

The three years of 1925 to 1927 are marked by a high productivity, which also 

focuses on the course of time. The three novels published then all express a concem Avith 

death: The Professor's House (1925) features a man experiencing his nud-life crisis and 

almost, half accidentally, half incidentally, committing suicide. My Mortal Enemv (1926) 

continues a critical view of youth through the retroflection of a dying woman. And Death 

Gomes to The Archbishop quUe obviously includes death. The most negative novel 

among these is Mv Mortal Enemv. It contrasts young Nelly and aging Myra, who has 
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married for passion, has recognized her innate materialism too late, and is now terminally 

iU: "People are always talking about the joys of youth—^but oh, how youth can suffer!"^" 

Here Gather emphasizes the dark side of youth, m contrast to the national myth, and 

portrays death as a relief 

It is rather in her previous and even more in her foUoAving book that she starts 

exploring the positive side of agUig. The professor first agonizes over his loss of energy 

and vitaUty. He does not feel the same bittemess that Myra felt, but the reader senses a 

sadness, an air of depression. Only after he entangles himself from his official fimctions as 

a university professor and family man, only after shedding aU that made him a respectable 

man, so to speak, does this mood change. He needs to rid himself first of the myth that 

only as a young, constantly active person, fulfilling aU of society's expectations for the 

young, he can lead a valuable life. Once he has time for introspection, though, he 

recognizes the falsUy of the myth and instead seems to discover "tmth" in his platonic 

relation to Augusta: "She wasn't at all afraid to say things that were heavily, drearily tme, 

and though he used to Avince under them, he hurried off wUh the feeling that they were 

good for him."^' 

Age is still not seen as enticing, but it starts to appear more positive than youth. 

"Augusta ... was the bloomless side of life that he had always mn away from,— yet when 

he had to face U, he found that U was not altogether repugnant."^^ While in The Song of 

The Lark Gather still compares eariy childhood to old age in a negative way (both are 

boring and lack vitality, passion), now she associates age wUh childhood in a positive 

combination: the protagonist remembers his boyhood, and by remembering, "the boy the 
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Professor had long ago left behind him,... the origmal, unmodified Godfrey St. Peter" has 

come back. Age here is combmed Avith birth and groAvth—an unusual move in a society 

which does not associate age Avith creativity: "He was cultivating a novel mental 

dissipation" (emphasis added).̂ ^ And Gather does not stop here; she even connects age 

and future in a posUive way by opening a third dimension to the protagonist, who so far 

only had time to cater to his present duties and Avrite his history books on the past: she 

lets him envision a future for himseff: "There was still Augusta, however; a world fuU of 

Augustas, Avith whom one was outward bound." The outward direction associated Avith 

Augusta, which is also a move out of the boundaries established by society, is further 

emphasized by the fact that Augusta is a foreigner, a German immigrant, while St. Peter's 

fanuly is genuine American. Choosing a non-American, a member of the Old World, as an 

altemative to youthfiil America estabUshes Gather's efforts of coming to terms Avith age 

as an effort in deconstmctUig the American myth of youth. 

Shadows on The Rock, finally, mediates between past and present. Since this novel 

concentrates so much on customs of social Ufe and ways of mnning a shop or a 

household, a focus on manners as an aspect of respectabiUty helps to discover Gather's 

subversiveness in this novel, which is usually considered pale and meek. Both, James 

Woodress and Susie Thomas agree that the ilhiess of Gather's mother has affected her 

Avriting this work. Thomas accuses U of an "aura of chUl petrification"̂ "* and Wood 

quotes Gather on Shadows on The Rock havmg been her only refuge for the past three 

years. Woods, however, also, calls U a "successfiil novel," "unlike anything she had done 

previously," and "an experiment."^^ Gather herself liked the novel, stating that she "got a 
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good deal of pleasure out of U," while complaining at the same tUne that her fellow 

Avriter's experimented too little.̂ ^ Gather's experiment Ues not only in the lack of action 

and her focus on a rather small scale, the household of the Auclair family in seventeenth 

century Quebec, but also on the treatment of time: for once, it passes slowly, almost 

imperceptibly and uneventfliU, in a work by Gather, and quUe contrary to the national 

myth. 

Like her previous novels, this book features a rock. Archbishop Latour had already 

meditated upon the security a rock can proAdde; the Professor carries the name of "rock" 

(St. Peter), and in this novel, U provides the base for a whole tOAvn. Stability, symbolized 

by the rock, seems to be important. If in addUion, the narrator's focus is on the Auclair 

kitchen and livingroom or on a young recluse who chose to imprison herself in a tiny 

room adjacent a church, the idea of subversion might seem farfetched. However, lack of 

action is already subversive in Uself m a cuUure that stresses motion and activity so much. 

Also, Gather creates tension in her OAvn way. 

In the father/daughter pair, Euclide and Cecile, she contrasts not only old and 

young, but also two cultures: France and Canada, the Old World and the New. The father 

represents values associated with Europe, including his thorough, chosen, and slow 

manners. When he chooses food at the market for his Avinter provisions, the procedure 

has the air of a ceremony. GecUe may weU imitate her deceased Mother's habUs, but her 

whole character is different: quick, fearless, adventurous. She AVUI later join the hunter 

Charron, in a symbolic union which completes her attachment to the new country.̂ ^ 
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However, some instabUUy of identity, too, makes itself feU. The line between the 

two worlds does not necessarily pass exactly between the generations: GecUe compares 

herself to her grandmother who had already wanted to leave because "she had no Avish to 

live longer in a worid where such cmelties"^* as the torturing and hanging of an innocent 

man could happen. The girl herself is a product of two worlds and sometimes she cannot 

be quUe sure where she belongs. Her father, too, cannot be sure of his identity any more. 

WUh his daughter and grandchUdren m Canada and his profane ties to France cut, he 

stays on; but he never stops yearning for the home of his youth. 

Abjection, too, is used as a technique again, creating an uncertainty in the reader, 

encouraging questioning, and adding tension to the novel. Both worlds are described Avith 

their beauties, but also Avith their dark sides, which makes the decision of belonging even 

more difficult. Europe, on one side represented by religious celebrations, classic books, 

and refined household customs, is also a place of legal injustice and torture. Gather makes 

physical suffering and the executioner's OAvn torturously guilty conscience over years and 

years an Unportant point Ui the novel. The comfort she offers is the very technique some 

critics disapprove of a focus on manners—not in the sense of society's raised index 

finger, but meanmgflil manners: the soothing routine of every day activities, a normality 

of Ufe which can only be appreciated if considered agamst Us antithesis of existential 

suffering. 

While the creation of a novel consisting to a large degree of household scenes may 

weU have been inspired by the Avriter's need for reassurance during a personal crisis, 

readers, too, can find a message in the images of a well-organized, clean household, a 
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meticulously kept store, a healthy, harmonious, esthetically pleasing meal: "one made a 

cUmate Avithm a cUmate; one made the days,—the complexion, the special flavour, the 

special happiness of each day as U passed; one made life."^^ Endurance and preservation 

is praised here instead of conquering and speedy advance. Gather's Shadows on The 

Rock moves at an un-American slow pace. To consider this a failure indicates the critic's 

bemg caught up in the American myth of time, rather than bad writing on Gather's side. 

For Mann, too, a slow, steady pace seems to have had a therapeutic value. It is 

sufficient to think of the four volumes of the Joseph novels, most of which he completed 

at a tune of upheaval. Kurzke also portrays the quiet, unremitting flow of Mann's epic in 

these volumes as a countermove against the ecstatic race of a time which had lost all 

sense of form, value, and dignity."*̂  

Mann, too, moves through time as liberally as he moves through space, from India 

to Portugal (the USA was probably too threateningly close at hand for an exile to become 

the main setting for a fictional work). From the tum of the century back to Ancient 

Egypt, via the European Middle Ages, he seems to enjoy the picturesque settings. When 

U comes to the first half of the twentieth century in his home country, both the official 

Adew of time, as weU as Mann's relation to U become rather ambiguous. WUh the 

increasing power of the national socialist movement came not only a groAving 

identification Avith pre-industrial times, but also a future oriented vision. This 

combination, implying the idea of the conservative revolution and the myth that salvation 

and a great future was to be found in a backward orientation, must have appealed to a 

Avriter Avith a preference for mediating between opposUes. Therefore, Mann's relation to 
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time is best analyzed as an ongoing process, rather than attaching the labels of 

conservative first and progressive later to his work. 

Die Buddenbrooks expresses a partiaUty for the great-grandfather generation at the 

end of the eighteenth century against the view of the late nineteenth century as decadent. 

In "Death m Venice," the protagonist's venturing out into foreign lands, the feminine 

realm of swamp, water, and insecure ground is contrasted with conservative values. 

Aschenbach embodies the past: Friedrich von Preussen, SchiUer, self-discipline— t̂he 

innocence of times before the spread of mdecent psychologyzing ("Der Ausbmch des 

Ekels gegen den unanstandigen Psychologismus der Zeit""*'). The use of the term "Zeit" 

(time) emphasizes that Mann makes the progress of tUne responsible, a progress which he 

sees as decline here. However, criticism of extreme conservatism and the recognition of a 

needed renewal is ah-eady impUed in the protagonist's stagnating creativity. 

In face of the increasingly powerful national socialist's monopolizing both, German 

youth and past, Mann became more critical of conservatism and aware of the dychotomy 

of past and future."*̂  ParaUel to his distancUig himself from the groAving abuse of the past, 

he lets outsiders in his work experience the encounter Avith it. In The Magic Mountain. 

whose creation occurred at a critical time in Mann's reshapUig of opmions, one finds the 

constellation of youth versus past. Hans Gastorp, whose posUion as an outsider in the 

novel has been discussed earlier, gets sucked up by the dangerous attraction of the 

"Lindenbaumlied," swept into the war, and dies. Here, the past equals the Dionysian 

forces and is expUcUly associated Avith death. At this point Ui his career, Mann's 

awareness of how anti-democratic groups calculatingly abused a romanticized past 
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increased. He expresses particular concem for the youth m his speech "Von Deutscher 

RepubUk" and attempts to make particularly the young members of his audience see the 

deception through the conservative revolution. He quotes NovaUs on youth and repubhc; 

"Wo junge Leute sind, da ist RepubUk,""*̂  and on eros, but tries hard to present Walt 

Whitman's combination of eros and democracy as even more appealing, using the very 

teraunology of volkisch thought to tum his country's youth away from the sympathy Avith 

death: "Die reine und frisch duftende Urgesundheit des Sangers von Manhattan,""*̂  

(Uterally: The pure and fresh smelUng wr-health of the poet of Manhattan). Arguing that 

Whitman's ideas as more wholesome than NovaUs'"*̂  and, implicUly, that homo-eroticism 

is not limited to monarchistic Mannerbiinde,^ he tries to defeat the ultra-right movement 

Avith its OAvn weapons, presenting modem democracy as more German (the allusion to 

health and male bonding) than romanticism. The educational intent and Mann's concem 

for his country's youth are unmistakable; (Wisskirchen speaks about democratic eros as 

Mann's pedagogical intention)."*̂  How desperate and eventually vain they were, shows 

the response by Hans Jost (a national socialist poet) to the speech—a response which also 

demonstrates that the emphasis on time and youth in Mann's speech had been 

understood, but not accepted: "Der Blickpunkt der Romantik war Idee und EAvigkeit. Ihr 

Blickpunkt ist Zeit und Vater Ebert; damit ist ein fiir alle Mai der Entscheid fiir uns Junge 

gefallen""** (emphasis added) — youth was assigned the side of romanticism and eternity, 

Mann the side of pragmatism and time. 

FinaUy, Ui Doktor Faustus. youth and age, fiiture and past, cannot be used 

consistently in a dialectical way any more because the boundaries between these (and 
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other) areas have been broken doAvn, just as they had started to overlap under the 

national-sociaUst regime."*̂  While the official image featured a pre-industrial Germany and 

an orientation towards the past, the acquisUion of modem technology had become a 

major goal for the Nazi leadership and the future of the Third Reich was constantly 

stressed in public speeches. Mosse describes the process of entangling the new myths 

from the past as a transvaluation of the past. Volkisch theorists, while keeping certain 

elements from the past, presented the myth as "the product of man's Avill, his imagination, 

and his artistic creativity," expressed in rooted man's "constant aspiration for perfection, 

his striving to merge Avith the cosmos."^^ In Doktor Faustus, expressions like "die Finger 

am Puis der ZeU"̂ * (the finger at the pulse of tUne) abound, particularly in the scene 

where Zeitbloom describes the KridAviss circle (a group, representative of those 

intellectual circles that fed the national sociaUst ideology). The ambivalence of the 

volkisch Adew of time and the concept of time itself have become subjects by themselves 

in the Faust novel, as a focus on outsiders AVUI show. 

The relation between future and past as it was presented in the conservative 

revolution is the topic of the scene in the Schlaginhaufen's salon, commented on from the 

perspective of Zeitbloom who remains an outsider to the general frenzy over the 

revolutionary ideas uttered by Dr. Ghaim Breisacher. The salon, mirroring Germany's 

upper bourgeoisie, aUows private mstmctor Breisacher to act as a fermenting agent ("die 

RoUe eines fermentosen Fremdkorpers""). He enjoys to shock his audience Avith his 

avant-garde Adews on time: that progress generally equals regress, and that the most 

advanced opmion is the recognition that genuineness can only be found at the origins of a 
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people's history. Denouncing Bach of "Geflihlsprostitution" and polyphony as an 

acquisition of barbarism, he shakes at the foundations of bourgeois existence, topping his 

speech by labeling King Salomon a progressive cretin who helped the decUne of 

metaphysical power of the people along. ̂ ^ 

Mann has narrator Zeitbloom, whose name is in Uself an allusion to time ("Zeit") 

call this intellectual mix of avant-garde and reactionary views "die neue Welt der Anti-

Humanitat." Zeitbloom is able to relate to the various members of the audience and 

understands why Breisach's ridicule and provocation do not meet more resistance, but he 

seems to be the only one who is not at least halfway attracted by the apparent novelty of 

the demagogue's ideas. 

Another scene emphasizes the incongmence between traditional bourgeois 

upbringing and the demands of modernity. Apparently, Zeitbloom is the outsider, the 

narrator, whose insights surpass the ones of the characters described by him. The real 

outsider, though, is the bourgeoisie Uself because Us way of life has become 

inappropriate. Zeitbloom's description of the nursery particularly iUustrates that the home 

has tumed into a cocoon, keeping its inhabUants simultaneously at a distance from each 

other and out of touch Avith the outside world. Mann lets the narrator speculate that the 

wet nurse, the govemess, the separate room Avith Us fairy-tale equipment, the very picture 

of a domestic children's paradise ("das Musterbeispiel eines hauslichen 

Kinderparadieses"^ )̂ express a lack of matemal love, which in tum might be caused by 

the absence of sensual and sexual attraction in a passionless marriage. One finds the very 

scenario TheweleU is so weary of and to which he ascribes a neurotic psychological 
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development: an emphasis on cleanliness, on propriety, and a lack of simple, humane 

sensuality. 

The protagonist himself, finaUy, obAdously wanders between times, a constant 

outsider of society and of time. Unaffected by the political developments in his country, 

conversing Avith his contemporaries now, Avith Mephisto then, in a language reminiscent 

of medieval German, he creates a music which is also a mix of ultra modem technique, 

the twelve tone music, and ancient content. His composUions go back in time, starting 

Avith a piece in the impressionist manner, then Blake Lieder and Brentano songs. The 

sixteenth century follows, then the (jesta Romanomm. This development suggests the 

national socialist retreat further and fiirther back into time, until only the apocalypse is 

left. The posUion of the apocalypse at the beginnUig of time, instead at the end, where it 

conventionally belongs, mirrors the fate of the Third Reich and stresses the general 

Unpression of a "verkehrten WeU,"̂ ^ a reverse or Avrong world. After spanning the whole 

range of human time, the outsider of humanity, Leverkuhn, whom one might consider an 

allegory of the Germany which sold Us soul and became an outsider to human society, 

ends Avith an apocalypse. Others, like Zeitbloom, have the chance to recognize that a 

retreat into the bourgeois home, mto the past, has become Uiappropriate and that social 

change has become a necessity. The before last sentence of Doktor Faustus asks the 

question "Wann?" (when): "Wann ... Avird das Licht der HofBiung tagen?" Even though 

the novel cannot provide an easy answer, the book's analytical quaUties, including its 

treatment of time, is already part of this hope, because instead of accepting a national 

myth, the development of Mann's view on time has brought him to a view totally 
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OpposUe the national myth of salvation through the adherence to a glorious past—a 

position which through its very opposition and questioning of the status quo, encourages 

in the end a synthesis of the whole and a balance of extremes. 
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GHAPTER VUI 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 Conclusion 

The analysis in the previous chapters confirms both, how diflficuU U is to escape the 

influence of national myths and how easy it is to recognize them in the United States or 

Germany. However, U also shows, how an ongoing questioning may lead to a 

modification, even to the rejection, or at least to an Uicreased awareness of potential 

problems with those supposed tmths—each of these actions being a liberation from a 

limited, fenced-in Adew of the world. To avoid the overly used image of the pioneer, one 

might say that Willa Gather and Thomas Mann can be read as liberators, not by movdng to 

a completely new ground (which may not even be desirable in a world which is miming 

shorter and shorter of space), but by tearing doAvn some of the national boundaries and 

aUoAving for a freer flow of ideas Avithin the existing territory. 

Both are based in their OAvn cuUures, to some degree attached to these cultures and 

unAvillmg or unable to give them up. What counts, though, is the term "to some degree." 

Particularly in their later works, but often even in theU early fiction, one finds mingled 

doubts, analysis, partial acceptance, and much rejection of established national tmths. 

Changing sides or even the refusal to take a side may sound like opportunism, a 

reproach that Ui fact has been directed towards Mann. However, "in literature, clear 

intellectual distmctions may not always be necessary or even desirable, and the ambiguous 

becomes not a measure of failure but rather a richness fuUy intended and needed." Also, 

both Avriters were more interested in crossing boundaries, in the sense of traveUng as well 
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as in a figurative sense, than in establishmg new ones. In their private lives, both suffered 

from the prejudices of others: Gather from nusogyiUst critics who saw her as an aging 

spUister—a view which kept them from appreciating how innovative and grand her so-

called "regional" and "nostalgic" fiction is; Mann, from a homophobic culture that 

disinclined him to admit a sexual orientation, which inspired so much of his work. 

Overstepping the boundaries of respectability leads one into nobody's land, a dangerous 

place which may well be honeycombed Avith mines. So one leams to tread carefully and 

become sensUive. It is this sensitiAdty that makes these Avriters such suitable examples for 

the realm beyond national myths. 

The mam merit Ui Mann's treatment of national myths seems to me to be his efforts 

to counter excesses. Whenever the national pendulum sAvings out too far in one direction, 

he plays devdl's advocate, if necessary against his OAvn tendencies, as in his defense of life 

and repubUc versus romanticism and death Avish. He anticipates excesses so early that 

even though he might support ideas while they are undeveloped, he objects to them when 

the concept has matured, been Avidely accepted, and threatens to be misused as a medium 

for power. That does not mean unUmited objectiAdty. Mann's focus on maleness, which 

'y 

regards even democracy as a result of male bonding, seems to exclude women or 

delegate them to the area of the Dionysian and death, or insignificance at best. However, 

it is up to the reader eUher to disregard him and these ideas as misogynist, or to continue 

the Avriter's boundary crossing and expand his ideas of democracy to women, too. 

Gather, in spite of having some strong convictions on aristocracy and being well 

bred, also manages to enlarge the concept of American democracy through her 
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feminization of various myths. Women can be questers, but their quest might include the 

acceptance of support; the frontier, approached by women, may not be conquered but 

met Avith understandUig. She also expands American national identity in the area of tUne, 

including a culturaUy rich, native American past, again through the emphasis of the female 

element. 

Gather and Mann share focus on gender throughout theu dealing with national 

myths. Both perceive the boundaries afforded by respectabUity as limiting, and 

consequently have to deconstmct or change some myths. The realm opening Uself in the 

overstepping of gender limits and consequently of national Umits is, of course, 

androgyny,̂  caUed by Mann: "Das beruckend MenschUche'"*— a term which in Uself 

caUs attention to the transnational qualUies of the concept. The feminist aspect of 

Gather's work is ambiguous enough^ because she reportedly was not interested in 

feminism per se. StUl, by deaUng Avith female characters as people, rather than stereotype 

'women,' she gives them already an androgynous touch. Her protagonists often find 

themselves in the dilemma of many working women, tom between the sphere of love and 

family and their professional dedication. However, this situation presents a dilemma only 

if one reaUy desU-es both. Some of her heroines appear quUe happy and satisfied in their 

singleness, simply because this singleness does not necessarUy mean isolation. An almost 

erotic relationship is not linuted to a person of the opposUe sex in Gather's work, but can 

be entered Avith the world at large: Thea's or Alexandra's closeness to the land testifies to 

this Adew, and so does Gather's OAvn life Avith a female friend and her passion for art. 
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If androgyny in Gather's fiction steers aUogether away from sexual relationships in a 

narrow sense, replacing them Avith a boundless love for life, Mann opens androgyny up as 

a sensual Utopia: Joseph, who at age seventeen is more beautifiil than eUher man or 

woman; the brother and sister pair, who catch the observer's attention only because 

together they appear so satisfyingly complete; Felix KmU, who is equally attractive for 

men and women. His view of eros is comprehensive, too, as his combination of homo

erotic relationships and the state prove. In Toward A Recognition of Androgyny, Carolyn 

Heilbmn wonders when finally great androgynous works Avill be Avritten and whether they 

AvUl be recognized immediately. She asks: "Once the old marriage game, the sexual game 

of hunter and hunted has ceased to be played, who knows what human possibilities the 

novel may discover?"^ It seems to me, that in some of Gather's and Mann's works these 

great androgynous works exist already, and that a reading Avith a focus on national myths 

facilitates this recognition. 

Mann's inclusion of the topic of homosexuality in his "Republik" speech indicates 

his recognition of the connection between sexual orientation and national identity. 

Respectability, including sexuaUty as its most important element, build the center of 

national myths. Shared by a community of beUevers, any dcAdation from the mle means 

treason. It was neither a coincidence nor a statement of personal preference when Mann 

made homoeroticism a comerstone of his vindication of democracy, tryUig to save U from 

the national-sociaUsts; he was making a highly political statement. Equally, Gather's 

creation of female characters who channel theU* sensuality outside sexual relationships 

should not be simply dismissed as an expression of alleged lesbianism, but also be credUed 
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as aUematives to the paths prescribed by rigid social laws, which tend to a policy of 

"govem and populate." 

The third duection, the in-between, the tAviUght zone, these are the realms explored 

by Gather and Mann, and U is partly in these realms that they see the solutions. Gather's 

Godfrey St. Peter in The Professor's House finds his sudden "tAvilight stage" enjoyable.̂  

Mann's Hans Gastorp in The Magic Mountain keeps a strong memory of his experience 

during a boat trip, when one side of the sky was already completely dark and the other 

one still light. For him, this twUight experience symbolizes the perfection and harmony he 

himself strives for. Gather assigns positive values not only to the sun, and Mann's real 

love is not just for the night, but both associate completion with a mix of light and dark, 

with a synthesis of opposites. 

Reluctant to enter any twilight zone, the readers may have to be coaxed into facing 

some of the subversive ideas. Certain techniques of subversion (such as pairing of 

opposites, instability of identUy, abjection, heteroglossia, or fragmentation) may appear 

oiUy in rather subtle versions in Gather's and Mann's works, but they foster a slight sense 

of insecurity which is the first step in questioning one's convictions at all. Particularly at 

times when a sense of instability worries people, simplicUy and clear-cut answers are in 

demand. Elaine ShowaUer appropriately opens her book Sexual Anarchy: Gender and 

Culture at the Fin de Siecle^ wUh a chapter on "Borderlines," draAving a parallel between 

the last and the coming tum of the century: "From urban homelessness to imperial 

decUne, from sexual revolution to sexual epidemics, the last decades of the twentieth 

century seem to be repeatUig the problems, themes, and metaphors of the fin de siecle. 



For society's longing for stabUity she uses the term "border controls,"^ a term connoting 

the concept of nation even more readUy than the concept of gender. 

A radical work tryUig to shock a readership, desperate for answers, might fail, since 

in a situation of serious insecurity, one tends to reject an invitation to enter unknoAvn 

ground. Again, Gather's and Mann's work offers a suUable solution. WhUe encouraging 

questionmg, U also meets the fear of breaking the dam by suggestmg an equUibrium—an 

equiUbrium, which can be fortified through a comparative approach, including such 

opposite views on the same topic (e.g., space) as rootedness and mobiUty. Gather's and 

Mann's fiction tries to mediate and stresses harmonious diversity instead of taking sides, 

such as the appreciation for foreign cuUure spicUig Gather's fiction or the efforts to 

synthesize penetrating Mann's work. A focus on national myths in their works neither 

limits readers to famiUar ground, nor does U drag them into completely foreign territory; 

mstead, U shows them that there is room for groAvth "between the old world and the 

new."̂ « 
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8.2 Notes 

Inta Miske Ezergailis, Male and Female: An Approach to Thomas Maim's Dialectic (The Hage: 
Nijhoff, 1975). 

^ Hans Wisskirchen, "Republikanischer Eros," Heimsuchung und siifies Gift ed. Gerhard Harle 
(Frankfiirt: Fisher, 1992). Wisskirchen writes that Mann, just as TheweleU in Male Fantasies, analyzes 
the homosexuality of the Mannerbunde as a purposely anti-bourgeois demonstration. While Theweleit 
comes to the conclusion that, because of its political nature, this sexuality more likely leads to terroristic 
actions than to a love relationship, Mann still ties it to politics by stressing the link between male eros 
and democracy. Wisskirchen 32. 

^ Richard Exner. "Das beriickend Menschliche oder Androgynie in der Literatur," Neue Deutsche 
Hefte (31) 1984, 254-276. Exner calls the topic of androgyny a kind of dangerous but also charming no-
man's land ("Eine Art gefahrliches und zugleich marchenhaftes Niemandsland," 255.) 

"* Thomas Mann, Bekenntnisse des Hochstaplers Felix KmU. vol. 7 of Gesammelte Werke. 13 vols. 
(1954; Frankfiut: Fisher. 1990). 

^ Deborah Carlin, Gather, Canon, and The Politics of Reading (Amherst: U of Massachusetts P, 
1992) 25. 

^ Carolyn HeUbrun, Toward A Recognition of Androgvny (New York: Knopf, 1973) 171. 

^ WUla Gather, The Professor's House (1925; New York: Vintage Books, 1990) 239. 

* Elaine Showalter, Sexual Anarchy: Gender and Culture at The Fin de Siecle (New York: Viking, 
1990) 1. 

^ Showalter 4. 

°̂ Willa Catiier, "The Diamond Mine" Collected Stories (1920; New York: Vinatge Books, 1992) 
134. 
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